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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
An Explanation of Dissertation Format 
This dissertation includes three manuscripts preceded by 
a general introduction. The first manuscript reports 
construction of an RFLP map for sorghum and comparison between 
sorghum and maize genetic maps. The second manuscript 
describes the genetic effects and locations of quantitative 
trait loci controlling plant height in sorghum. The third 
manuscript reports on the genetic effects and locations of 
quantitative trait loci controlling morphological traits 
(number of tillers per plant, leaf length, leaf width, stalk 
circumference, and maturity). The manuscripts are followed by 
general conclusions. References cited in the general 
introduction and general conclusions are listed in the general 
references section. The appendix includes additional 
information pertinent to the main text. 
Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism in Sorghum 
(Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench): Genetic Map Construction 
and Analysis of Quantitative Traits 
The sorghum crop 
Cultivated sorghum. Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench, 
originated in Africa. The greatest genetic diversity in native 
sorghum is found in Ethiopia and adjacent areas of East Africa 
(Poehlman 1987). According to Vinnal et al. (1936), sorghum 
was probably among the first crops to be domesticated and 
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utilized as human food and as feed for livestock. 
Sorghum is the world's fifth leading cereal in acreage 
(Doggett 1988) and the leading cereal grain in the rain-fed 
areas of the semiarid tropics and subtropics (Poehlman 1987) . 
The great advantage of sorghum is its considerable tolerance 
to drought and heat. Because of this, it is cultivated in 
areas too hot and dry for maize. 
Sorghum is from the tribe Andropogoneae; group 
Sorghastrae; and genus Sorghum (Doggett 1988) . Sorghum has 
been classified according to several schemes. However, the 
most recent taxonomic treatment (de Wet 1978) established that 
the genus sorghum has three species: (1) Sorghum halepense, a 
perennial tetraploid; (2) Sorghum propinguum, a perennial 
diploid; and (3) Sorghum bicolor, an annual diploid (n = 10). 
The last species includes three subspecies: bicolor 
(domesticated grain sorghums); arundinaceum (wild progenitors 
of grain sorghums); and drurmondii (stabilized derivatives of 
hybridization between grain sorghum and its closest wild 
relatives). The subspecies bicolor includes five basic races 
(bicolor, guinea, caudatum, kafir, and durra) and ten 
intermediate races which are comprised of all combinations of 
basic races. 
The first recorded sorghum introduction into the United 
States was broomcorn (race bicolor) from Europe in 1725. The 
initial planned influx of sorghum accessions began in 1851 and 
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gradually increased through the early 1900s (Duncan et al. 
1991). Sorghum cultivation was initially in Southeast U.S., 
spread to drier regions, and was established principally in 
the Great Plains and California (Poehlman 1987). The original 
introductions were reselected for maturity, height, and 
morphological types. 'Dwarf yellow milo' (race durra) and 
'dwarf kafir' (race kafir) were the principal grain varieties 
until the 1930s (Kramer 1987). 
With the interest of developing sorghum varieties more 
amenable to mechanized harvesting, the advent of the 
artificial hybridization and directed breeding, farmer-
breeders identified crosses between kafir and milo that 
produced acceptable progeny. Several varieties originated from 
that combination and represented almost all the grain sorghum 
produced prior to the development and widespread use of Fj 
hybrid cultivars in the 1950s (Kramer 1987). With the 
discovery of a cytoplasmic male sterility system, Fj hybrids 
became the predominate type of sorghum cultivar (Duncan et al. 
1991) . 
With the predominance of Fj hybrid cultivars, great 
effort has been made to develop parental inbred lines, "A" 
lines (male-sterile due to the presence of sterile cytoplasm 
and non-restorer nuclear genes), "R" lines (presence of normal 
or sterile cytoplasm and homozygous for nuclear restorer 
genes), and "B" lines (normal cytoplasm and nuclear non-
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restorer genes). 
Despite extensive genetic variability available in exotic 
germplasm, the genetic base of U.S. sorghum germplasm is 
extremely narrow, especially among "A" lines. The main causes 
of such vulnerability seem to be restrictive use of milo and 
kafir to exploit cytoplasm male sterility, and the necessity 
to use or develop day-neutral and short stature types (Webster 
1976). 
Considering the narrow genetic base of the germplasm in 
breeding programs and the wide genetic variability in 
spontaneous types, researchers turned their attention to the 
World Collection and established the Sorghum Conversion 
Program (Duncan et al. 1991; Miller 1979; Poehlman 1987). The 
primary aim of the Sorghum Conversion Program is to change 
tall, late, photoperiod sensitive sorghum into short, early 
forms that can be grown in the temperate regions. Genes at up 
to eight loci, four for plant height and four for maturity, 
are incorporated into the wild genotypes via a backcross 
breeding program (Miller 1979). The objective is to select for 
segregants with phenotypes adapted to temperate latitudes 
while maintaining a high percentage of exotic germplasm. 
Despite the success of the Sorghum Conversion Program in 
incorporating additional genetic variability into the 
germplasm, progress in the improvement of this crop has been 
slower than expected (Kramer 1987). New technologies are 
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required in order to increase the efficiency of breeding 
programs. Duncan et al. (1991) pointed out that the future 
competitiveness of the U.S. sorghum industry depends on the 
availability of new technology and novel methods. 
Restriction fragment length polymorphism 
One tool which may help a breeding program become more 
effective by accelerating breeding procedures is restriction 
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs). RFLPs represent base 
pair differences in homologous segments of DNA from 
genetically distinct genotypes. These differences are realized 
when restriction enzymes cleave the DNA. Radioactive DNA 
probes identify the homologous segments by the process of 
Southern hybridization technique (Helentjaris 1987). 
Restriction enzymes cleave the DNA in or near a specific 
restriction site. As a result, any base pair change at that 
site or encompassing that site could affect the length of 
fragment (Helentjaris 1987). Polymorphisms detected by 
Southern hybridization can be generated by point mutations 
that destroy or create new restriction sites, or by 
chromosomal aberrations such as translocations, inversions, 
and duplications that may leave a restriction site intact but 
alter its position relative to neighboring sites. 
Since RFLPs directly detect differences in DNA sequences, 
they are relatively free of environmental effects. RFLPs are 
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selectively neutral, non-deleterious, unlimited, easily 
detectable, and usually co-dominant (Murray et al. 1988). 
Considering these attributes, RFLP technology is of great 
potential value to plant breeding. Applications include DNA 
fingerprinting, trait mapping, and marker-based breeding. A 
complete RFLP linkage map is a fundamental step to use RFLPs. 
RFLP in sorghum research 
Further progress in basic and applied aspects of sorghum 
genetics may be limited by several factors: (1) a poorly 
developed genetic map; (2) poor estimates of genetic 
relationship and diversity; and (3) few genes mapped for key 
traits. Considering these limitations and the potential 
applicability of RFLP techniques, it is clear that molecular 
markers can be very helpful for sorghum improvement. For 
example, backcross breeding can be used to solve several 
problems in sorghum production by incorporating traits like 
greenbug resistance that are conferred by a dominant gene 
(Poehlman 1987), or more complex traits governed by few genes 
like plant height. But backcross breeding, especially for more 
than one gene, is a slow procedure. 
There is no report of mapping quantitative traits in 
sorghum. However, Mendelian studies for plant height (Quinby 
and Karper 1954), maturity (Quinby 1967), and resistance to 
biotic stresses have been of great value for sorghum breeding. 
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Doggett (1988) summarized genetic linkage of morphological and 
physiological mutants involving 49 loci. Nine linkage groups 
have been established, but these consist of only two to ten 
loci. 
Recently, several linkage maps for sorghum based on RFLPs 
have been reported (Hulbert et al. 1990; Binelli et al. 1992; 
Whitkus et al. 1992; Berhan et al. 1993), Hulbert et al. 
(1990) identified eight linkage groups and reported that RFLP 
loci linked in maize were usually linked in sorghum. Binelli 
et al. (1992), using 35 maize genomic clones, identified five 
linkage groups. Whitkus et al. (1992), used 85 maize genomic 
clones and seven isozyme loci to identify 13 linkage groups. 
Berhan et al. (1993), using cloned maize genes and maize 
genomic clones, identified 15 linkage groups. As sorghum has 
ten chromosome pairs, a complete linkage map should consist of 
ten linkage groups. 
In general, maize and sorghum genome share considerable 
DNA homology and synteny. This similarity indicates that much 
of the molecular technology, and extensive basic genetic 
information used in maize may be applied in sorghum in the 
future. Conversely, the small genome size of sorghum (0.8 pg 
vs. 2.3 pg for IC DNA content) may provide advantages for map-
based cloning for maize improvement. In order to do that, a 
complete and high density genetic map is required. 
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Considering the importance of having a detailed genetic 
map for basic and applied research in sorghum and maize, we 
propose to develop such a map. By using a higher number of 
RFLP probes, the goal is to develop a map covering the whole 
sorghum genome. 
Genes for key traits like plant height and maturity are 
not mapped in the sorghum genome. Such information should 
facilitate the process of broadening the genetic base of 
cultivated sorghum. Also, comparative mapping of the sorghum 
genome to that of maize may identify regions of interest for 
improvement of that crop. Thus, we propose to use RFLP markers 
to determine the genetic location and inheritance of QTL 
controlling morphological traits in sorghum. 
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PAPER 1. CONSTRUCTION OF AN RFLP MAP IN SORGHUM 
AND COMPARATIVE MAPPING IN MAIZE 
10 
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ABSTRACT 
An Fj population derived from a cross between Sorghum 
bicolor subspecies bicolor (CK60) and Sorghum hicolor 
subspecies drummondii (PI22 9828) was used to develop an RFLP 
genetic linkage map of sorghum. The map consists of 201 loci 
distributed among ten linkage groups covering a map distance 
of 1530 CM, with an average eight cM between adjacent loci. 
Maize genomic probes (52), maize cDNA probes (124), and 
sorghum genomic probes (ten) were used to define the loci (55, 
136, and ten, respectively). Ninety-five percent of the loci 
fit expected segregation ratios. The loci with distorted 
segregation ratios were confined almost exclusively to a 
region of one linkage group. Comparison of sorghum and maize 
maps indicated high correspondence between the two genomes in 
terms of locus order and genetic distance. Many loci linked in 
maize (45 of 55) also were linked in sorghum. Instances of 
both conserved and rearranged locus orders were detected. 
Key words: genetics, gene mapping. Sorghum bicolor, 
Zea mays. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench (2n = 2x = 20) is, in terms 
of cultivated area, the world's fifth leading cereal after 
wheat, rice, corn, and barley (Doggett 1988) . Despite the 
economic importance of sorghum, its genetic characterization 
is limited. Doggett (1988) summarized genetic linkage of 
morphological and physiological mutants involving 49 loci. 
Nine linkage groups have been established, but these consist 
of only two to ten loci. 
Recently, several reports have been made of linkage maps 
for sorghum that are based on restriction fragment length 
polymorphisms (RFLPs). Hulbert et al. (1990) tested the 
ability of maize genomic probes to detect RFLPs in sorghum. 
Eight linkage groups were established and they observed that 
RFLP loci linked in maize were usually linked in sorghum. 
Binelli et al. (1992) used 35 maize genomic probes to identify 
five linkage groups in sorghum. Whitkus et al. (1992), using 
85 maize genomic probes and seven isozyme loci, identified 13 
linkage groups in sorghum. Berhan et al. (1993) generated a 
genetic map with 96 RFLP loci arranged in 15 linkage groups. 
In all instances, considerable conservation of linkage and 
linear order was observed although each study reported 
examples of rearrangements. 
These studies have contributed to the understanding of 
sorghum genetics and the relationship between the sorghum and 
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maize genomes. However, a more detailed linkage map for 
sorghum may be required for advanced breeding and genetic 
studies. Moreover, a map based on cDNA probes may provide 
opportunities to associate anonymous, expressed genes with 
biological functions, defined by a mutant allele or a 
quantitative trait locus. 
The primary objective of our study was to develop a more 
complete genetic linkage map for sorghum based on RFLPs. This 
represents the first step towards other investigations of 
maize-sorghum synteny, construction of a linkage map, and 
identification of quantitative trait loci (QTL). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Genetic Material 
An F; population (78 individuals from an progeny) from 
the cross CK60 X PI229828 was used. The CK60 parent is an 
inbred line used in single-cross hybrids of grain sorghum 
(Harvey 1977), and represents the subspecies bicolor. The 
PI229828 parent is representative of the Sorghum bicolor 
subspecies drummondii (Duncan et ai. 1991; de Wet 1978). This 
cross was selected because of differences between parents in 
terms of RFLPs, panicle morphology, plant height, maturity, 
tiller production, resistance to greenbug (Schizapus graminum 
race E), and resistance to sorghum downy mildew 
{Peronosclerospora sorghi). 
DNA Probe Selection 
Three sources of probes were utilized, maize genomic, 
sorghum genomic, and maize cDNA. The maize genomic probes were 
taken from collections of previously mapped probes (Brookhaven 
Natl. Laboratory, Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., University of 
Missouri-Columbia, and Native Plants Inc.). These probes were 
selected for their ability to produce both single-or-low-copy 
signals and polymorphic patterns when hybridized against DNA 
samples of the parents digested with either EcoRI or ifindlll. 
The library of sorghum genomic clones was developed as 
described by McCouch et al. (1988), using the restriction 
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enzyme PstI and the PBS+ plasmid vector. 
cDNA probes (except two) were isolated from a library of 
maize cDNA developed at Iowa State University by J. Colbert 
(John et al. 1992) . The library was prepared with mRNA 
extracted from the complete root system of nine-day-old maize 
seedlings. The lambda ZAPII phage vector and the XL-1 Blue 
host cell line were used. R408 helper phage was used for in-
vivo excision. Two clones (pZmISU153 and pZmISU154) are from a 
maize cDNA library described by Barkan and Martienssen (1991) . 
Clones from the sorghum genome library are named pSblSU, 
followed by a numerical identification, and clones from the 
maize cDNA library are named pZmlSU. When the same probe 
identified more than one locus, uppercase letters were added 
at the end of the designation. 
DNA Isolation, Southern Transfer, and Hybridizations 
Genomic DNA was isolated from freeze-dried leaf tissue of 
F2 seedlings grown in the greenhouse. Techniques for genomic 
DNA isolation, digestion. Southern transfer, probe labeling, 
and filter hybridizations have been described (Lee et al. 
1989). Separate digests were performed using the restriction 
enzymes BcoRI and ifindlll. 
Probes identifying polymorphism between parents were 
hybridized against filters containing DNA from the segregating 
sorghum population digested with the appropriate enzyme. 
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Autoradiograms were scored twice, independently. Filters 
contained DNA from CK60, PI229828, Fj, and Fj plants. 
Data Analysis 
Goodness of fit to a 1:2:1 ratio for loci with codominant 
alleles and to a 3:1 ratio for loci with dominant alleles was 
determined by means of Chi-square analysis performed by a 
program written with PC-SAS (K. Lamkey, personal 
communication). Genotypes at loci defined by a dominant allele 
were assigned according to the following pattern: when the 
band came from CK60 (and PI229828 allele was not detected in 
autoradiograms), the scores were B and D, for absence, and 
presence of the band, respectively; when the band came from 
the parent PI229828 (and CK60 allele was not detected in 
autoradiograms), the scores were A, and C, for absence, and 
presence of the band, respectively. Linkage analysis was 
performed by means of the computer software program 
MAPMAKER/EXP version 3.0 (Lander et al. 1987). Two-point 
linkage analysis was used to sort the loci into distinct 
groups. The "group" command with a minimum LOD score of 3.0 
and a maximum distance of 3 0% recombination was used. 
Multipoint linkage analysis on loci within groups was 
subsequently performed. For each group, a three-point linkage 
analysis was conducted followed by the "order" command. The 
"build" command was used to define the position of loci not 
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resolved by the "order" command. The "ripple" command tested 
the final linear orders of linked loci. For intervals greater 
than 25 cM, the flanking markers were examined to verify 
linkage (LOD score of minimum 3.0). 
The "genotypes" command with "error detection on" was 
used to check all double crossovers to eliminate erroneous 
genotypes (Lincoln and Lander 1992). After all scores were 
checked, the "framework" command for each declared linkage 
group was used to construct the final map (Fig. 1). 
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RESULTS 
Screening Libraries 
From a total of 836 probes, 504 gave adequate signals; 
and of those, 184 detected polymorphism (Table 1). Of the 223 
maize genomic probes, 69% produced adequate hybridization 
signals. The maize cDNA probes had the greatest utility for 
detecting RFLPs in the sorghum F; population because they 
exhibited relatively low background signal in autoradiograms 
and detected RFLPs with frequencies equivalent to those of 
maize genomic probes. 
The maize cDNA library was used to compare the 
effectiveness of the enzymes EcoRI and Hindlll in the 
detection of RFLPs. Each probe was screened with the parents' 
DNA digested with each enzyme (single digests). With this 
library, 37% of RFLPs were detected exclusively with EcoRI, 
26% with Hindlll, and 37% with both enzymes. When a set of 24 
maize genomic probes was screened the same way, results were 
quite different: greater than half the RFLPs (58%) were 
detected with both enzymes. 
Genome Structure and Map Construction 
The 186 probes detecting clear polymorphisms identified 
201 loci (Table 2). Of these loci, 87% (116 maize cDNA, 49 
maize genomic, and 10 sorghum genomic) were characterized by 
codominant alleles. The remaining loci (20 maize cDNA, and six 
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maize genomic), were defined by dominant alleles (Fig. 1). 
Allele frequencies and ratios of genotypic classes at 
most loci (95%) fit expected segregation patterns. Loci with 
distorted segregation were not distributed at random 
throughout the genome (Fig, 1). Among the 11 loci with deviant 
ratios, eight placed to linkage group B predominantly towards 
one end. At seven of those loci, alleles contributed by 
PI229828 were recovered with greater frequency than expected 
(from 0.58 to 0.65). 
Ten linkage groups were identified (Table 3). The number 
of loci per group ranged from nine in group E to 38 in group 
C. The estimated map size was 1529.9 cM, with an average 
interval between adjacent loci of eight cM. Fifty-nine percent 
of the mapped probes (67 maize cDNA, 35 maize genomic, and 
eight sorghum genomic) identified a single locus (and one band 
in each parent) and eight percent detected duplicate, 
polymorphic loci. Thirty-three percent were placed to one 
locus but they detected at least two bands in each parent (one 
of which was monomorphic; Table 2, Fig. 1). Presumably, the 
monomorphic band could represent a genetically distinct region 
in the genome. 
The 14 probes identifying duplicate polymorphic loci 
revealed at least three duplicated regions in the sorghum 
genome. The first region seemed to be several internal 
duplications in group C (clones pZmISU07 8, NPI438, and 
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pZmISU141). The second identified a "parallel" duplication 
between groups I and J (clones pZmISU036, pZmlSUOSS, and 
pZmISU060). The third is also a "parallel" duplication, mapped 
to groups B and D (clones pZmISU12 6 and pZmISU12 9). Other 
duplications involving just one clone were distributed 
throughout the genome, i.e., clones NPI104 in groups A and D; 
NPI327 in groups B and C; pZmlSUllO in groups D, F and H; 
pZmISU084 in group F; pZmISUl45 in groups F and I; and 
pZMISU128 in group H (Fig. 1). 
Comparison of Linkage in Maize and in Sorghum 
Information about conservation of linkage groups between 
maize and sorghum has been summarized in Table 4 and in 
Figures 1 and 2. Map distances in maize were derived from the 
1992 Maize Newsletter, Coe et al., (1990), Beavis and Grant 
(1991), and, in a few instances, from unpublished maize maps 
(M. Lee). 
Arrangements of the RFLP loci of sorghum reflect 
substantial conservation of linkage with maize RFLP maps. Most 
of the loci linked in maize also were linked in sorghum (45 of 
55 loci defined by maize genomic probes). The order of loci 
was conserved in some instances. In nine corresponding 
segments including three or more linked loci, three exhibited 
completely conserved order: maize chromosome 2 with sorghum 
linkage group F; maize chromosome 3 with sorghum linkage group 
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G; and maize chromosome 10 with sorghum linkage group B. The 
other six segments displayed inverted locus order: maize 
chromosome 3 with sorghum linkage group I; maize chromosome 5 
with sorghum linkage group D; maize chromosome 7 with sorghum 
linkage group F; maize chromosome 8 with sorghum linkage group 
G; maize chromosome 9 with sorghum linkage group H; and maize 
chromosome 9 with sorghum linkage group C. These corresponding 
(homeologous) segments were compared in both species, and 
greater map distances typically were observed in this sorghum 
population (Table 4). 
Based on hybridizations with maize genomic probes, a 
sorghum RFLP linkage group contains loci, which collectively, 
correspond to two or more maize chromosomes. Often, a majority 
of the maize probes which define loci of a given sorghum 
linkage group also detect loci in a subset of maize 
chromosomes. For example, several loci of sorghum linkage 
group F have been defined by maize genomic probes that map to 
chromosomes 2 or 7 (or both) in maize (Fig. 2 and Spike and 
Lee 1993). Similar observations were made for sorghum linkage 
groups B, D, G, and H, and maize chromosomes 10, 5, 3 (and 8), 
and 9, respectively. 
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DISCUSSION 
Clone Type, Segregation, and Mapping 
Hybridizations with maize cDNA probes produced the 
highest quality signal (Table 1). Because cDNA probes 
correspond to coding regions of genes and because such regions 
are expected to be more highly conserved among related 
species, it is reasonable to observe greater homology using 
maize cDNA probes than maize genomic probes. The utility of 
cDNA probes for large-scale comparative mapping recently has 
been demonstrated for tomato and potato (Tanksley et al. 
1992) . Additional advantages of such probes may be realized 
when their sequences are determined and compared with genes of 
defined function. 
With regard to the segregation ratios, genotypic classes 
at five percent of the loci exhibited distorted ratios at the 
0.05 level. Whitkus et al. (1992) working with a cross of 
sorghum ssp. bicolor X ssp. arundinaceum also found a similar 
level of distortion. Greater proportions of loci with deviant 
segregation have been reported in other investigations. Twenty 
to thirty percent were observed in interspecific crosses of 
potato (Bonierbale et al. 1988), tomato (Zamir and Tadmor 
1986), and oat (O'Donoughue et al. 1992). Distorted ratios 
have been reported in intraspecific crosses of potato 
(Gebhardt et al. 1989) and of lettuce (Landry et al. 1987), 
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One interesting aspect of the deviant loci in this study-
is that they were placed almost exclusively to linkage group 
B, with a preponderance of PI229828 alleles. This observation 
has been repeated in a larger sample of this population 
(Pereira and Lee; unpublished). Also, in the previous 
investigation (Whitkus et al. 1992), the loci with segregation 
distortion were found in just one linkage group which may 
correspond to linkage group C of the current map. The 
observation that the distorted loci are located to a specific 
region of one linkage group suggests that a biological cause 
may be involved. One possibility is the presence of a pollen 
killer or gametophytic factor located in that region. Pollen 
killer, or gamete eliminator, has been identified in crosses 
between distantly related taxa of rice (Sano 1990) . The 
pollen-killer factor originates from the wild genotype. In 
heterozygotes, male gametes carrying the allele contributed by 
the domesticated parent are aborted; thus severely distorting 
allele frequencies at linked loci. PI229828 is a wild 
genotype, and its alleles are the predominant type at each of 
the first nine loci of group B (from ISU053 to ISU149). 
Moreover, there is a distortion gradient. The frequency of 
PI229828 allele increases from 0.62 to 0.65, and decreases 
from 0.65 to 0.58 (from ISU053 to ISU147, and from ISU147 to 
ISU149, respectively). Another possibility is the presence of 
an incompatibility factor located in that genomic region. 
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Kermicle and Allen (1990), studying cross-incompatibility 
between maize and teosinte, reported distorted ratios at a 
locus placed close to the incompatibility factor. 
The present investigation identified ten linkage groups 
for sorghum. Since S. bicolor has ten chromosome pairs, each 
linkage group likely corresponds to one sorghum chromosome. In 
previous studies (Hulbert et al. 1990; Whitkus et ai. 1992; 
Binelli et al. 1992; Berhan et al. 1993), fewer probes were 
used, thus limiting the ability to identify linkage groups. 
Total map distance identified in this investigation for 
sorghum (1529.9 cM) is considerably greater than previous 
studies, and in good agreement with the predicted map size 
(Berhan et al. 1993). Hulbert et al. (1990), Binelli et al. 
(1992), Whitkus et al. (1992), and Berhan et al. (1993) 
identified 283 cM, 439.6 cM, 949 cM, and 709 cM, respectively 
of total map distance for the sorghum genome. The differences 
may be attributed to population used, and to better coverage 
of the sorghum genome by the 201 loci detected in our 
investigation. Despite the fact that a different set of probes 
was used in the current and in previous sorghum maps, there is 
a sufficient number of common probes to relate some maps. 
Linkage groups A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I from this 
investigation may correspond to linkage groups A, E, B + C, H, 
I, D, F, J, and K from Whitkus et al. (1992), respectively; 
and linkage groups F, G, and H from this investigation may 
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correspond to linkage groups B, A, and C from Berhan et ai. 
(1993), respectively. 
Genome Organization 
Forty-one percent of the probes identified more than one 
band in hybridizations with sorghum DNA of segregating progeny 
suggesting considerable duplication. Whitkus et al. (1992) 
reported similar results: of 146 probes, 38% hybridized to two 
or more loci in sorghum. 
In our study, information about the pattern of 
duplication is limited. Only 14 probes identified duplicate, 
polymorphic loci (Fig. 1). Five of these probes identified 
duplications within the same linkage group (three in group C; 
one in group F; and one in group H). The others (nine probes) 
detected loci which mapped to different linkage groups (three 
in groups I and J; two in B and D; one in each of the pairs of 
linkage groups A and D, B and C, and F and I; and one 
triplicate locus in D, F, and H). The duplicate regions 
between linkage groups I and J may be extensive: the three 
probes identified loci in conserved order with similar 
recombination distance in both groups indicating duplication 
of a chromosomal segment. 
Our observations suggest that duplication is more 
frequent in maize than in sorghum. Based on screening blots 
which included maize inbred lines B73 and Mol7 and sorghum 
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genotypes CK60 and PI229828, maize cDNA and genomic probes 
identified as many or more bands in maize than in sorghum. 
Approximately 49% of the probes identified the same number of 
bands in both species, 44% identified more bands in maize, and 
only 7% identified more bands in sorghum. Also, Whitkus et al. 
(1992) found nearly twice as many duplicate loci in maize than 
in sorghum. As reported by Arumuganathan and Earle (1991), the 
total DNA content in maize is three to four times greater than 
sorghum. This difference in total genome size was reflected by 
the hybridization signals obtained with low copy maize cDNA 
and genomic probes used in this study. Based on these types of 
sequences the level of duplication in maize would appear to be 
approximately twice that of sorghum. Given the pervasive 
nature of genomic duplication in maize, however, there is 
insufficient information to allow us to address the relation 
of duplication in sorghum to that in maize (Berhan et al. 
1993). Also, since most of the probes were from maize clones, 
they may not be of sufficient homology to obtain a strong 
enough hybridization with a second, possibly more divergent 
locus in sorghum with our hybridization conditions. Therefore, 
an estimation of duplication in the sorghum genome should be 
conservative. 
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Linkage Comparisons In Maize and Sorghum 
Use of mapped maize genomic clones provided a basis for 
comparative linkage analysis. Approximately 67% of the maize 
genomic probes produced a strong hybridization signal with 
sorghum. Probes that produced faint (unusable) signals 
appeared to be distributed at random throughout the maize 
genome as determined by chi-square tests (Freud and Walpole 
1987). However, the ratio of probes characterized by faint 
signals to those characterized by strong signals varied from 
0.63 to 1.2 for maize chromosomes 1, 4, and 6 (12/19, 7/6, and 
6/8, for 1, 4, and 6, respectively) to 0.28 for maize 
chromosome 9 and 10 (3/11 and 2/7 for 9 and 10, respectively). 
At this time, more definitive conclusions regarding 
distribution of clones exhibiting differential hybridization 
patterns require larger samples of probes for defined regions 
Fifty-three probes previously mapped in the maize genome 
facilitated comparisons between maize and sorghum. Most 
linkage groups of sorghum possess loci mapping predominately 
to two maize chromosomes. These data are in close agreement 
with those reported by Whitkus at aJ. (1992). Conserved 
regions in sorghum and in maize follow a pattern of duplicate 
isozyme and RFLP loci in maize, which had been reported by 
Goodman et al. (1980) and by Helentjaris et al. (1988). In 
maize, extensive duplications have been identified between 
chromosomes 2 and 7, 3 and 8, and 6 and 8. Loci representing 
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each pair were placed predominately to single sorghum linkage 
groups F, G, and E, respectively (Fig. 1). As reported by 
Helentjaris et al. (1988), duplicate loci also are shared by 
pairs of maize chromosomes 1 and 9, 2 and 10, and 4 and 5. 
RFLP loci from each pair of these chromosomes often mapped to 
single sorghum linkage groups C, B, and D, respectively. 
Whitkus at al. (1992), discussed the following models for 
the origin of duplicated linkage groups in the maize and 
sorghum genomes: segmental duplication, ancient polyploidy, 
and large interchromosomal translocation. Certainly, the first 
two mechanisms are relatively parsimonious and congruous with 
observations. However, the current study contains some 
evidence that interchromosomal translocations may have 
contributed to the evolution of maize and sorghum genomes. Our 
current perception may be obscured by the relatively extensive 
duplications contained in the maize genome. For example, 
sorghum linkage group F is composed of a contiguous (in maize) 
block of loci from maize chromosome 2 plus a contiguous (in 
maize) block of loci from maize chromosome 7 (Fig, 2). Sorghum 
linkage groups D and G exhibit similar patterns for loci 
homologous to maize chromosomes 4 and 5, and 3 and 8, 
respectively. These possible interchromosomal translocations 
may represent translocation between homeologous chromosomes if 
a common ancestor underwent an amphidiploidization (Berhan et 
al. 1993). This alternative model (interchromosomal 
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translocation) has some weakness. For example, in sorghum 
linkage group F, sequences which identify loci PI0200581 and 
NPI400 are duplicated in maize (homologous to chromosomes 2 
and 7), which complicates the interpretation of the relation 
of maize and sorghum genomes. Also, loci homologous to maize 
chromosomes are interspersed in the sorghum genome. The 
interspersion patterns may be explained by intrachromosomal 
rearrangements during sorghum evolution. To further resolve 
the roles of mechanisms contributing to the evolution of maize 
and sorghum genomes, more loci should be mapped in both 
genomes. 
Comparative Locus Order 
Segments of nine sorghum linkage groups provide an 
opportunity to compare locus order in maize and sorghum. The 
segments are defined by three or more loci linked in maize and 
sorghum genomes (Fig. 2; Table 4). Three of these segments 
presented conserved locus order, while six displayed inverted 
locus order. Of the six regions characterized by inverted 
orders, only one (involving maize chromosome 9 and sorghum 
linkage group C) corresponds to a short map distance in the 
sorghum genome (between 5 and 10 cM). All the other inverted 
orders correspond to long genetic distances (> 10 cM) in both 
genomes. Thus, most likely these inverted orders are true 
inversions instead of mapping errors. 
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Sorghum and maize genomes are genetically quite similar 
in some aspects: (i) locus order is usually conserved (from 53 
loci mapped in both species, only six cases of inversion were 
identified); and (ii) genetic distances are similar (total map 
distance here reported for the sorghum genome, 1529.9 cM, is 
comparable to maize map distances reported by Beavis and Grant 
(1991)) . However, because of DNA differences, the 
physical/genetic ratio should be lower in sorghum. 
Identification of ten linkage groups for sorghum has 
improved the understanding of the sorghum genome, and provided 
the necessary foundation for more comprehensive investigations 
of the genetic control of sorghum phenotypes and maize-sorghum 
synteny. 
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TABLE 1. Summary of survey for RFLPs between CK60 and 
PI229828 
Clone Type® 
Categories Maize cDNA Maize genomic Sorghum genomic 
of 
Signals # % # % # % Total 
Repetitive 12 2 3 1 10 8 25 
Low copy 
Weak 159 33 68 30 51 41 307 
Strong 
Monomorphic 195 40 100 45 54 43 320 
Polymorphic 122 25 52 24 10 8 184 
Total clones 488 223 125 836 
® The cDNA clones pZmISU153 and pZmISU154 are not considered 
since they came from a different library and only a few 
probes were screened. 
TABLE 2. Hybridization pattern of probes detecting RFLPs 
in population CK60 X PI229828 
# of bands 
detected 
per probe 
Sorghum 
genomic 
Maize 
cDNA 
— # 
Maize 
genomic 
Total 
# % 
1 8 67 35 110 59 
2 2 37 16 55 30 
3 0 14 1 15 8 
>3 0 6 0 6 3 
Total # of clones 10 124 52 186 100 
# of polymorphic 
loci per probe 
1 10 113 49 172 93 
2 0 10 3 13 7 
3 0 1 0 1 
Total # of loci 10 136 55 201 100 
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TABLE 3. Distribution of RFLP loci among sorghum linkage 
groups 
Linkage Type of clone Total Map 
group (#) distance 
Maize 
cDNA 
Maize 
genomic 
Sorghum 
genomic 
(cM) 
A 11 4 1 16 124.8 
B 15 5 1 21 149.8 
C 29 8 1 38 232.2 
D 17 6 1 24 162 .5 
E 3 4 2 9 123.1 
F 19 11 0 30 195.2 
G 11 6 2 19 159.3 
H 12 6 1 19 156.7 
I 8 4 0 12 121.4 
J 11 1 1 13 104.9 
Total 136 55 10 201 1529.9 
TABLE 4. Comparison of genetic map distances between loci 
linked in maize and sorghum 
Maize segment Maize Sorghum Map distance (cM) 
chromosome linkage 
group Maize Sorghum 
UMC23 UMC33 1 A 1 0 
UMC55 BNL6.20^ 2 F 55 134 
NPI379 UMCl 8^ 3 I 20 26 
BNL6.16 - PI0200726^ 3 G 60 52 
PI0200608- NPI104 4 D 18 46 
UMC27 ISU033 5 C 2 25 
PI0150024- BNL5.24^ 5 D 95 158 
NPI560 PI0100016 6 E 18 49 
PI0200581- PI0200728^ 7 F 150 173 
BNL13.05 - NPI426^ 8 G 112 46 
UMCl09 UMCl 14^ 9 H 76 73 
BNL8.17 - BNL5. 09^ 9 C 26 48 
NPI327 PI0200568^ 10 B 83 116 
Total 716 946 
® Inversion detected by three or more loci. 
^ Conserved order detected by three or more loci. 
Figure 1. RFLP genetic linkage map of Sor.ghum bicolor L. Moench. Clones (186) 
corresponding to 201 loci were distributed on ten linkage groups (A-J). 
The numbers to the right of each linkage group represent the map distance 
in cM between adjacent loci. The numbers to the left of the loci identified 
by open box indicate the position of that locus in terms of maize 
chromosome number. The (*) indicates the loci with distorted Mendelian 
ratios. The (+) indicates the loci scored as dominant having dominant 
alleles 
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Figure 2. Linkage relationships between maize and sorghum. 
The numbers in parentheses represent maize 
chromosome numbers (1-10), and capital letters (A-
J) represent linkage groups of sorghum. The (e) 
indicates the approximate position of the 
centromere in the maize chromosome. The arrows 
indicate the corresponding loci from a maize 
chromosome in a linkage group of sorghum 
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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this study was to use restriction 
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) to determine the genetic 
location and effects of genomic regions controlling plant 
height in sorghum. Fg plants (152) from the cross CK60 X 
PI229828 were used. Genomic and cDNA clones (106) identified 
111 loci distributed among ten linkage groups covering 1299 
CM. Interval mapping identified four regions, each in a 
separate linkage group. These regions may correspond to loci 
previously identified by alleles with qualitative effects. 
Also, these regions identified in sorghum may be orthologous 
to those previously reported for plant height in maize. Gene 
effects and gene action varied among genomic regions. In each 
region PI229828 alleles resulted in increased plant height. 
Each region accounted for 9.2% to 28.7% of the phenotypic 
variation. Positive, additive effects ranged from 15 to 32 cm. 
Tallness was dominant or overdominant and conferred by alleles 
from PI229828 for three QTL. For the other QTL, the allele 
with dominant effect was'derived from CK60. One digenic 
interaction was significant. The presence of a PI229828 allele 
at one region diminished the effects of the other region. A 
multiple model indicated that these four regions collectively 
accounted for 63.4% of total phenotypic variation. 
Key words: Sorghum - maize - genomic regions - plant height 
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INTRODUCTION 
Restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) have 
been successfully employed to construct linkage maps and to 
locate genes with qualitative and quantitative effects. The 
utilities of the maps for basic and applied aspects of plant 
genetics have been summarized (Paterson et al. 1991a). In 
sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) RFLPs have been used for 
linkage map construction and comparative analysis of genome 
structure with maize (Hulbert et al. 1990; Binelli et al. 
1992; Whitkus et al. 1992; Berhan et al. 1993; Pereira et al. 
1993). In this investigation, we report the detection of 
genomic regions with major effects on plant height in sorghum 
and compare them to regions with similar effects in maize. 
Genetic control of plant height in sorghum has been 
characterized in terms of factors with qualitative (Karper 
1932; Quinby and Karper 1954) and quantitative (Hadley 1957) 
effects. Tallness is partially dominant to shortness (Hadley 
1957) . Four independent loci, Dwl, Dw2, Dw3, and Dw4, have 
been defined by alleles with qualitative effects (Quinby and 
Karper 1954) . At each locus, the tall phenotype is completely 
dominant. The effects of the loci are cumulative (Quinby and 
Karper 1954) but unequal (Hadley 1957) . Genetic factors at 
other loci also influence plant height. Varieties that are 
genetically identical at the four Dw loci may differ greatly 
in height. Quinby and Karper (1954) attributed such 
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differences to modifier loci. 
Alleles at Dw loci primarily influence plant height by 
affecting internode length. Also, by using isogenic lines, 
some pleiotropic effects have been attributed to the Dw loci. 
Recessive alleles at Dw3 have pleiotropic effects on yield 
components (number of seeds per panicle and seed weight), 
tiller number, and panicle size (Casady 1965). The Dw2 locus 
may have pleiotropic effects on panicle length, main head 
yield, seed weight, and leaf area (Graham and Lessman 1966). 
Studies of pleiotropic effects for the other two loci {Dwl and 
Dw4) are not available. However, in an investigation comparing 
tall revertants with non-revertants at the Dw4 (Quinby and 
Karper 1954), pleiotropic effects were not observed (Karper 
1932) . 
Comparisons of sorghum and maize genomes have revealed a 
high degree of homology and synteny (Hulbert et al. 1990; 
Whitkus, et al. 1992; Berhan et al. 1993; Pereira et al. 
1993). The conserved molecular and genetic composition 
suggests such regions could code for similar functions. For 
example, Fatokun et al. (1992) located major quantitative loci 
for seed weight in cowpea and mung bean. In both species, the 
genomic region with greatest effect on seed weight spanned the 
same RFLP markers suggesting that the location and function 
have been conserved. In maize, loci defined by alleles with 
qualitative effects on plant height have been mapped and 
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related to quantitative trait loci (Beavis et al. 1991; 
Edwards et al. 1992; Veldboom et al. 1993). Integration of 
maize genetic maps based on DNA markers, mutant phenotypes, 
and quantitative trait loci and comparative mapping with other 
monocotyledons should elucidate many examples of conserved 
gene order and function (Ahn and Tanksley 1993). In this study 
we present evidence of orthologous regions controlling plant 
height in maize and sorghum. 
The primary objectives of this study were to use RFLP 
markers to determine the genetic location and gene action of 
genomic regions related to plant height in sorghum. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Genetic Material and Phenotypic Data Collection 
F; plants from the cross CK60 X PI22 9828 were used. This 
population has been described previously (Pereira et al. 
1993). CK60 is an inbred line from the species Sorghum bicolor 
spp. bicolor with the genotype dwl Dw2 dw3 dw4 (Quinby and 
Karper 1954). PI229828 is representative of Sorghum bicolor 
spp. druimondii (Duncan et al. 1991; de Wet 1978). The 
genotype of PI229828 has not been determined, but the 
phenotype suggests it is homozygous at each of the four Dw 
loci for alleles conferring increased plant height. The plant 
height for CK60 and PI229828 is about 109 and 262 cm, 
respectively (Table 2). 
The seed was hand-planted at the Agronomy and Agriculture 
Engineering Research Center near Ames, lA on May 27, 1992. 
Parents Fj and Fj seeds were planted in a rectangular uniform 
region in the field, with 91 cm between rows, and were thinned 
to 45 cm between plants within rows. 
Plant height was recorded at anthesis. Height of the main 
stem was measured in cm to the nearest one cm, from the soil 
level to the tip of the panicle. Also, at anthesis we recorded 
the number of tillers per plant, leaf length and width, stalk 
circumference and anthesis. After harvesting, we recorded 
panicle length and width, number of primary branches per 
panicle, peduncle diameter, and seed weight. Traits besides 
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plant height will be presented in a related manuscript. 
RFLP Assays and Linkage Map 
Leaf samples were harvested from each plant about two 
weeks before flowering, freeze-dried, ground, and stored in 
-20°C freezer. Tissue was used for RFLP characterization and 
linkage map construction, as previously described (Pereira et 
al. 1993). Genomic DNA isolation, digestion, Southern 
transfer, clone labeling, and filter hybridizations were 
conducted as described in Veldboom et al. 1993. Separate 
digests were performed using restriction enzymes EcoRI and 
Jfindlll. Clones identifying polymorphism between parents were 
hybridized against filters containing DNA from the segregating 
sorghum population digested with the appropriated enzyme. 
Autoradiograms were scored independently twice. Filters 
contained DNA from CK60 (score A), PI229828 (score B), Fj 
(score H) , and F; plants. 
Six sorghum genomic probes, 34 maize genomic probes, and 
66 maize cDNA probes were used to detect 111 RFLP loci 
(Pereira et al. 1993). Goodness of fit to a 1:2:1 ratio for 
loci with codominant alleles and to a 3:1 ratio for loci with 
dominant alleles was determined by means of Chi-square 
analysis performed by a program written with PC-SAS (K. 
Lamkey, personal communication). Linkage analysis was 
accomplished by means of the computer software program 
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MAPMAKER/EXP version 3.0 (Lander et al. 1987) as previously 
described (Pereira et al. 1993). Linkage groups were declared 
with a minimum LOD score of 3.0 and maximum distance of 30% 
recombination. Haldane function was used to estimate the 
genetic distance in cM between adjacent RFLP loci. 
Data Analysis 
Phenotypic data 
Plant height values approximated a normal distribution (W 
= 0.96; Shapiro and Wilk 1965) but were skewed slightly toward 
tall plants (Fig. 2). The skewness is expected since tall 
genotypes are partially or completely dominant in sorghum 
(Quinby and Karper 1954; Hadley 1957). Because data 
transformations, i.e., arc sin and log^o, failed to completely 
normalize the distribution and may be unreasonable for this 
situation, untransformed data were used in the analysis. The 
slight deviation from normality should not cause significant 
bias in QTL identification (Knott and Haley 1992) . 
QTL identification 
Interval mapping (Lander and Botstein 1989) and single 
factor analysis of variance (SFAOV; Edwards et al. 1987) were 
used in the present investigation. Interval mapping was 
conducted with MAPMAKER/QTL 1.1 (Paterson et al. 1988). 
Unconstrained model (Lincoln and Lander 1990) was used. The 
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"sequence" and "scan" commands were used to scan the genome to 
detect individual quantitative trait loci (QTL). The 
"sequence" and "map" commands were used to determine the total 
phenotypic variation of plant height accounted for by a 
multiple QTL model that included all significant QTL. 
When more than one peak occurred within a linkage group, 
the presence of additional (linked) QTL was assessed. The peak 
with the largest LOD was "fixed" (Lander and Botstein 1989) 
and the genome was rescanned to compute the QTL likelihood 
plot showing the LOD score for a two-QTL model. If the LOD for 
the combined model was significantly higher (according to the 
significance threshold) than for one QTL, the presence of two 
QTL is likely (Paterson et al. 1991). 
There were 101 intervals in this study. A LOD threshold 
of 2.4 was used to declare the presence of a putative QTL in a 
given genomic region. This threshold level corresponds to test 
the presence of a QTL at the 0.05 level of significance 
according to the "sparse-map" case (Lander and Botstein 1989) . 
Log-likelihood plots were constructed for the entire 
length of linkage groups A, B, E, and H (where interval 
mapping and SFAOV placed QTL for plant height). LOD scores at 
2.0 cM intervals were calculated and plotted against map 
distance for each linkage group. For each QTL, MAPMAKER/QTL 
determined the map positions of the boundaries of the 10:1 
"confidence interval" surrounding the peak. These confidence 
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intervals indicate the region over which the model's 
probability of giving rise to the data is at most 10-fold less 
than at the most likely position (Paterson et al. 1991). 
Gene effects (a = additive effect; d = dominance effect) 
and percent of phenotypic variation attributable to individual 
QTL were estimated at the peaks (maximum likelihood QTL 
position). Average level of dominance for QTL was calculated 
as the ratio d/a. Gene action was determined according to 
guidelines presented by Stuber et al. (1987): additive gene 
action (A) = 0 to 0.20; partial dominance (PD) = 0.21 to 0.80; 
dominance (D) = 0.81 to 1.20; and overdominance (OD) = > 1.20. 
The sign of the additive component of the effect of the B 
allele (from PI229828) defined the contributing parent for 
each QTL; if positive, the allele for increased plant height 
came from PI229828; if negative, the allele came from CK60. 
SFAOV was used for each pair-wise combination of 
quantitative trait (plant height) and RFLP locus in linkage 
groups A, B, E and H, (Edwards et al. 1987). F-tests at 0.001, 
0.01, or 0.05 level of significance determined if significant 
variation in trait expression was associated with differences 
among the three genotypic classes, AA, AB, and BB at each 
locus. The reduction of type 1 error (false positives) 
increases the probability of type 2 errors (rejecting true 
association between a marker and a QTL). Thus, 0.05 of 
probability level has commonly been used (Dudley 1993) . 
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Two factor analysis of variance (Edwards et al. 1987) was 
used to test for possible digenic epistasis among the four 
putative QTL (in linkage groups A, B, E, and H) identified by-
interval mapping. The analysis was performed using SAS's GLM 
procedure considering a factorial arrangement of the four QTL 
and the three marker genotypes. 
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RESULTS 
Loci Segregation and Linkage Map 
Linkage groups, locus order, and relative genetic 
distance were congruent with a previous report (Pereira et al. 
1993). Ten linkage groups were identified by 111 loci, 
covering a total of 1299 cM, with an average interval length 
of 12.9 CM between adjacent loci (Fig. 1). Ratio of genotypic 
classes at 16 loci deviated from expectations indicating 
deficiency of the homozygous CK60 class. Ten of the loci with 
deviant ratios were placed consecutively in linkage groups A 
(six loci) and B (four loci). At all ten loci, a greater 
frequency of PI229828 alleles was observed. The average 
allelic ratio (CK60 : PI229828) was 0.43 : 0.53 and 0.37 : 
0.63 in linkage groups A and B, respectively. 
QTL Identification 
Interval mapping and single factor analysis of variance 
identified four unlinked genomic regions in linkage groups A, 
B, E, and H with significant effects on plant height (Table 1; 
Fig. 3). Each of these regions accounted for 9.2% to 28.7% of 
the total phenotypic variation. The multiple QTL model 
indicated that these QTL, collectively, accounted for 63.4% of 
the total variation for plant height. When the genome was 
rescanned, additional significant genomic regions were not 
identified. This suggests that the two small peaks in linkage 
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group A (Fig, 3) are associated with the main peak instead of 
representing additional QTL. 
The QTL displayed unequal gene effects. Additive effects 
ranged from 15 (linkage group B) to 32 cm (linkage group A). 
Genotypic class averages (Table 2) illustrates the magnitude 
and effects of the four QTL. Differences among homozygous 
genotypes (CK60/CK60 vs. PI229828/PI229828) ranged from 30 cm 
for QTL in linkage group B to 65 cm for QTL in linkage group 
A. The dominant effects ranged from 11 cm for QTL in linkage 
group H to 33 cm for QTL in linkage group A. 
Each QTL exhibited specific gene action. In each region, 
PI229828 alleles resulted in increased plant height. Alleles 
from PI229828 were dominant or overdominant, except in linkage 
group H where the CK60 allele was partially dominant. At that 
locus, heterozygotes had an average plant height closer to 
that of homozygous CK60 genotypes than homozygous PI229828 
genotypes. Gene action indicated by the multiple QTL model was 
partially dominant (d/a = 0.66) toward increased plant height. 
In agreement with interval mapping, SFAOV identified the 
same four unlinked genomic regions in linkage groups A, B, E, 
and H with significant effects on plant height (Fig. 3). 
Three genomic regions (linkage groups A, E, and H) were 
significant at 0.001 of probability level and one (linkage 
group B) at 0.01 of probability level. In linkage group A, 
interval mapping placed the most likely QTL position 
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(likelihood peak) closer to ISU116. In concordance, SFAOV 
indicated ISU116 had the strongest association (P < 0.001) 
with plant height in that linkage group. Similar relationships 
can be observed for the other three linkage groups containing 
plant height QTL: SFAOV indicated that flanking markers for 
each most likely QTL position identified by interval mapping 
are significantly associated with variation in plant height. 
Digenic epistasis was identified between genomic regions 
in linkage groups A and E, represented by loci ISU116 and 
ISU140, respectively (Tables 3 and 4). As illustrated in Table 
3, the gene effects of one QTL are dependent on the allelic 
constitution at the other locus. The presence of a PI229828 
allele in QTL linkage group E is associated with a reduction 
in the gene effects of the QTL linkage group A (from 54 to 7 
cm of additive effect). Also, the presence of PI229828 allele 
in QTL linkage group A reduces the gene effects of the QTL 
linkage group E (from 60 to 13 cm of additive effect). The 
other possible five digenic interactions involving QTL for 
plant height were not significant. 
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DISCUSSION 
Linkage Mapping 
Linkage groups, locus order, and relative genetic 
distance were in good agreement with a previous report 
(Pereira et al. 1993). However, ratios of genotypic classes at 
a higher proportion of loci (5% vs. 16%) deviated from 
expectations. Previously (Pereira et al. 1993), loci with 
deviant ratios were predominately at one region of linkage 
group B. In the present investigation the loci with deviant 
ratios were placed not only at that region, but also at 
another region in linkage group A. The same population was 
used in both studies, but F; plants were grown in different 
environments (greenhouse vs. field). Also, seed of the F; 
generation was produced in different environments (field in 
Manhattan KS, 1990 for this study and in the greenhouse, Ames 
lA, 1991 for the previous study). Perhaps biotic or abiotic 
stress encountered in the field environment affected 
germination of homozygous CK60 genotypes causing deviant 
ratios at loci in linkage group A. At all loci with deviant 
ratios in linkage group A, alleles contributed by PI229828 
were recovered with greater frequency than expected. 
Segregation distortion of this magnitude or greater has been 
observed in other studies involving interspecific crosses of 
tomato (Paterson et al. 1991b; de Vicente and Tanksley 1993) 
and maize (Doebley and Stec 1993), and intraspecific crosses 
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of maize (Edwards et al. 1987). Loci with deviant ratios 
should not affect QTL identification, but would have a minor 
effect on estimates of the variance due to additive and 
dominance effects (Edwards et al. 1987). 
QTL Identification 
Our data agree closely with previous qualitative (Quinby 
and Karper 1954) and quantitative (Hadley 1957) genetic 
analyses of plant height in sorghum. We identified four 
unlinked (four linkage groups) QTL controlling plant height. 
Genetic effects 
The genomic regions controlling plant height were 
associated with relatively large effects: one QTL (linkage 
group A) accounted for almost 29% of the phenotypic variation, 
while the smallest amount of variation accounted for by a 
single QTL was 9.2%. The magnitude of effects differed among 
QTL. These results agree with a previous report of unequal 
effects for plant height genes in sorghum (Hadley 1957) . 
The high proportion of variation accounted by the 
multiple model (63.4%) agrees with previous heritability 
estimates (progeny mean basis) of plant height in sorghum 
(Vasudeva-Rao and Goud 1977; Kukadia et al. 1983; Patel et al. 
1983; Kumar and Singhania 1984; Knapp et al. 1987; Wenzel 
1990). 
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Interval mapping and SFAOV methods were congruent in the 
identification of genomic regions controlling plant height 
(Fig. 3). For each of the QTL identified by means of interval 
mapping, SFAOV indicated that the flanking markers of the most 
likely QTL position were significantly associated with plant 
height. Such correspondence between the two methods concurs 
with simulation studies (Darvasi et al, 1993) and empirical 
observations (Stuber et al. 1992). 
Gene action 
PI229828 contributed alleles which increased main effects 
for plant height at all QTL. The multiple model exhibited 
partial dominance, in agreement with previous studies (Quinby 
and Karper 1954; Hadley 1957; Vasudeva-Rao and Goud 1977). 
Gene action varied among individual QTL. In linkage group H, 
the allele with dominant effects was derived from CK60 and it 
reduced plant height. For the other QTL, tallness was dominant 
or overdominant and conferred by alleles from PI229828. Quinby 
and Karper (1954), found partial dominance for plant height. 
However, some variation in the degree of dominance was 
attributed to modifiers specific to the genetic background of 
the population. 
The multiple QTL model indicated a lack of interaction 
among QTL. The LOD score (25.55) and the total phenotypic 
variation (63.4%) were equivalent to the summation of these 
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parameters from individual QTL. The lack of interaction was 
also reported by Hadley (1957), who suggested that non-allelic 
interactions, if present, were either balanced or too small to 
be detected. In another investigation (Quinby and Karper 
1954), epistasis was not directly identified; but, in strains 
of very short stature, the effect of a dwarfing allele ranges 
from ten to 100 cm. The identification of interaction between 
QTL in linkage groups A and E by the analysis of variance in 
the present study is in agreement with such variation of 
effects of the dwarfing alleles previously reported (Quinby 
and Karper 1954). The additive effect of PI229828 allele 
ranged from seven to 54 cm and from 13 to 60 cm in QTL linkage 
groups A and E, respectively. 
Relating Quantitative and Qualitative Inheritance 
The four QTL which were detected in the current 
investigation may correspond to loci identified by alleles 
with qualitative effects (Dwl, Dw2, Dw3, and Dw4). The 
genotype for PI22 9828 is unknown, although phenotype suggests 
it does not contain dwarfing alleles at the known Dw loci. 
Also, the locations of the Dw loci in the sorghum genome are 
not established. As a result, direct comparisons between QTL 
and Dw loci (loci with major effects on plant height), as in 
maize (Beavis et al. 1991) are limited. However, putative 
pleiotropic effects of the Dw loci (Karper 1932; Quinby and 
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Karper 1954; Casady 1965; Graham and Lessman 1966; Shertz 
1973), and linkages involving QTL for plant height and other 
morphological traits (Pereira et al., in review) provide some 
basis relating plant height QTL and the Dw loci. 
The plant height QTL are usually associated with QTL for 
other morphological traits. Briefly, in linkage group A, there 
are QTL for tiller number, stem diameter, panicle dimensions, 
and number of seed-branches closely linked to or at the plant 
height QTL. In linkage group E, the plant height QTL is 
unlinked to any other QTL. In linkage group H, QTL for 
maturity (anthesis), leaf length and width, and panicle 
dimensions have been placed to the same region as QTL for 
plant height. 
Pleiotropic effects of the Dw loci have been reported. 
The Dw3 locus has pleiotropic effects on yield components 
(number of seeds per panicle and seed weight), tiller number, 
and panicle length (Casady 1965; Schertz 1973). Thus, Dw3 may 
correspond to the QTL in linkage group A. The Dw2 locus has 
pleiotropic effects on leaf area, panicle length, and seed 
weight, but not on tiller number (Graham and Lessman 1966). 
Therefore, Dw2 may correspond to the plant height QTL of 
linkage group H. Pleiotropic effects (Karper 1932; Quinby and 
Karper 1954) at Dw4 have not been reported. Thus, Dw4 may 
correspond to the QTL in linkage group E. 
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Three Dw loci (Dwl, Dw3, and Dw4} are possibility 
segregating at the present population.; however, four QTL were 
identified. One explanation would be that the Dw2 locus is 
also segregating; and, as alleles from PI229828 increased the 
main effect, the allele at PI229828 should be different from 
Dw2 (at CK60; Quinby and Karper 1954) and from dw2 (that 
contributes to dwarf phenotypes). An allelic series at the 
four height loci may well exist (Quinby 1975). Another 
possible explanation should be the presence of another locus, 
like Dw, in the current population controlling plant height, 
not yet reported in sorghum. 
QTL in Sorghum and Maize 
Maize and sorghum share a high level of homology and 
synteny (Pereira et al. 1993; Whitkus et al. 1992; M. Lee 
unpublished data). Thus, regions of the sorghum genome 
associated with plant height may be directly compared with 
regions of the maize genome also related to this trait (Fig. 
4) . 
RFLP loci of linkage group A associated with plant height 
exhibit collinearity to a genomic region of the long arm of 
the maize chromosome 1. QTL for plant height in maize have 
been reported in the same region of the long arm of the 
chromosome 1 (Beavis et al. 1991; Edwards et al. 1992; 
Veldboom et al. 1993). The genomic region identified by Beavis 
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et al. (1991) and Veldboom et al, (1993) includes -some of loci 
that define the region in sorghum (Fig. 4). For example, locus 
ISU116 is included by the QTL confidence interval in both 
instances. Two genetic loci (hrl and anl) are located within 
the same region in the maize genome (Beavis et al. 1991). The 
mutant phenotype of anl is an andromoneocious, gibberellin 
responsive dwarf with short, broad leaves and few tassel 
branches (Neuffer et al. 1968; Emerson and Emerson 1922). 
Sorghum QTL in that region (linkage group A) has significant 
effects on the number of primary branches per panicle in the 
sorghum plant. The region of sorghum linkage group H 
controlling plant height may correspond to a region of the 
short arm of maize chromosome 9. The corresponding regions 
share six RFLP loci, three in conserved, and three in inverted 
order. This sorghum QTL may be related to a maize QTL reported 
by Beavis et al. (1991) . The maize d3 locus is located in the 
same genomic region in the maize genome (Beavis et al. 1991) . 
The d3 mutant is also characterized by thick and broad leaves, 
and a compact tassel (Neuffer et al. 1968; Demerec 1926). The 
sorghum QTL in that region (linkage group H) affects leaf and 
panicle dimensions in sorghum. For the QTL identified in 
sorghum linkage group E, one of the loci flanking the most 
likely QTL position is PI0100016. That probe also detects a 
locus mapped to the long arm of maize chromosome 6. Edwards et 
al. (1992) and Veldboom et al. (1993) identified QTL affecting 
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plant height in that region. The confidence interval of the 
region reported by Veldboom et al. (1993) includes locus 
PI0100016. Maize locus Pyl is placed to the same genomic 
region in the maize genome (Veldboom et al. 1993). The Pyl 
mutant has a pleiotropic effect on the length of the maize 
leaves (Neuffer et al. 1968; Suttle 1924, cited by Maize 
Newsletter 1993). However, the sorghum QTL in that region 
(linkage group E) does not affect any trait besides plant 
height. 
The current investigation identified genomic regions that 
individually and cumulatively accounted for significant 
portions of the total phenotypic variation for plant height in 
sorghum. The utility of RFLP maps for plant breeding program 
depends, in part, on identification of RFLP markers that are 
closely linked to desirable genes. For each QTL reported here, 
there is an RFLP marker within approximately 10 cM of 
desirable genes. Sorghum is originally a tropical species and 
unadapted to machine harvesting for grain. To grow this crop 
in latitudes of temperate regions, some adaptation is 
necessary. Important traits for such adaptation are 
photoperiod sensitivity (maturity genes) and machine 
harvestability (plant height genes). The U.S. Sorghum 
Conversion Program (Miller 1982; Duncan et al. 1991) utilizes 
a backcrossing scheme in which up to eight genes (four for 
plant height and four for maturity) are introgressed from 
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temperate, domesticate to the exotic germplasm. Identification 
of four QTL for plant height, possibly corresponding to the 
four Dw loci, may be very useful for accelerating the process 
of germplasm introgression via a marker assisted backcross 
scheme. For example, in the present study one F; plant has a 
phenotype closely resembling CK60 for plant height (127 cm), 
but contains a high proportion of the PI229828 genotype. The 
ratio CK60/PI229828 in terms of percentage of homozygous loci 
is 0.5 for genomic, regions unlinked to the four plant height 
QTL (twice as much homozygous PI229828 loci than homozygous 
CK60 loci) and 1.1 for the total genome. In another Fj plant 
with a phenotype closely resembling CK60 for plant height (110 
cm), the ratios were 1.6 and 2.8 for unlinked and total 
genome, respectively. As the objective of the Sorghum 
Conversion Program is to introgress as many genes as possible 
from the unadapted parent while maintaining plant stature and 
maturity compatible with mechanized agriculture, knowledge of 
the genotype (RFLP loci) of the segregating plants could 
facilitate selection of appropriate individuals to be 
backcrossed. 
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Table 1. Location and effects of QTL affecting plant height 
Linkage Interval* LOD^ Gene effects^ d/a Gene Dir^ 
group action 
Add. Dom. 
•cm 
A ISU123 28.7% 8.40 32.5 33.1 1 .02 D PI 
I sun 6 
B ISU155 9.2% 2.66 15.0 23 .7 1 .57 OD PI 
UMC71 
E ISU140 19.6% 5.60 20.1 25.2 1 .25 OD PI 
PI0100016 
H ISU032B 12.3% 3.83 21.3 -10.9 -.51 PD PI 
ISU156 
Multiple QTL model 63.4% 25.55 
® Flanking markers of the most likely QTL position, 
^ LOD threshold = 2.4. 
° Additive effects are associated with the allele from 
PI229828. Thus, a negative value means that the PI229828 
allele decreases the value of the trait. 
Direction of response is the parent whose additive value of 
a marker allele increased the value of the trait. 
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Table 2. Class averages of QTL affecting plant height 
Linkage Interval* CK/CK(uAA)^ CK/PI(uAB)° PI/PI(uBB) 
group 
cm 
A ISU123-ISU116 201 ± 35® 266 266 
B ISU155-UMC71 226 ± 39 265 256 
E ISU140-PI0100016 224 ± 37 299 264 
H ISU032B-ISU156 244 ± 39 254 286 
CK60 = 109 cm PI229828 = 262 cm Fj = 232 cm 
® Flanking markers of the most likely QTL position. 
^ Trait mean for a homozygous CK60 with no effect of that QTL, 
° Trait mean for a heterozygous genotype (CK60/PI229828). 
Calculated as uAA + a (additive effect) + d (dominance 
effect). 
Trait mean for a homozygous PI229828. Calculated as uAA + 
2a. 
® Stand deviation associated with the estimated mean of that 
interval. 
Table 3. Digenic interaction between QTL from linkage 
groups A {Isun6) and E (ISU140) 
Genetic 
Genotype effects 
at I sun 6 
ISU140 
a* db 
Genetic 
Genotype effects 
at ISU140 
I sun 6 
a® d" 
CK60/CK60 54 66 AA 60 10 
CK60/PI= 40 28 AB 16 3 
PI/PI 7 25 BB 13 29 
* additive effect in cm. 
'' dominance effect in cm. 
= PI229828. 
Figure 1. RFLP linkage map of Sorghum bicolor L. Moench population CK60 x PI229828. 
Loci (111) were distributed to 10 linkage groups (A-J). The numbers to the 
right of each linkage group represent the map distance in cM (Haldane). 
Loci identified by open boxes displayed distorted ratios 
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Figure 2. Histogram of plant height (PH) for F2 plants. W is 
the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality. The arrows 
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ABSTRACT 
The objective of the current study was to use restriction 
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) to determine the genetic 
location and the effects of quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
controlling some morphological traits in sorghum. Fj plants 
(152) from the cross CK60 {Sorghum bicolor spp. bicolor) X 
PI229828 {S. bicolor spp. druimondii) were used. The RFLP map 
of the sorghum genome was established by 106 segregating RFLP 
clones. The map comprises 111 RFLP loci distributed among ten 
linkage groups covering 1299 cM of linkage mapping. The 
interval mapping determined the approximate genome location, 
the additive and dominance gene effects, and the gene action 
for each QTL identified. Fourteen QTL were recognized: four 
for number of tillers per plant, three for leaf length, two 
for leaf width, three for stalk circumference, and two for 
maturity. These QTL were distributed in five of the ten 
linkage groups. They accounted for 7.6-27% of the phenotypic 
variance of a trait and manifested different types of gene 
action. A multiple model showed the QTL, collectively, for 
each trait explained from 26% (in leaf width) to 39% (in stalk 
circumference) of the phenotypic variation. For all traits 
evaluated, the QTL were unlinked with no evidence of 
epistasis. Each QTL identified for maturity may correspond (be 
allelic) to a major maturity gene in sorghum. 
Key words; Sorghum - QTL - morphological traits 
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INTRODUCTION 
The advent of molecular markers and related maps has 
provided the means of efficiently locating genetic factors in 
many crop species. Estimates of gene number, action, and 
location have become important components of marker-based 
approaches to crop improvement (Paterson et al. 1991a). 
In sorghum, the development of linkage maps (Hulbert et 
al. 1990; Binelli et al. 1992; Whitkus et al. 1992; Berhan et 
al. 1993; Pereira et al. 1993) has facilitated the 
identification and characterization of quantitative trait loci 
(QTL). Four QTL were identified controlling plant height 
(Pereira and Lee 1993) . These four QTL collectively accounted 
for 63.4% of the total phenotypic variation. The gene effects 
and gene actions of these QTL, and associated effects on other 
sorghum traits permitted to relate each plant height QTL to a 
plant height gene {Dw; Quinby and Karper 1954) characterized 
by alleles with qualitative effects (Pereira and Lee 1993). 
In this report, we summarize QTL mapping of several 
morphological and physiological traits (tillering, leaf 
length, leaf width, stalk circumference, and anthesis). The 
traits have been evaluated previously, (Kambal and webster 
1966; Beil and Atkins 1967; Kirby and Atkins 1968; Liang and 
Walter 1968; Kumar and Singhania 1984; Wenzel 1990), but 
reports provided limited information on genetic map location. 
Four loci {Mai, Ma2, Ma3, and Ma4) have been recognized 
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controlling maturity in sorghum (Quinby 1967). These genes are 
inherited independently, but epistasis may be observed (Quinby 
1972) . The continuous variation for this trait is due to an 
allelic series at the four recognized maturity loci (Quinby 
1972). Such allelic series can be either dominant or recessive 
(Quinby 1967) . A recessive mutation at any maturity gene 
results in temperate, rather than tropical adaptation (Quinby 
1975) . These genes also determine the number of nodes of the 
sorghum plant. Another important agronomic trait in sorghum is 
the tiller number per plant. Tillering is dominant over single 
stalk (Doggett 1988) . This trait also has been studied in a 
quantitative sense: overdominance (Wenzel 1990) and heterosis 
(Kirby and Atkins 1968; Kambal and Webster 1966) have been 
reported. 
The objectives of this study were to use restriction 
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) to determine the genetic 
location and gene action of QTL associated with maturity, 
tiller number, leaf length, leaf width, and stalk 
circumference in sorghum. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Genetic Material and Phenotypic Data Collection 
One hundred and fifty-two Fg individuals from the cross 
CK60 X PI229828 were used. This population was described 
previously (Pereira et al. 1993). CK60 is an inbred line from 
the species S. hicolor spp. bicolor and has two genes for 
earliness, genotype malMa2ma3Ma4 (Quinby 1967). PI229828 is 
representative of S. bicolor spp. druimondii (Duncan et al. 
1991; de Wet 1978). The genotype of PI229828 for maturity has 
not been determined. However, most tropical varieties have 
dominant alleles at all maturity loci (Quinby 1972; House 
1985). Thus, PI229828 probably has the genotype MalMa2Ma3Ma4. 
For the other traits, genotypic information for either parent 
is unavailable. Phenotypically, however, the parents are quite 
distinct: PI229828, in comparison to CK60, has longer and 
thinner leaves, smaller stalk circumference, and produces 3-12 
tillers per plant. In contrast, CK60 does not tiller. 
The seed was hand-planted at the Agronomy and Agriculture 
Engineering Research Center near Ames, lA on May 27, 1992. 
Parents, Fj, and Fz seeds were planted in a rectangular uniform 
region in the field, with 91 cm between rows, and were thinned 
to 45 cm between plants within rows. 
The measurements were recorded at anthesis for each plant 
as follows: 
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Maturity (CDD): The number of days from planting to anthesis 
and converted to accumulated growing degree days (GDD), 
base temperature 7°C as proposed by Hammer and Vanderlip 
(1989). 
Leaf length (LLT): In centimeters (cm), to nearest 0.1 cm, on 
third leaf from top of the plant. 
Leaf width (LWT): In cm, to nearest 0.1 cm, at region of 
greatest width on same leaf used for length measurement. 
Stalk circumference (SCI): In cm, to nearest 0.1 cm, measured 
at middle of first internode above soil level. 
Number of tillers (TN): The number of tillers with and without 
panicle. 
RFLP Assays, and Linkage Map 
Leaf samples were harvested from each plant about two 
weeks before flowering, freeze-dried, ground, and stored in a 
-20°C freezer. Tissue was used for RFLP characterization and 
linkage map construction, as previously described (Pereira et 
al. 1993). Genomic DNA isolation, digestion, Southern 
transfer, clone labeling, and filter hybridizations were 
conducted as described in Veldboom et al. 1993. Separate 
digests were performed using restriction enzymes EcoRI and 
ffindlll. Clones identifying polymorphism between parents were 
hybridized against filters containing DNA from the segregating 
sorghum population digested with the appropriated enzyme. 
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Autoradiograms were scored independently twice. Filters 
contained DNA from CK60 (score A) , PI229828 (score B), Fj 
(score H) , and Fj plants. 
One hundred and six clones were used to detect 111 RFLP 
loci (Pereira and Lee 1993). Goodness of fit to a 1:2:1 ratio 
for loci with codominant alleles and to a 3:1 ratio for loci 
with dominant alleles was determined by means of Chi-square 
analysis performed by a program written with PC-SAS (K. 
Lamkey, personal communication). Linkage analysis was 
accomplished by means of the computer software program 
MAPMAKER/EXP version 3.0 (Lander et al. 1987) as previously 
described (Pereira and Lee 1993). Linkage groups were declared 
with a minimum LOD score of 3.0 and maximum distance of 30% 
recombination. Haldane function was considered for the genetic 
distance in cM between adjacent RFLP loci. The map (Pereira 
and Lee, 1993; Fig. 1) covered 1299 cM, with an average 
interval length of 12.9 cM between adjacent loci. 
Data Analysis 
Phenotypic data 
The W statistic tested the phenotypic data of the F; 
population for its fit to the normal distribution (Shapiro and 
Wilk 1965; Fig. 1). The data fit a normal distribution for 
maturity (GDD), for leaf length (LLT), and for leaf width 
(LWT), (W = 0.97, 0.98, and 0.99, respectively). For stalk 
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circumference (SCI) and tiller number per plant (TN), 
normality was not observed (W = 0.96, and 0.90, respectively). 
The TN values were skewed toward the low number of tillers. 
Since tillering is dominant over single stalk (Doggett 1988) , 
skewness toward the high number of tillers is expected. Data 
transformations, i.e., arc sin and log^,, failed to solve 
skewness. Logjo transformation for TN presented W = 0.94. 
Because both the original and the transformed data for TN 
identified the same QTL with very similar LOD scores, the 
original data were used in all analysis. Also, any residual 
non-normality does not greatly bias interval mapping analysis 
(Knott and Haley 1992). Simple-Pearson correlations were 
calculated among traits by using the individual data of the 
152 F; plants. 
QTL identification 
Interval mapping (Lander and Botstein 1989), and single 
factor analysis of variance (SFAOV; Edwards et al. 1987) were 
used in the present investigation. Interval mapping was 
conducted with MAPMAKER/QTL 1.1 (Paterson et al. 1988) as 
previously described (Pereira and Lee 1993). The unconstrained 
model (Lincoln and Lander 1990) was used. A LOD threshold of 
2.4 was used to declare the presence of a putative QTL in a 
given genomic region. This threshold level corresponds to test 
the presence of a QTL at the 0.05 level of significance 
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according to the "sparse-map" case (Lander and Botstein 1989) . 
Log-likelihood plots were constructed for the entire 
length of linkage groups where the interval mapping and SFAOV 
placed the QTL for the traits evaluated. LOD scores at 2.0 cM 
intervals were calculated and plotted against map distance for 
each linkage group. For each QTL recognized, MAPMAKER/QTL 
determined the map positions of the boundaries of the 10:1 
"confidence interval" surrounding the peak. These confidence 
intervals indicate the region over which the model's 
probability of giving rise to the data is at most 10-fold less 
than at the most likely position (Paterson et al. 1991b). 
Gene effects (a = additive effect; d = dominance effect) 
and percent of phenotypic variation attributable to individual 
putative QTL were estimated at the peaks (maximum likelihood 
QTL position). Average level of dominance for a QTL was 
calculated as the ratio d/a. Gene action was determined 
according to guidelines presented by Stuber et al. (1987): 
additive gene action (A) = 0 to 0.2 0; partial dominance (PD) = 
0.21 to 0.80; dominance (D) = 0.81 to 1.20; and overdominance 
(OD) = > 1.20. The sign of the additive component of the 
effect of the B allele (from PI229828) defined the 
contributing parent for each QTL: if positive, the allele for 
increased trait mean came from PI229828; if negative, the 
allele came from CK60. 
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SFAOV was used for each pair-wise combination of 
quantitative trait and RFLP locus (Edwards et al. 1987). F-
tests at 0.001, 0.01, or 0.05 level of significance determined 
if significant variation in the trait expression was 
associated with differences among the three genotypic classes, 
AA, AB, and BB for each locus. The reduction of type 1 error 
(false positives) increases the probability of type 2 error 
(rejecting true association between a marker and a QTL). Thus, 
0.05 of probability level has commonly been used (Dudley 
1993) . 
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RESULTS 
Phenotypic Data 
The trait means of the Fj population, parents, and are 
indicated in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The data suggest differences 
between the parents for most of the traits studied. The 
phenotypic values manifested dominance to overdominance gene 
action for anthesis and leaf width, additivity for the leaf 
length and stalk circumference, and additive to partial 
dominance for the number of tillers per plant. The direction 
of dominance for anthesis was toward earliness, and for leaf 
width was toward wider leaves. 
QTL Identification 
The location and effects of regions affecting TN, LLT, 
LWT, SCI, and GDD in sorghum are summarized in Tables 3 and 4, 
and in Fig. 2. Overall QTL controlling these traits were 
placed to five linkage groups (A, B, C, D, and H). QTL for 
each trait were unlinked; except for TN they were placed in 
different linkage groups. For most traits, alleles that 
increased the trait mean (high allele) came from PI229828. 
Also, for each of the traits, the multiple QTL LOD score 
effectively equaled the arithmetic summation of the individual 
QTL LOD scores suggesting a cumulative action of those QTL 
(Lincoln and Lander 1990). 
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SFAOV results (Fig. 2) agree closely with those obtained 
from the interval mapping. For each QTL identified by the 
interval mapping, the peak (most likely QTL position) is 
flanked by loci that, according to the SFAOV are significantly 
associated with that trait. 
Maturity (GDD) 
Two QTL (in linkage groups A, and H) were detected (Table 
3). PI229828 alleles increased the trait mean for both QTL. 
The QTL in linkage groups A and H accounted for 11 and 18% of 
the phenotypic variation, respectively. The multiple QTL model 
accounted for 27.7% of the variation. In both QTL, dominant 
gene action were exhibited, but in opposite directions; 
PI229828 allele was dominant at QTL of linkage group A and 
CK60 allele was dominant at QTL of linkage group H. The 
opposite direction of dominance of these two QTL resulted in 
additive gene action when both were considered simultaneously 
(multiple model). 
Tiller number (TN) 
Four QTL were identified as being associated with this 
trait in linkage groups A, B, and C. At least two QTL are 
evident in linkage group B. The most likely positions 
(likelihood peak) of these QTL in linkage group B are 
approximately 70 cM apart. Thus, QTL for TN may be considered 
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unlinked. Phenotypic variation accounted by the QTL ranges 
from 7.6% to 19.1%. This trait involves primarily additive 
gene action or partial dominance. As expected, for all four 
QTL, PI229828 alleles increased the trait mean. One 
interesting aspect observed in this trait is that when the 
genome was scanned for individual QTL, only three main peaks 
were detected (in linkage groups A, B, and C). When the genome 
was re-scanned, one more was detected in linkage group B 
(interval PI0200568-ISU147) . The multiple QTL model accounted 
for 37.2% of the total phenotypic variation, and indicated 
that collectively, these QTL exhibited additive gene action. 
The class averages (Table 4) illustrate the unequal 
effect of those four QTL for this trait. They also show 
considerable differences among genotypes, especially the 
multiple QTL model (CK/CK = 1.8 tillers vs. PI/PI = 8.1 
tillers). Such difference indicates that Fj plants with no 
PI229828 alleles at those four QTL would have on average 1.8 
tillers per plant and would have on average 8.1 tillers per 
plant for the opposite situation (the four QTL in homozygosity 
for PI229828 alleles). 
Leaf length (LLT) 
Three genomic regions (in linkage groups B, D, and H) 
were identified accounting for 12.4% to 20.6% of the total 
phenotypic variation. The three QTL were similar in gene 
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effects. They exhibited mainly additive gene action. Thirty-
seven percent of the total phenotypic variation was accounted 
by the multiple QTL model. PI229828 alleles increased the 
trait mean at all three QTL (Table 3). 
The similarity of gene effects and additivity for these 
QTL are illustrated by the class averages (Table 4). For each 
QTL, the addition of each allele from PI229828 was associated 
with increases of about five cm. As a result, the difference 
between homozygous genotypes (CK/CK vs. PI/PI) is close to ten 
cm considering one QTL at a time, and close to 2 6 cm 
considering the three QTL simultaneously (multiple QTL model). 
Again, that difference (26 cm) is decurrent of the complete 
absence or presence of PI229828 alleles at the three QTL 
simultaneously. 
Leaf width (LWT) 
The interval mapping identified two genomic regions (in 
linkage groups C, and H) associated with this trait (Table 3). 
These two QTL are completely different in terms of gene 
effects, gene action, and contributing parent (that 
contributed to alleles that increased the trait mean). The QTL 
in linkage group C accounted for 19.4% of the phenotypic 
variation. It has overdominant gene action, and CK60 allele 
increased the mean of the trait. The QTL in linkage group H 
has additive gene action, and the contributing parent is 
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PI229828. The multiple QTL model accounted for 26.2% of the 
phenotypic variation. 
The class averages (Table 4) reflect unequal effects of 
these QTL, and also the predominance of overdominant gene 
action for this trait (the heterozygous category CK/PI has 
wider leaf than both parents, in agreement with the phenotypic 
data). 
Stalk circumference (SCI) 
Three genomic regions (linkage groups A, C, and H) are 
associated with this trait (Table 3). The phenotypic variation 
accounted by each QTL ranges from 10% (QTL in linkage group H) 
to 27% (QTL in linkage group A). The gene effect and gene 
action are specific for each QTL. The contributing parent for 
QTL in linkage group A is CK60 (bigger stalk circumference) 
and is partially dominant. The QTL in linkage group C has the 
same contributing parent (CK60), but with additive gene 
action. The QTL in linkage group H has PI229828 as the 
contributing parent, and exhibited partially dominant gene 
action. The multiple QTL model indicates these QTL 
collectively exhibited dominant gene action, with high alleles 
coming from CK60. The discrepancy of results between single 
and multiple model is mainly because the contributing parent 
was not the same for all QTL. Also, the gene action and 
direction of dominance varied among QTL. As a result, the 
multiple model does not reflect the "summation" of the effects 
of these individual QTL. 
Correlation Among Traits 
Seven significant correlation coefficients among the 
phenotypic values of the F2 population were identified (Table 
2): four (ODD with PH, GDD with LWT, TN with LLT, and LWT with 
LLT) at 0.001 of probability level, one (SCI with LWT) at 0.01 
of probability level, and two (SCI with PH and SCI with LLT) 
at 0.05 of probability level. Most often, traits that are 
correlated share common or have closely linked QTL (Figs. 2 
and 3). For example, considering the positions of the QTL for 
plant height (Fig. 3; and Pereira and Lee 1993), and for 
maturity (Figs. 2 and 3), both maturity QTL (in linkage groups 
A and H) are linked to plant height QTL. In linkage group H 
the most likely position of QTL for these traits are only 4 cM 
apart. Also, for both traits, PI229828 alleles increased the 
trait means (Table 3; and Pereira and Lee, 1993). The linkage 
between QTL and the same direction of alleles that increased 
the trait means are congruent with the significant positive 
correlation coefficient (r = 0.54) between these two traits. 
Common and/or QTL linkage also occur for the other correlated 
traits in this population (Table 2). 
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DISCUSSION 
QTL Mapping 
In the present sorghum Fj population, we were able to 
locate four putative QTL related to TN, three to LLT, two to 
LWT, three to SCI, and two to GDD. For each QTL, a complete 
description was presented regarding most likely map position, 
magnitude of effects, gene action, and the source 
(contributing parent) of alleles that increased the trait 
mean. 
The distribution of QTL affecting different traits is 
quite variable: five linkage groups (A, B, C, D, and H) have 
all 14 QTL, and the other five have no QTL controlling these 
five morphological traits. In maize (Edwards et al. 1992) and 
tomato (Paterson et al. 1991b), similar results were reported; 
QTL affecting different traits fell near one another more 
frequently than would be expected by chance. 
The most likely position for each QTL defined by the 
interval mapping always is congruent with the SFAOV results. 
But, if considering only the SFAOV analysis, it would be 
difficult to determine the position of a QTL (Beavis et al. 
1991). For most of the QTL here identified, several 
consecutive markers were found to be significantly associated 
with a specific trait by the SFAOV procedure. However, the 
interval mapping indicated the most likely interval, and 
within the interval, the most likely position for a QTL. 
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Simulation studies (Darvasi et al, 1993) showed that the two 
procedures (interval mapping and SFAOV) are quite similar in 
power, but the former is more effective in establishing a 
reasonable confidence interval for the gene location. 
Collectively, the QTL accounted for 37.2% of the 
phenotypic variation in TN, 37.2% in LLT, 26.2% in LWT, 39% in 
SCI, and 27.7% in GDD. These traits are, in general, of high 
heritability when evaluated on a progeny mean basis {Liang and 
Walter 1968; Liang et al. 1972; Eckebil et al. 1977; Wenzel 
1990). Because this population will be evaluated in the 
generation in multiple environments, additional QTL may be 
identified. If so, possibly a larger portion of the phenotypic 
variation will be accounted by the multiple QTL models. 
Studies conducted in a single environment are likely to 
underestimate the number of QTL controlling a trait (Paterson 
et al. 1991b). 
QTL Gene Action 
For gene action studies, F2 is the most informative 
population; both the additive and the dominance components of 
the genetic variance and consequently the degree of dominance 
(gene action) may be directly estimated. 
The two QTL related to maturity demonstrated that, in 
some cases, the gene action for a trait is apparently 
incongruent with the gene action of individual components of 
that trait (QTL). The QTL in linkage group A displayed 
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overdominance for lateness, while the QTL in linkage group H 
displayed dominance for earliness. The multiple QTL model 
identified the trait as being of additive gene action. Such 
additivity is probably the result of the opposite direction of 
effect of these individual QTL. The distribution of the 
phenotypic values suggests overdominance toward earliness, 
which agrees with the gene action of the QTL with largest 
effect on maturity (in linkage group H). Gene action for 
maturity has been reported in a qualitative sense (loci with 
major effects on maturity), and in a quantitative sense 
(heterosis and combining ability). Gene action varies; 
direction of dominance have been identified toward lateness 
and toward earliness (Quinby 1972) . Whitehead (1962) cited by 
Kambal and Webster (1965) using dwarfing varieties, reported 
that additive gene action predominates for this trait. Also, 
Kambal and Webster (1965) determined that general combining 
ability is the main component of the genetic variance for this 
trait. In other studies comparing hybrids versus parents, 
heterosis for earliness was reported (Kambal and Webster 1966; 
Kirby and Atkins 1968; Liang et al. 1972). 
The QTL for TN were characterized by additive or partial-
dominant gene action, with alleles for higher TN coming from 
the parent PI229828. Also, the distribution of the phenotypic 
values indicated additive to partial-dominance toward 
PI229828. Previous studies have considered this trait as being 
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dominant in a qualitative sense (Doggett 1988) and with high 
heterosis (Kirby and Atkins 1968; Kartibal and Webster 1966) . 
The disagreement may be attributed to genetic background 
differences, and to completely different approaches. It is 
also possible that important QTL affecting this trait were not 
detected in this experiment. 
QTL alleles from PI229828 contributed to longer leaves in 
this population in an additive manner. Partial dominance 
(Wenzel 1990) and heterosis (Kirby and Atkins 1968) have been 
reported for this trait. The QTL with largest effect on leaf 
width displayed overdominant gene action. In a previous study 
(Kirby and Atkins 1968), high heterosis has been reported 
indicating that dominance is an important component in the 
inheritance of this trait. 
For two traits (LWT and SCI), alleles that increased the 
trait mean came not only from the expected high parent (with 
higher phenotypic mean), but also from the low parent. Similar 
results were observed in an interspecific tomato population 
(De Vicente and Tanksley 1993); QTL alleles having effects 
both at the expected and at the opposite direction relative to 
the parental means were identified. They concluded that 
alleles coming from both high and low parents was the major 
cause of transgressive segregation observed in the 
population. 
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QTL and Major Genes 
In relation to the traits presented here, qualitative 
genetic information involving gene action, genotype, and 
linkage is available only for maturity. According to Quinby 
and Karper (1945), the Dw2 locus (related to plant height) is 
linked (8 cM) to the Mai locus (related to maturity). If 
considering: (i) alleles at two major maturity loci are 
possibly segregating in this sorghum population (Mai, and 
Ma3}; (ii) two QTL were identified (one in linkage group A and 
one in linkage group H); (iii) the QTL for plant height in 
linkage group H may be related to the Dw2 locus (Pereira and 
Lee 1993) and is approximately four cM apart from one QTL for 
maturity (Fig. 3), we can hypothesize that the QTL for 
maturity in linkage group H may be related to the Mai locus. 
If so, by exclusion, the QTL for maturity in linkage group A 
possibly may be related to the Ma3 locus. In sorghum, in the 
previous work using this same population, Pereira and Lee 
(1993) identified four QTL for plant height possibly related 
with four major plant height genes (Dwl, Dw2, Dw3, and Dw4). 
Correlation of Traits 
Paterson et al. (1991b), and Veldboom et al. (1993) 
reported that correlated traits often have some of the same 
markers significantly associated with each trait. In this 
population, most often, correlated traits share common or 
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closely linked QTL. Plant height and maturity have a high 
correlation coefficient (r = 0,54) and both QTL for maturity 
are linked to plant height QTL. In linkage group H (Fig. 3) 
such linkage is so tight (4 cM) that one QTL may be affecting 
both traits. Leaf length and width (r = 0.42) also may share 
one QTL in linkage group H (Figs. 2 and 3). Common or closely 
linked QTL also occur for the other correlated traits in this 
population. Most often, a positive significant correlation 
coefficient corresponds to traits that have QTL closely linked 
having same direction of effect. For example, at linked QTL 
for plant height and maturity, for leaf length and width, and 
for tiller number and leaf length, alleles from PI229828 
increased the trait means. 
This investigation, despite using a single environment 
and an F; population, identified 14 QTL related to some 
morphological and physiological traits in sorghum. Important 
considerations about QTL location, QTL gene action, and 
relationship between QTL and loci with major effects were 
discussed. The next step will be the evaluation of this same 
population in multiple environments in the F3 generation. 
Certainly, more QTL will be identified, and those QTL will 
account for more expressive portion of the genetic variation. 
Low heritable traits like yield and its components may be 
considered in the F3 generation. The results reported here 
represent an increase in the understanding of sorghum genetics 
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which should help sorghum geneticists and sorghum breeders 
improve this crop. 
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Table 1. Trait means for plants (population CK60 x 
PI229828), parents, and Fj 
Traits CK60 PI229828 Fi Fz Range W^ 
LLT^ (cm) 64.9 86.3 73.5 76.8 39.2-98.0 0 .98 
LWT® (cm) 6.7 5.9 7.5 8.1 5.8-11.2 0 .99 
SCid (cm) 8.6 4.9 6.5 6.4 4.3- 9.0 0 .96 
TN® (mm) 0.0 6.7 5.0 5.1 1.0-12.0 0 .90 
GDD^ 1968 2004 1892 1923 1653-2182 0 .97 
® Shapiro and Wilk test of normality. 
^ Leaf length. 
° Leaf width. 
^ Stalk circumference. 
® Number of tillers. 
^ Maturity. 
Table 2. Correlation coefficients among traits from F g plants 
Traits LLT LWT SCI TN GDD* 
Plant height (PH) 0.01 -0.15 -0.19* 0.07 0.54*** 
Leaf length (LLT) 0,42*** 0.18* 0.29***-0.12 
Leaf width (LWT) 0.24** 0.02 -0.28*** 
Stalk circumference (SCI) 0.06 -0.02 
Tillering (TN) -0.05 
*^**^*** Significant at 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 of probability 
level respectively. 
® Maturity. 
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Table 3. Location and effects of QTL 
Linkage Interval® LOD^ Gene effects" d/a Gene Dir^ 
group action 
a d 
Number of tillers per plant (number) 
A ISU123-ISU116 8 .4% 2 .88 0 .8 0 .2 0 .28 PD PI 
B PI0200568-ISU147 8 .2% 2 .76 0 .9 -0 .1 -0 .09 A PI 
B ISU138-ISU126B 19 .1% 4 .45 1 .2 -0 .6 -0 .51 PD PI 
C ISU092-ISU070 7 .6% 2 .60 0 .7 -0 .3 -0 .38 PD PI 
Multiple QTL model 37 .2% 13 .11 3 .1 -0 .4 -0 .14 A PI 
Leaf length (cm) 
B ISU058-ISU030 13 .3% 4 .61 4 .8 1 .3 0 .26 PD PI 
D ISU126A-ISU042 12 .4% 3 .20 5 .0 -0 .2 -0 .04 A PI 
H ISU032B-ISU156 20 .6% 6 .38 5 .9 0 .5 0 .08 A PI 
Multiple QTL model 37 .2% 13 .05 12 .8 1 .0 0 .08 A PI 
Leaf width (cm) 
C ISU078A-ISU104 19 .4% 4 .57 -0 .0 0 .8 59 .28 OD CK 
H PI01005-ISU032B 10 .1% 3 .26 0 .4 0 .1 0 .16 A PI 
Multiple QTL model 26 ,2% 7 .35 0 .4 0 .8 1 .88 OD PI 
Stalk circumference (cm) 
A ISU123-ISU116 27 .0% 7 .59 -0 .7 -0 .4 0 .53 PD CK 
C BNL5.09-ISU040 13 .0% 4 .61 -0 .4 -0 .0 0 .09 A CK 
H ISU136-PI010005 10 .0% 2 .94 0 .4 -0 .1 -0 .21 PD PI 
Multiple QTL model 39 .0% 13 .00 -0 .5 -0 .5 1 .00 D CK 
Maturity (ODD) 
A ISU074-ISU152 11 .0% 3 .41 45 .8 55 .6 1 .21 OD PI 
H ISU032B-ISU156 18 .0% 5 .27 56 .3 -60 .1 -1 .06 D PI 
Multiple QTL model 27 .7% 9 .1 109 .0 -7 .0 -0 .06 A PI 
® Flanking markers of the most likely QTL position. 
^ LOD threshold = 2.4. 
° Additive effects are associated with the allele from 
PI229828. Thus, a negative value means that the PI229828 
allele decreases the value of the trait. 
^ Direction of response is the parent whose additive value of 
a marker allele increased the value of the trait. (PI = 
PI229828; CK = CK60). 
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Table 4. Class averages of traits among F; plants 
Linkage Interval® CK/CK(uAA)^ 
group 
CK/PI(uAB)° PI/PI (uBB)' 
Number of tillers per plant (number) 
A ISU123-ISU116 4.1 5.1 5.7 
B PI0200568-ISU147 3.4 4.8 5.8 
B ISU138-ISU126B 4.4 4.9 6.7 
C ISU092-ISU070 4.5 4.9 5.9 
Multiple QTL model 1.8 4.5 8.1 
Leaf length (cm) 
B ISU058-ISU030 71.2 77.4 80.9 
D ISU126A-ISU042 71.4 76.2 81.4 
H ISU032B-ISU156 71.2 77.5 83.0 
Multiple QTL model 63.1 76.9 88.7 
Leaf width (cm) 
C ISU078A-ISU104 7.5 8.5 7.7 
H PI010005-ISU032B 7.7 8.2 8.6 
Multiple QTL model 7.3 8.5 8.2 
Stalk circumference (cm) 
A ISU123-ISU116 7.5 6.4 6.0 
C BNL5.09-ISU040 7.0 6.5 6.1 
H ISU136-PI010005 6.2 6.4 6.9 
Multiple QTL model 7.4 6.4 6.4 
Maturity (GDD) 
A ISU074-ISU152 1840 1942 1932 
H ISU032B-ISU156 1902 1898 2015 
Multiple QTL model 1824 1926 2042 
® Flanking markers of the most likely QTL position. 
Trait mean for a homozygous CK60 with no effect of that QTL, 
° Trait mean for a heterozygous genotype (CK60/PI22 9828) . 
Calculated as uAA + a (additive effect) + d (dominance 
effect) . 
^ Trait mean for a homozygous PI229828. Calculated as uAA + 
2a. 
Figure 1. Histogram for number of tillers per plant, for 
leaf length, for leaf width, for stalk 
circumference, and for maturity of 152 F; plants 
of a CK60 X PI229828 population. W is the Shapiro-
Wilk test of normality. The arrows indicate the 
phenotypic means of the respective genotypes 
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Figure 2. Log-likelihood plots of linkage groups A, B, C, D, 
and H for number of tillers per plant (TN) in cm, 
for leaf length (LLT) in cm, for leaf width 
(LWT) in cm, for stalk circumference (SCI) in cm, 
and for maturity (GDD) in growing degree days. 
Vertical lines represent LOD score. (LOD of 2.40 
used as threshold (T) for declaration of a QTL. *, 
, *** indicate significance at 0.05, 0.01, and 
0.001 levels respectively, for SFAOV 
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Figure 3. Illustration of linkage among QTL on linkage 
groups A and H involving the traits plant height 
(PH), maturity (GDD), stalk circumference (SCI), 
leaf length (LLT), and leaf width (LWT). The arrow 
at the center of shaded area indicates the most 
likely QTL position 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The current investigation generated results that 
represent a significant addition to the knowledge of sorghum 
genetics and the relationship between sorghum and maize 
genomes. The two main objectives, RFLP map construction and 
analysis of quantitative traits, were accomplished. 
The genetic map based on 201 RFLP loci clearly defined 
ten linkage groups, in agreement with the haploid chromosome 
number of the species. The ten linkage groups covered a map 
distance of 153 0 cM, with an average of eight cM between 
adjacent loci. Comparison of maize and sorghum maps indicated 
high correspondence between the two genomes in terms of 
linkage and genetic distance. In agreement with previous 
reports (Whitkus et al. 1992; Berhan et al. 1993), most 
sorghum linkage groups consist of loci mapping predominately 
to two maize chromosomes, following a pattern of duplicated 
isozyme and RFLP loci in maize (Goodman et al. 1980; 
Helentjaris et al. 1988). The probes detect homologous 
sequences which, in general, are collinear in maize and 
sorghum. 
Interval mapping identified 43 QTL: four for plant 
height, four for tillering, three for leaf length, two for 
leaf width, three for stalk circumference, two for maturity, 
six for panicle length, five for seed-branch length, two for 
sterile portion of the seed-branch, six for peduncle diameter. 
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three for number of seed-branches per panicle, and three for 
100-seed weight. Gene effects and action were specific for 
each QTL. However, for most of the traits, additive to partial 
dominance was the prevalent gene action (70% of the QTL). 
QTL distribution throughout the sorghum genome possibly 
was not random. The linkage groups A, B, C, and H contain 81% 
of the QTL. However, some regions of the genome seems to have 
more genes controlling morphological traits. Plant height QTL 
exhibited pleiotropy on maturity, leaf length, number of 
tillers the plant, and panicle measurements. 
The plant height QTL accounted for a substantial portion 
(63%) of the total phenotypic variation. QTL for maturity 
accounted for 28% of the phenotypic variation, and may 
correspond to loci previously identified by alleles with 
qualitative effects. Also, each plant height QTL may 
correspond to a plant height major locus. Such association 
along with the high proportion of phenotypic variation 
accounted for by the QTL suggests that the use of molecular 
markers in a backcross breeding program would be helpful. 
Breeders have been converting tall and late maturity genotypes 
(tropical) into short and early maturity genotypes by 
conventional backcross breeding. Because each QTL is flanked 
by molecular markers, the use of these markers in a backcross 
program would facilitate transfer of important genes from wild 
to elite genotypes (and vice-versa), minimizing the amount of 
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time needed and maximizing the recovery of elite DNA or exotic 
alleles, as desired. 
QTL of plant height for sorghum may correspond to QTL of 
plant height for maize. Such correspondence indicates that 
genes for plant height in maize and in sorghum may be 
orthologous, enhancing the evidence of DNA homology between 
these two species. 
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Table Al. Probe and enzyme combinations used for each 
sorghum linkage group in RFLP map construction 
Linkage Group A 
EcoRI UMC23 
UMC33 
UMC85 
NPI104 
ISU028(EL166) 
ISU038(JC0186) 
ISU063(JC0430) 
ISU105(JC0891) 
ISU116(JC0953) 
ISU123(JC1004) 
ISU139(JC1270) 
ISU152(JC1416) 
ISU154(AB023) 
HindiII ISU074{JC0528) ISU087(JC0699) ISU095{JC0775) 
Linkage Group B 
fîcoRI UMC71 ISU083(JC0632) 
ISU053(JC239) ISU089(JC0719) 
ISU075(JC535) ISU096(JC0783) 
Hindu I ISU005 ISU030(EL184) 
UMC135 ISU058(JC0351) 
PI020568 ISUlOl(JC0827) 
NPI327 ISU126(JC1023) 
ISU138(JC1243) 
ISU142(JC1331) 
ISU147(JC1372) 
ISU129(JC1084) 
ISU135(JC1174) 
ISU144(JC1352) 
ISU149(JC1381) 
Linkage Group C 
ScoRI 
Hindlll 
UMC27 
BNL8.17 
ISU027(EL142) 
ISU041(JC0192) 
ISU049(JC0231) 
ISU051(JC0235) 
NPI209 
NPI327 
NPI438 
BNL5.09 
BNL12.06 
ISU033(JC0162) 
ISU070(JC0481) 
ISU073(JC0525) 
ISU076{JC0539) 
ISU078{JC0565) 
ISU082(JC0629) 
ISU092(JC0748) 
ISU040(JC0191) 
ISU044(JC0208) 
ISU061(JC0390) 
ISU062(JC0423) 
ISU064(JC0443) 
ISU081(JC0628) 
ISU098 
ISU106 
ISU119 
ISU121 
ISU122 
ISU143 
(JC0823) 
(JC0899) 
(JC0962) 
(JC0992) 
(JCIOOO) 
(JC1345) 
ISU104(JC0883) 
ISUlll(JC0934) 
ISU133(JC1138) 
ISU141{JC1321) 
ISU150(JC1409) 
Table Al. (continued) 
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Linkage Group D 
BcoRI 
HindiII 
NPI104 
ISU023(EL047) 
ISU031(JC0145) 
ISU035(JC0178) 
PI0150024 
PI0200568 
PI0200608 
BNL5.24 
BNL5.40 
ISU042(JC0201) 
ISU047(JC0221) 
ISU056(JC0339) 
ISU102(JC0857) 
ISU046(JC0219) 
ISU080(JC0627) 
ISU097(JC0807) 
ISU099(JC0824) 
ISU107(JC0903) 
ISU132(JC1136) 
ISU134(JC1157) 
ISUllO(JC0913) 
ISU112(JC0935) 
ISU126(JC1023) 
ISU129(JC1084) 
Linkage Group E 
fîcoRI PI0100016 ISU022(EL038) ISU032(JC0147) 
UMC64 ISU026(EL137) ISU072(JC0494) 
HindiII PI0200714 ISU093(JC0760) ISU140(JC1310) 
NPI560 
Linkage Group F 
EcoRI 
HindiII 
UMC88 
UMC136 
UMC139 
PI0200726 
PI015037 
PI0200581 
BNL6.20 
BNL14.07 
UMC55 
NPI400 
ISU043{JC0204) 
PI0200622 
ISU037(JC0185) 
ISU050(JC0233) 
ISU066{JC0446) 
ISU071(JC0485) 
ISU086(JC0678) 
ISU067{JC0459) 
ISU084(JC0633) 
ISU103(JC0878) 
ISUllO(JC0913) 
ISU090(JC0732) 
ISU094(JC0767) 
ISU115(JC0952) 
ISU130(JC1086) 
ISU113(JC0943) 
ISU117(JC0954) 
ISU145(JC1362) 
ISU151(JC1410) 
Table Al. (continued) 
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Linkage Group G 
EcoRI UMC93 
PI0200726 
ISU029(EL170) 
ISU052(JC0238) 
ISU057(JC0340) 
ISU068(JC0462) 
ISU091(JC0735) 
ISUlOO(JC0825) 
ISU114(JC0948) 
ISU118{JC0958) 
ISU131(JC1116) 
HindiII BNL6.16 
BNL13.05 
NPI212 
NPI426 
ISU021(EL018) 
ISU039(JC0190) 
ISU108(JC0909) 
ISU148(JC1380) 
Linkage Group H 
EcoRI UMC109 
UMC113 
UMC114 
PI010005 
ISU156(AB026) 
ISU025(EL052) 
ISU032(JC0147) 
ISU034(JC0168) 
ISU079(JC0570) 
ISU088(JC0709) 
ISU124(JC1007) 
ISU128(JC1056) 
HindiII BNL3.06 
BNL7.49 
ISU045(JC0210) 
ISU048(JC0225) 
ISU077(JC0561) 
ISUllO(JC0913) 
ISU136(JC1204) 
Linkage Group I 
EcoRI UMC102 
NPI220 
ISU153(AB007) 
ISU036(JC0182) 
ISU054(JC0240) 
Hindlll UMC18 
NPI379 
ISU060(JC0367) 
ISU085(JC0666) 
ISU125(JC1018) 
ISU145(JC1362) 
ISU146(JC1369) 
Linkage Group J 
EcoRI ISU036(JC0182) 
ISU059(JC0357) 
ISU065(JC0445) 
ISU109(JC0911) 
ISU137(JC1220) 
HindiII UMC8 
ISU024(EL049) 
ISU055(JC0317) 
ISU060(JC0367) 
ISU069(JC0464) 
ISU085(JC0666) 
ISU120(JC0963) 
ISU127(JC1028) 
JC0225 and UMC038 detected polymorphism between the parents 
but did not segregate on the F; population. 
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Table A2. Quality signal of the genomic maize clones used 
in the sorghum screening blots 
No hybridization signal 
UMC4 UMC49 UMC81 UMC131 BNL6.32 PI0200682 
UMCll UMC52 UMC89 UMC147 BNL7.65 NPI234 
UMC26 UMC59 UMC92 UMC155 BNL8.45 NPI285 
UMC31 UMC60 UMC96 BNL5.10 BNLIO.38 NPI564 
UMC36 UMC62 UMCllO BNL5.46 BNL15.07 NPI596 
UMC40 UMC65 UMC120 BNL6.10 PI0100080 
UMC45 UMC66 UMC121 BNL6.29 PI0200518 
Weak hybridization signal 
UMC5 UMC44 UMC122 BNL1.450 PI0600012 NPI268 
UMC12 UMC87 UMC126 BNL1.556 PI0200509 NPI406 
UMC21 UMC95 UMC152 BNL2.3 69 PI0200603 NPI446 
UMC35 UMC103 UMC158 BNLB.35 PI0200644 
UMC37 UMC104 BNL1.326 BNLIO.17 NPI201 
Adequate hybridization signal 
UMC3 UMC78 UMC139 BNL8.15 PI0150037 NPI099 
UMC6 UMC83 UMC141 BNL8.17 PI0200042 NPI104 
UMC7 UMC84 UMC162 BNL8.23 PI0200044 NPI105 
UMC8 UMC85 UMC167 BNL8.33 PI0200508 NPI108 
UMCIO UMC86 UMC177 BNL8.37 PI0200511 NPI209 
UMC13 UMC88 BNLl .297 BNL8.3 9 PI0200521 NPI212 
UMC16 UMC90 BNLl .380 BNL8.44 PI0200554 NPI220 
UMC17 UMC93 BNL3 .04 BNL9.08 PI0200556 NPI249 
UMC18 UMC102 BNL3 .06 BNL9.11 PI0200557 NPI256 
UMC23 UMCIO5 BNL3 .09 BNL9.44 PI0200558 NPI275 
UMC27 UMC107 BNL3 .18 BNLl0.13 PI0200566 NPI327 
UMC32 UMCIO8 BNL5 .02 BNLIO.24 PI0200568 NPI379 
UMC33 UMCIO9 BNL5 .04 BNLIO.25 PI0200569 NPI386 
UMC34 UMC113 BNL5 .09 BNL12.06 PI0200575 NPI397 
UMC38 UMC114 BNL5 .24 BNL12.36 PI0200581 NPI400 
UMC39 UMC116 BNL5 .40 BNL13.05 PI0200589 NPI402 
UMC42 UMC117 BNL5 .62 BNL14.07 PI0200608 NPI410 
UMC46 UMC119 BNL5 .67 BNL14.28 PI0200622 NPI426 
UMC50 UMC124 BNL6 .16 BNL15.21 PI0200640 NPI438 
UMC53 UMC13 0 BNL6 .20 BNL15.40 PI0200661 NPI443 
UMC55 UMC132 BNL6 .22 BNL24.3 6 PI0200674 NPI560 
UMC58 UMC133 BNL7 .08 PI0100005 PI0200689 NPI579 
UMC61 UMC134 BNL7 .25 PI0100016 PI0200714 NPI590 
UMC63 UMC135 BNL7 .43 PI0100080 PI0200725 NPI595 
UMC64 UMC136 BNL7 .49 PI0150024 PI0200726 ISU005 
UMC71 UMC137 BNL8 .05 PI0150033 PI0200728 
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Table A3. Trait values of F; plants used in QTL mapping® 
F2(#) DF PH TN LLT LWT SCI GDD PAL PD NB SBL SLB SWT 
101 77 245 04 079 .3 07 .8 8 .1 1849 .1 470 12 54 251 020 1 .83 
104 87 257 06 069 .2 07 .4 4 .9 2029 .6 233 09 53 155 087 1 .25 
105 78 279 05 078 .4 07 .8 6 .0 1863 .0 293 10 59 135 024 1 .74 
115 80 209 10 079 .1 08 .3 6 .0 1892 .3 210 09 73 102 031 2 .22 
118 91 240 07 090 .2 06 .7 6 .1 2126 .7 450 11 49 178 117 0 .90 
119 73 202 07 079 .0 07 .2 8 .0 1735 .0 400 10 56 237 047 1 .46 
123 88 292 05 053 .4 06 .8 6 .6 2055 .5 265 09 51 157 049 1 .15 
124 79 242 05 072 .5 08 .3 6 .6 1878 .4 270 09 43 142 047 1 .95 
125 78 213 04 069 .5 08 .5 7 .1 1863 .0 380 09 74 172 023 1 .47 
127 86 290 07 098 .0 07 .7 6 .6 2007 .7 370 10 57 187 046 1 .29 
128 75 228 05 082 .0 08 .2 5 .4 1802 .8 390 10 81 177 040 0 .99 
129 82 286 06 072 .3 07 .8 6 .6 1927 .1 302 07 56 136 034 1 .64 
132 83 269 12 090 .0 08 .2 6 .4 1949 .5 380 10 73 199 049 1 .31 
136 78 212 04 065 .0 08 .0 5 .8 1863 .0 203 07 58 099 036 2 .10 
140 79 245 05 082 .8 07 .4 6 .6 1878 .4 295 09 48 162 062 1 .69 
141 83 258 06 078 .2 07 .2 6 .9 1949 .5 360 12 68 205 026 1 .46 
143 74 256 06 084 .0 09 .0 5 .3 1768 .4 365 09 57 172 045 2 .12 
144 85 267 06 080 .2 06 .8 6 .5 1987 .3 380 11 60 215 012 1 .41 
147 86 286 04 077 .0 08 .5 5 .5 2007 .7 330 08 59 148 052 1 .87 
151 87 253 06 068 .5 06 .6 5 .2 2029 .6 260 07 62 103 025 1 .45 
152 85 303 07 089 .7 09 .8 4 .3 1987 .3 385 12 76 212 040 1 .57 
155 75 252 06 084 .0 09 .6 6 .0 1802 .8 350 11 69 181 059 1 .84 
157 80 278 08 076 .0 08 .0 6 .8 1892 .3 360 11 88 177 074 1 .73 
163 81 110 05 065 .5 08 .6 8 .5 1908 .7 310 09 45 186 042 1 .61 
164 87 235 07 070 .8 07 .0 6 .6 2029 .6 305 09 51 184 075 1 .07 
172 83 273 06 073 .5 08 .6 6 .8 1949 .5 330 10 59 160 051 1 .86 
174 84 240 09 079 .2 07 .3 6 .2 1968 .9 255 08 40 139 041 1 .09 
175 83 242 03 080 .5 07 .8 5 .8 1949 .5 280 10 69 132 055 1 .45 
176 74 254 10 090 .0 08 .0 8 .0 1768 .4 355 11 55 222 070 2 .00 
183 87 262 04 072 .8 07 .0 5 .9 2029 .6 284 09 60 122 034 1 .41 
185 90 273 05 076 .6 07 .9 6 .3 2111 .8 330 10 77 140 015 1 .33 
189 91 273 09 072 .4 08 .0 6 .5 2126 .7 360 10 70 197 070 0 .98 
193 87 368 07 079 .8 07 .5 7 .4 2029 .6 390 10 62 187 073 0 .96 
194 76 221 05 090 .5 08 .9 6 .8 1826 .7 300 08 65 128 032 1 .13 
195 79 289 06 087 .5 09 .0 6 .6 1878 .4 395 10 57 194 026 1 .65 
196 86 277 04 065 .5 07 .5 6 .5 2007 .7 340 09 57 150 045 1 .26 
198 74 297 07 084 .0 08 .0 6 .5 1768 .4 392 09 66 197 054 2 .20 
199 76 234 07 078 .0 08 .8 6 .3 1826 .7 280 10 74 127 028 1 .91 
201 71 189 08 082 .5 09 .0 6 .5 1676 .7 283 09 57 147 042 2 .21 
204 79 268 06 076 .8 06 .9 5 .6 1878 .4 270 09 64 146 052 1 .87 
205 90 295 09 096 .1 07 .8 7 .0 2111 .8 350 11 72 180 079 1 .12 
207 80 265 07 068 .5 08 .1 5 .7 1892 .3 280 09 63 117 037 2 .51 
210 77 277 06 075 .6 08 .2 6 .6 1849 .1 285 09 81 122 028 1 .76 
212 91 313 07 072 .5 07 .8 6 .4 2126 .7 300 09 52 117 027 1 .19 
213 79 238 05 069 .8 08 .4 6 .4 1878 .4 270 09 61 140 053 1 .68 
214 82 179 05 080 .0 07 .6 6 .6 1927 .1 280 09 51 169 038 1 .36 
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Table A3, (continued) 
F2(#) DF PH TN LLT LWT SCI CDD PAL PD NB SBL SLB SWT 
216 79 252 06 077 .0 09 .3 7 .0 1878 .4 435 11 64 207 052 1 .67 
218 77 270 04 063 .3 08 .5 7 .1 1849 .1 325 09 48 167 050 1 .98 
222 91 282 04 056 .5 06 .8 5 .6 2126 .7 240 09 55 110 024 1 .24 
224 83 285 06 071 .8 06 .5 6 .6 1949 .5 290 11 65 180 077 1 .65 
227 76 298 07 077 .3 09 .4 7 .6 1826 .7 360 10 66 157 035 2 .24 
229 82 332 05 090 .5 09 .2 7 .0 1927 .1 400 10 82 171 039 1 .65 
234 88 314 06 077 .2 08 .5 6 .1 2055 .5 370 10 52 210 057 1 .41 
240 81 286 06 067 .2 06 .9 5 .5 1908 .7 330 10 58 192 060 1 .68 
245 84 305 10 078 .5 07 .8 7 .2 1968 .9 355 10 57 183 045 1 .64 
248 86 305 13 085 .7 06 .9 6 .4 2007 .7 300 11 59 203 097 1 .39 
249 88 324 02 073 .5 07 .2 5 .5 2055 .5 291 08 65 133 035 1 .51 
250 80 236 06 068 .5 07 .0 6 .6 1892 .3 285 09 68 130 028 1 .67 
251 87 307 05 062 .5 07 .5 6 .3 2029 .6 295 10 67 135 035 0 .70 
256 78 254 06 072 .0 08 .6 6 .3 1863 .0 370 10 75 170 042 1 .77 
257 86 297 04 077 .8 07 .1 6 .0 2007 .7 330 09 41 180 064 1 .86 
258 86 257 04 066 .8 07 .8 7 .1 2007 .7 305 10 38 170 051 1 .88 
262 77 253 07 063 .0 08 .3 5 .5 1849 .1 315 12 76 125 030 2 .62 
265 76 238 05 073 .0 08 .1 5 .5 1826 .7 270 07 49 122 027 1 .45 
266 87 313 08 085 .3 07 .5 6 .5 2029 .6 440 13 69 227 087 1 .23 
269 82 174 08 060 .5 07 .3 7 .2 1927 .1 250 09 77 142 031 1 .47 
280 80 254 06 082 .2 08 .4 6 .4 1892 .3 390 12 61 222 045 1 .91 
281 80 261 07 073 .4 09 .6 6 . 6 1892 .3 312 10 66 131 037 2 .29 
282 81 237 04 082 .6 09 .0 6 .4 1908 .7 308 10 53 167 063 1 .64 
288 78 214 04 039 .2 07 .4 5 .5 1863 .0 250 10 48 130 031 2 .22 
289 81 240 06 077 .5 08 .5 6 .8 1908 .7 290 10 45 174 057 1 .76 
293 82 285 11 097 .7 10 .3 7 .0 1927 .1 410 12 58 239 057 1 .66 
294 90 322 03 075 .8 07 .5 6 .4 2111 .8 270 09 48 125 034 1 .38 
295 78 266 05 092 .0 10 .0 7 .0 1863 .0 420 09 49 250 096 2 .08 
299 90 331 07 080 .8 09 .1 6 .4 2111 .0 290 10 65 132 041 1 .02 
300 80 274 06 071 .5 07 .6 6 .1 1892 .3 280 10 52 137 028 2 .35 
303 84 234 04 069 .7 06 .7 5 .9 1968 .9 260 09 48 124 030 1 .55 
304 85 241 07 075 .8 07 .4 5 .5 1987 .3 255 08 54 115 033 1 .44 
305 85 310 07 090 .5 09 .5 6 .5 1987 .3 480 12 65 227 062 1 .23 
307 85 219 05 068 .5 06 .4 8 .5 1987 .3 440 11 50 272 062 1 .39 
309 87 282 04 071 .1 06 .5 5 .1 2029 .6 340 09 46 160 055 1 .01 
314 89 325 10 079 .2 07 .5 7 .0 2084 .4 260 07 48 140 030 1 .47 
320 78 248 08 075 .0 07 .6 6 .3 1863 .0 310 11 49 135 027 2 .35 
321 75 213 05 071 .5 07 .9 4 .9 1802 .8 225 10 59 111 028 1 .49 
322 74 222 06 077 .0 06 .7 5 .0 1768 .4 235 06 49 098 024 2 . 06 
325 86 288 08 090 .0 08 .1 6 .3 2007 .7 360 09 51 245 125 1 .10 
329 80 238 06 075 .6 08 .8 5 .7 1892 .3 270 09 60 133 041 2 .19 
330 87 309 06 080 .3 07 .6 6 .9 2029 .6 380 09 66 147 036 1 .34 
331 70 218 07 076 .5 08 .6 7 .4 1653 .8 240 07 43 122 033 2 .55 
333 80 275 05 079 .5 07 .2 5 .9 1892 .3 270 08 52 144 042 1 .80 
334 86 288 12 068 .3 06 .4 5 .1 2007 .7 260 09 55 154 047 1 .76 
341 86 200 05 095 .1 11 .2 8 .8 2007 .7 420 12 46 280 088 1 .80 
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Table A3, (continued) 
F2(#) DF PH TN LLT LWT SCI CDD PAL PD NB SBL SLB SWT 
343 85 274 07 088. 0 07 .5 7 .4 1987 .3 320 09 33 215 093 1 .40 
344 88 281 06 067. 5 08 .3 6 .4 2055 .5 280 10 67 142 038 1 .33 
345 82 260 04 081. 8 08 .7 6 .6 1927 .1 310 11 60 162 043 1 .75 
347 75 220 06 075. 0 07 .0 5 .0 1802 .8 250 08 49 121 036 1 .83 
350 79 245 04 085. 9 09 .0 6 .3 1878 .4 310 09 57 154 041 1 .96 
353 79 276 07 083. 0 09 .1 6 .1 1878 .4 270 07 63 120 030 1 .47 
356 77 252 07 075. 0 08 .6 7 .2 1849 .1 320 12 59 167 054 2 .11 
359 76 217 07 084. 0 08 .0 5 .4 1826 .7 225 06 52 112 035 1 .59 
361 86 316 06 074. 7 08 .4 8 .5 2007 .7 335 12 48 210 072 1 .80 
363 91 316 06 089. 4 08 .3 6 .7 2126 .7 320 10 41 201 050 1 .37 
365 80 281 07 059. 5 08 .3 6 .1 1892 .3 270 10 65 141 031 2 .14 
366 79 270 06 079. 3 07 .8 5 .2 1878 .4 310 10 59 168 050 1 .27 
372 75 216 04 087. 5 08 .1 6 .8 1802 .8 385 10 42 235 052 1 .60 
377 79 254 06 070. 5 07 .6 6 .0 1878 .4 275 10 57 117 018 1 .84 
379 81 280 03 063. 5 07 .8 6 .5 1908 .7 310 11 59 185 053 1 .86 
382 85 285 06 077. 0 07 .8 6 .7 1987 .3 280 10 47 163 037 1 .43 
383 77 266 07 078. 0 09 .1 5 .6 1849 .1 355 10 68 200 051 1 .82 
384 80 258 07 069. 5 08 .6 5 .8 1892 .3 225 09 42 105 022 1 .75 
385 78 265 05 071. 0 08 .7 7 .0 1863 .0 280 10 49 137 037 1 .72 
387 88 302 07 068. 9 07 .4 5 .9 2055 .5 280 09 49 144 032 1 .55 
389 79 274 06 062. 0 06 .9 7 .4 1878 .4 265 10 61 125 031 2 .06 
391 87 300 07 087. 3 08 .0 8 .4 2029 .6 440 12 52 249 065 1 .24 
394 81 263 06 066. 0 05 .8 5 .6 1908 .7 245 08 35 148 056 1 .51 
397 75 127 05 080. 5 10 .0 7 .8 1802 .7 367 11 47 245 080 1 .24 
400 75 248 06 076. 0 08 .7 6 .6 1802 .7 375 11 57 199 039 1 .64 
403 86 277 04 084. 2 07 .3 6 .8 2007 .7 330 10 38 185 039 1 .37 
405 81 219 05 079. 9 09 .0 6 .2 1908 .7 280 11 63 140 042 1 .91 
406 74 235 06 082. 0 08 .0 5 .8 1768 .4 285 08 40 139 032 1 .96 
407 79 201 05 073. 5 08 .4 7 .3 1878 .4 370 10 46 190 055 1 .70 
409 75 117 05 067. 0 09 .3 9 .0 1802 .8 415 10 44 232 095 1 .80 
410 89 262 05 066. 1 07 .1 6 .6 2084 .4 235 08 51 100 018 1 .48 
411 83 226 06 066. 5 07 .6 5 .2 1949 .5 280 09 49 165 067 1 .56 
412 82 196 13 086. 0 09 .7 7 .5 1927 .1 270 11 52 168 047 1 .39 
414 76 138 08 092. 5 07 .5 8 .6 1826 .3 405 10 35 282 093 1 .27 
416 70 222 07 084. 5 09 .4 6 .5 1653 .8 290 09 46 149 039 2 .21 
420 75 260 08 082. 0 08 .8 5 .8 1802 .8 395 12 72 228 065 1 .64 
421 88 268 05 064. 8 07 .4 6 .5 2055 .5 260 09 43 160 049 1 .31 
422 70 157 06 086. 0 09 .0 6 .5 1653 .8 370 13 54 220 058 1 .89 
423 77 254 06 086. 0 09 .1 5 . 6 1849 .1 300 08 59 156 050 2 .15 
426 82 236 07 084. 0 07 .0 6 .3 1927 .1 280 10 52 139 036 1 .93 
427 74 230 08 081. 0 09 .0 6 .2 1768 .4 366 10 49 190 044 1 .49 
432 74 246 08 078. 0 06 .2 6 .5 1768 .4 310 12 47 186 047 2 .05 
433 83 314 05 066. 8 07 .4 6 .9 1949 .5 315 10 48 223 056 1 .68 
434 82 288 06 078. 7 09 .0 7 .1 1927 .1 340 11 74 172 038 1 .78 
437 77 276 07 070. 0 09 .0 6 .0 1849 .1 305 11 55 150 029 1 .90 
439 89 275 07 076. 3 07 .8 7 .4 2084 .4 300 11 56 142 047 1 .38 
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F2(#) DF PH TN LLT LWT SCI GDD PAL PD NB SBL SLB SWT 
440 84 206 04 078. 3 08. 7 6 .8 1968 .9 370 12 54 188 047 1 .37 
443 75 222 07 081. 5 09. 0 5 .8 1802 .8 260 09 36 144 034 1 .93 
449 94 292 04 073 . 3 08. 4 6 .6 2181 .9 305 10 44 177 042 0 .72 
451 79 242 05 067. 5 08. 3 5 .7 1878 .4 270 10 67 117 022 2 .36 
453 76 237 07 075. 5 08. 5 6 .2 1826 .7 285 10 50 165 037 1 .69 
454 81 243 06 061. 3 06. 4 5 .1 1908 .7 250 09 56 120 038 1 .58 
455 76 233 07 089. 7 08. 5 6 .1 1826 .7 403 11 64 215 070 1 .76 
460 80 284 05 083. 0 10. 0 6 .5 1892 .3 355 11 70 212 065 1 .67 
462 91 281 04 068. 2 08. 2 5 .7 2126 .7 260 10 62 115 027 1 .37 
463 94 309 06 077 . 8 08. 8 6 .4 2181 .9 442 11 62 250 084 1 .01 
464 75 265 06 083 . 5 08. 5 6 .7 1802 .8 370 11 44 233 090 2 .07 
465 76 295 05 071. 0 09. 5 6 .5 1826 .7 370 10 50 205 061 2 .20 
466 75 207 04 078. 0 09. 5 7 .8 1802 .8 365 11 45 242 097 2 .15 
467 87 252 05 096. 0 09. 9 7 .0 2029 .6 380 11 66 197 059 1 .35 
DF = Number of days from planting to anthesis. 
PH = Plant height in cm. 
TN = Number of tillers per plant. 
LLT = Leaf length in cm. 
LWT = Leaf width in cm. 
SCI = Stalk circumference in cm. 
ODD = Anthesis in growing degrees day. 
PAL = Panicle length in cm. 
PD = Peduncle diameter in mm. 
NB = Number of seed-branches per panicle. 
SBL = Seed-branch length in cm. 
SLB = Sterile length of the seed-branche in cm. 
SWT = 100-seed weight in g. 
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Table A4. RFLP genotypes of mapping population 
(201 loci and 78 Fj plants) 
*JC127 0 ABAHHAHHAAAHHHHBAHBHHHHAAHBBBHAHHBBHAHH 
HBABBAHBBHAHHBHBHAABABHBAHBAHHAHAHHHBHB 
*UMC 085 HHAHHAHHAAAHHHHBHHBHHHHAHHBBBHAHHHBHAAH 
HBAHBAHHBHAHHBHBBAABABHBAHBAHHAHAHHHHHB 
*JCO 8 91 H-AHHA-HAHAHHHHBHHBHHHHAHHBBBHHHHHBHAAH 
HBAHHABHBHAHHH-BBAABABHBAHBAHHAAAHBHHHB 
*JC 018 6 H-AHHHHHAHAHHHAHHHHHBBHAHHHHBHBHHHHHAHA 
BHHHHABHHAAHHHHHBAAHABHBAHHAAHHAAHBHHHB 
*ABO 2 3 HHAHHHHBHHABHHAHBHHHBBHAHH-HHHBHBHHHAHA 
BHHHHABHHAABA--HB-AHABHHAHAAAHHAAHBHAHH 
*JC 0 7 7 5 BDDDDHDBDBDDDDDDBDDDBDDDDDDDDDBDBDDBDDD 
BD-DDDBDDDDBDDDDDBDDDBBDDDDDDDDDDDBDDDD 
*UMC3 3 BHAHHHHBHBAHHHHHHHHHBHHAHHAHAHBAHHHBABH 
BAHBAABHAABHAHHHHBAHABHHAHHHAHHAAHBHAHH 
*UMC02 3 BHAHHHHBHBAHHHHHHHHHBHHAHHAHAHBAHHHBABH 
BAHBAABHAABHAHHHHBAHABHHAHHHAHHAAHBHAHH 
*JCl0 0 4 BHHHHHHHHBAHHHHHHHHHBHHHBHHHAHBHHHHBHBH 
BAHBAAHHAABHAHHHABAHABHHAHHHAHAAAHBHAHA 
* JC 0 6 9 9 BHHHHAHHHBAHHBBAHHBHBHHHBHHAAHHHHHB BHBH 
HAABAAHHAAHHHHHBHHAHHBHHAHHHAHAAAHHHAHA 
*JCO 953 BHBBHAHHHBAHHBBAHHBHBHHHBHHAAHHHHHBBHBH 
HHABAHHHHAHHBHHBHHAHHBHHAHHHAHAAAHAAAHA 
* JC 0 5 2 8 HABBHAHHH-HHHBBA-HBHAHHBBBHAABHHBBBHHBB 
HHAB-HAHHAHHBHBHBHAHHAAHBH-HHHA-HBAAHBA 
* JC 0 4 3 0 HABBHAHHHBHHBBBAHHBHAHHBBBHHABHHBBBHHBB 
HHABHHAHHAHHHHBHBHAHHAAHBHHHHHAHHBAAHHA 
* JC1416 HABBHAHHHBHHBBBAHHBHAHHBBBHHABHHBBBHHBB 
HHABHHAHHAHHHHBHBHAHHAAHBHHHHHAHHBAAHHA 
*EL16 6 HABBHAHHHBHHBBBAHHBHAHHBBBHHABHHBBBHHBB 
HHABHHAHHAHHHHHHBHAHHAAHBHHHHHAHHBAAHHA 
*NPI104B H--BHHHHH-HH--BAHHHHHHHBBBHHABHHBBBHHBB 
HHABHHAHHA-HHHA-HHHBHAAHBHHHHHAHHBAHHHA 
HHBBHABHHBAHHBHBHHHHBBHBBBHHHBBHBHBHBBB 
HAHABBHHBHBHHHHHHHAHBHABAAAHHBHHHHHBBHB 
HHBBHABHHBAHHBHBBHHHBBHBBBBHHBBHBHBHBBB 
HAHABBHHBHBHHHHHHHHHBHABAAAHHBHHHHHBBHB 
CCCCCACCCCACCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CACACCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCACAAACCCCCCCCCCCC 
*PI020.568 HHBBHABBHBHHHBHBHHHHBBHBBBBHHBBHBHBHBBB 
HAHABBHHBHBHHHHHHHHHHHABAAAHHBH-HHHBBHB 
*JC1372 HHBBHABBBBHBHBHBAHHHBBH--BBHB-BH-H-HB-B 
BAHHBBHHHHHHHHHHB--HHHABAHHHHHBHHHHBHBB 
* UMC 071 HHHBHAHBBHBHBHHBAHHHAAHABBHHBBBHBHHABBB 
HHHHBBHAHHH-HH-HBBBABHHBAHHHHHBHHBHHHHA 
* JC 0 3 51 HHHBAAHBB-BHBHHBAHHHAAHABBHHBBBHBHHABBB 
HBHH-BHAHHHHHHBABBHHBHBBAHHHHHBHHBHHHHA 
*JC0239 
*JC0827 
*JC1352 
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* JC G 7 8 3 HHHBAAHBBHBHBHHBAHHHAAHABBHHBBBHBHHABBB 
HBHHBBHAHHHHHHBABBHHBHBBAHHHHHBHHBHHHHA 
* JC13 81 HHHBAAH BHBHHBHHHHAAHABBHHBBBHBHHABBB 
HBH--HHAHHHHHHBABBHHBHBBAHHHHHBHHBHHHHH 
*EL184 HBHBAAHBBHBHBHHB-HHHAAHABBHABBBHBHHABHB 
HBHHHHHAHHHHHHBABBHHHHBBAHHHHHBHHBHHHBA 
*Isue 0 5 HBAHAAHBBHBHBAHBAAHHHAHABBHABBBHBHHABAB 
HBHHHHAAHHHHHHBABBHHHHBBAHHHHHHHHBHHHBA 
* UMC135 HBAHAAHBBHBHBAHBAAHHHAHABBHABBBHBHHABAB 
HBHHHHAAHHHHHHBABBHHHHBBAHHHHHHHHBHHHBA 
*JC1243 H-AHAAHBBHBHBAHBAHHHHAAAHBHABBBHBHHABAB 
HBHHHHAAHBH-HHHAHBHHHHBBAHHHHHHHHBHHHBA 
*JC1174 DBDDDDDDDDDDDDBBDDDDDBDDDBDDDBBDBDDDDDB 
BBDDBDDDDDDDDDDDDBDDDDDBDDDBDDDDDDDDBBD 
*JC0719 HBAHAAHHHHHHHABBHHHHHBHHABHAHBBABAHAHAB 
-B-HBHAAAH--HH--ABHA-HH-HHABHHHHHHAHBBA 
*JCl0 2 3 B CCACAACCCCCCCACCCCCCCCCCACCACCCACAC-CAC 
CCCCCCAAACCACCCAACCACCCCCCACCCCCCCACCCA 
*JC1084B CCACAACCCCCCCACCCCCCCCCCACCACCCACACACAC 
CCCCCCAAACCACCCAACCACCCCCCACCCCCCCACCCA 
* JC13 31 HBAHAHHHAHHBHAB-HBHAHBHHABHABBBHBAHAHAB 
BBHHHHAAAHHAHHHAABHAHHHBHHABHHAHHHAHBHA 
* JC 0 5 3 5 HBAHAHHHAHHBHABBHBHAHBHHABHABBBHBAHAHAB 
BBHHHHAAAHHAHHHAABHAHHHBHHABHHAHHHAHBHA 
*NPI3 2 7A CCCCACACAACCCACCCCCACCCCACAACCCCCCCACAC 
CCCCACAAACAACCCAACCAC-ACAACCC-ACACAACAA 
* JC G 6 3 2 HBBHABHHAHHHBHHBHBBAHHHHABHHBBBBBHHAHAB 
BHAHHBAABHAAHHHHAABAABHHHABBHBABHAHHHAA 
* ELI4 2 HBHHAHABHAHAAAHHBHBAAHAAHAHAAHHABBHHAHB 
HBAHHHBHHBHAABHBHAHBH-B--HHHBHHHHHHAHHB 
*NPI2 0 9 BBHHABAHHAHHBAHHHABAHHAAHAHHAHHABHBHABB 
BBHHHBBHHHBHAHHHHAHBAHBHBBHHBHHHAHHHHAB 
* JC 0 2 31 BHHHABAHAAHHBABHHABAHHAAHAHHAHHABHBHABB 
BBHHHBBHHHBHABHHHAHBAHBHBBHHBHHHAHHHHAH 
* BNL 5.09 BHHHABAHAAHHBABHHABAHHAAHHHHAHHABHBHABB 
BBHHHBBHHHBBABHHHHHBAHBHBBHHBHHHAHHHHAH 
* JC113 8 BHHAABAHAABHBHHHHAHBHHHABHHHAHHHBHBH-BH 
-BHH-BBHHHBHAHHHHHABAHBHHBBH-ABHAHHHHAH 
* JC G191 BHHAABAHAABHBHHHHAHBHHHABHHHAHHHBHBHHBH 
HBHHHBBHHHBHAHHHHHABAHBHHBBHBABHAHHHHAH 
* JC 0 2 3 5 BHHAABAHAHBHBHBHHAHBHHBABHHHAHHHBAHHHBH 
HBHBHBBHHHBAAHHHHHABAHHHABBHBABHHHHHHHH 
* BNL12.06 BHHAABAHAHBHBHBHHAHHHHBABHHHAHHHBAHHHBH 
HBHB-BBHHHBHAHHHHHABAHHHABBHBABHHHHHHHH 
* BNL 8.17 BHHAABAAAHBHHHBAHAHHHHBHHHHHABHABAHHBBA 
HHHBHBHHHHHHABAHAHAHAHAHHBBABHBAHHHHHHH 
*JC0192 BHHAABAAAHBHHHBAHAHHHHB--A-HABHABHHHBBA 
HHHBHBBHH-HAA-AHABAHAHAHHBBABHBAHHHHHHH 
Table A4, (continued) 
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* JC 0 2 0 8 BHHAABAAAHBHHHBAHAHHHHBHHAHHABHABHHHBBA 
HHHB-BBHHHHAHBAHABAHAHAHHBBABHBAHHHHHHH 
*JC03 9 0 B-HAABAAAHBHHHBAHAHHHHBHHAHHABHABHHHBBA 
HHHBHBBHHHHHHBAHABAHAHAHHBBABHBAHHHHHHH 
*JC 0 5 6 5 B BBHAAH-AAHBHHHBAHAHHHHBHHAHHHBHABHHHBBA 
BHBBHBBH-AHHHHAHA-AHHHAHHBB-BHB-HHHBHHH 
*JC053 9 BBAAAH-AAHBHAHBAHAHHHHBHHA-HHBHABHHHBBA 
BHBBHBBH-AHHHBAHABAHHHAHHBBABHBAHHHBHHH 
* JC 0 8 2 3 BBAAAHHAAHBHAHBAHAHHHHBHHAHHHBHAHHHHBBA 
BHBBHBBHHAHAHBAHABAHHHAHHBBABHBAHHHBHHH 
*JCO 62 8 BBHAAHHHAHBHAHBAHAHHHHHHHAHAHBHAHHHHBBA 
BHBBHBBHHAAAHBAHAHAHBBABHHHABHBAHBHBHAB 
*NPI4 3 8A HBHHAHHHAHBHAHBA-AHHHHHHHAHAHBHAHHHHBBA 
BHBBHBBHHAAAHHAHAHAHBBABHHHABHBAHBHBHAB 
*JCO 52 5B HBHHAHHHAHBHAHBAHAHHAHHHHAHABBHAHHHHBBA 
BHBBHHBHHAAHHHAHAAAABBABHHHABABAHBHBHAH 
*JCO 62 9 H-HHAHHHAHBHAHBAHAHHAHHHHAHABBHAHHHHBBA 
BHB-HHBHHAAHHHAHAAAABBABHHHABABAHBHBHAH 
*JCl0 0 0 ABHHAHHHAABHAHBAHAHHAHHHAAHABHHAHBBHHBA 
BHBHBHBHHAAAHHAHAAAABBABHHHHBABHHBHBHAH 
*JC1345 DBDDDDDDDDBBDDBD-DBBDDDDD-DDBBBDDBBDBDD 
BDBDBDBDDDDDDBDDDDDDBBDBDDDDBDBDDBDBDDD 
*JCO 9 62 A-HHAHHHAABHHHBA-ABHAAHHHBBABHHAHBBHHHA 
B H-AHHHB-HA-AH-HHBHHHBBABHHBHBAHH 
*JC0162 A--HAHHHAABHHHBA-ABHAHHHHBBABHHAHBBHHHA 
BHBH-HBHHAAAH-AHAAAABHHBHHHBBAB-HBHBAHH 
*NPI3 2 7 AHHHAHHHAABHHHBAHABHAHHHHBBABHHABBBHBHA 
BHBH-HBHHAAAHBAHAAAABHHBHH-BBABHHBHBAHH 
*NPI43 8B -CCCCCCCA-CACCCACACCAACCCCCACCCACCCCCCA 
CACCCCCCCAAACCACAACACCCCCCCCCACCCCCCCCC 
* JC 0 5 6 5A AHHHHHHAAABABHBAHABHAAHHHBBABHHABBBBBAA 
BABHBBBHHAHAHHAHAAHABHHBHHBBBABHHBHBHHH 
*JC0883 HHHHHHHAAABABHBA-HHHAAHHHBBHBHAABHBBHHA 
BABHBHHHHAHAHBAHHAHABHHHHHBHBHBHBBHBHHH 
*UMC2 7 HHHHHHHAAABABHBABHHHAAHHHBBHBHAABHBBHHA 
BABH-HHHHAHAHBAHHAHABHHHHHBHBHBHBBHBHHH 
*JCl3 2lA BHHHHHBAAABABHBABHHHAAHBBBBHBHAABHBBHHA 
HABH-HHHHHHAHBAHHAHAHHHHHHBHBHB-BBBBHAH 
*JC132IB BHHHHHBAAABABHBAHHHHAAHBBBBHBHAABHBBHHA 
HABH-HHHHHHAHHAHHAHAHHHHHHBHBHBHBBBBHAH 
* JC 0 7 4 8 BHHHHHHAAAHABHBBAHHBHAHBBHBHAAAABHBBHHA 
AHAHBHHBHHBHBHAHHHHAHABHHHBHBBBHBHHBHAH 
* JC 0 9 3 4 BHBHHHHAAAHHBABBAHHBBAHBBHBHAAAAHHBBAHA 
AHAHBHHBHHBHBHAHHHHHHHBHHHBHBBBHBHHBHAH 
*JC0899 B AA-H-ABBAHHBBAHBBHBHAAAAHHBBAHA 
AHAH-HHBHHBHBHAHHBHHHHBHHHBHBBBHBHHBHAH 
* JC 0 4 81 BBBHAHAAAAHHBABBAHHBBA-HBHBAAAAAAHBBHAA 
AHAHBHABHHBHBBAHHBHBHHBHHHBAHBHHBHHBHAH 
Table A4, (continued) 
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*JCO 42 3 BBBHAHAAAAHBBABBABHABAHHHBBAAHAAAHBHHAA 
HAAH-HABHHBHBBABHBHBBHBHHHBAABHHBHHBAAH 
*JCO 992 DD-DDDDDBBDBBDBDDBDDDDBBDDDDDD-BDDDD 
DDDDBDDBDD-DBDDBDBDB-DBDDDBDDBDD-DDBDDD 
*JCl4 0 9 -BBHAHAAAAHBBABBABHAHAHHHHBAAHAAAHHHHAA 
HAAHHHABHHHHHHABHHH-BHHHHHBAA-HHBHHBAAH 
*JCO 4 4 3 BBBHAHAAA-HBBABBAHHAHAHHHHBAAHAAAHHHHAA 
HAAHHHAHHHHHHHAHHHHH-HHHHHBAAHHHHHHHAAH 
* ELO 4 7 AHABHBAHBBHBHAHAAAHBBHHHABBHBBHHHBBAHAA 
HHHHHAHAAHHAAHHAHBHAAAHAHHHHHBHHBHHAHAA 
* BNL 5.24 HHABHBAHBBHBHAHAAAHHBBHHABBHBBHHHBBAHAA 
HHHHHHHAAHHAAHHAHBHAAAHHHHHHHBH-HHHAHAA 
* BNL5.4 0 HHAHHBHHBBHBBAHAAAHHBBHHAHBHBHAHHBBAHAA 
HHHHHHHHABHAAAHABBHAAAHHHHHHHBHAAHHHHAA 
*JC1023A HHËHBBHHHHBBBAHHHHHHHBHHAHBHHHHHHBBAHBH 
HHHHHHAHABHAHHHHBBHHHHHHHHHBHBBHHHBHHHA 
* PI02 0.566 HABHBBHHHHBBBAHHAHHHHBHAAABHHHAHHBBAHBA 
HHHHHHAHABHAAHHHBBAAAAHHAHHHHBBAAHBHHHA 
*JC0178 H-BHBBHHHHBBBAHHHHHHHB-AAABHHHAHHBBHHBA 
HAHHHHAHABHAAHAHBBAHAAHHAHHBHBBAAHBHHHH 
*JCl136 HABHBBHHAHBBBAHHHHHHHBHAAABHHHAHHBBHHBA 
HAHHHHAHABHAAHAH--AHAAHHAHH-HBBAAH-HHHH 
* JCl0 8 4A DDBDBBDDDDBBBDDDDDDDDBDDDDBDDDDDDBBDDBD 
DDDDDDDDDBDDDDDDBBDDDDDDDDDBDBBDDDBDDDD 
*JCO 9 3 5 --BHBBHHAHHBBAHH-HHHHBHAAABABHAHBBBHHBA 
HAHH-HAAABHAAHAHBAHHAAHHAHHHHBBAAHBHBHH 
*JCO 8 07 HABHBBHHA-HBBAHHHHHHHBHAAABABHAHBBBHHBA 
-AHH-HAAABHAAHAHBAHHAAHHAHHHHBBAAHBHBHH 
* JC 0 2 01 HABHBBHHAHHBBAHHHHHHHBHAAABABHAHBHHHHBA 
HAHHBHAAABHHAHAHBAHBAAHHAHHHHBBAAHBHBHH 
*NPI10 4A AHHHBBAHAAHBBHHBHHAHHBBABABHHAHHBHHHHHH 
BABHHHBAAB^IHHHAABAHHHAAAAHHHHBHAAHBHHBH 
*JC0219- AHHHBBAHAAHBBHHBHHAHHBBABABHH-HHBHHHHHH 
BABH-HBAABHHHHA-BAHH--AA-HHHHBH-AHBHHBH 
* JC 0 8 2 4 HHHHBBAHAAHBBHHBHHAHHBBHBABBHAHHBHHHHHH 
BABHHHBHAHHHHHAABAHHHAAHAHHHHBHAAHBHHBH 
*JCO145 HHHHBBAHAAHBBHHBHHAHHBBHBABBHAHHBHHHHHH 
BABHHHBHAHHHHHAABAHH-AAHAHHHHBHAAHBHHBH 
*JCO 62 7 H--HBBA-AAHBBHHBHHA-HBBHBABBHAHHBHHHHHH 
BABHHHBHAHHHHHAABAHH-AA-AHHHHBHAAHBHHBH 
* JC 0 3 3 9 BBHHHBAHAHAHHHHHHHAHHBHHBHHBHAHHBHBBBHH 
BABBBAHBHHHHBBAHBBHHBAHBAHHHBBHHAAHHABH 
* JC 0 913 B BDDDDBDDDDDDDDBDDDDDBDDDBDDBDDDDBDBBBDD 
DDDBDDDBDDDDBDDDBBBDBDDBDDDDBBD-DDDDDBD 
* PI02 0.608 BHHHHBAHAHAHAHBAAHAHBAHHBHHBAAHHBHBBBHH 
HAABHAHBHHHHBHHHBBBHBAHBAHHHBBHHAAHHABH 
* JC 0 8 5 7 BHHHHBAHAHAHHHBAAHAHBAHHBHHBAAHHBHBBBHH 
HA-BHAHBBHHHBHHHBBBHBAHBAHHHHBHHAAHHABH 
Table A4, (continued) 
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* JC 0 2 21 BHHHABHHHHHHHHBAAHAHHAHHBHABAHHABHBBBHH 
HAABHAHBBHHHBHBHHBBHBHHBAHHHHHAHAAHHAHH 
*JCl157 BHHHABHHHHHHHHBAAHAHHAHHBHABAHHABHBBBHH 
HAABHAHBBHHHBA-HHBBHBHHBAHHHHHAHAAHHAHH 
* PIOl5.2 4 BHHHABHHHHHHHHBAAHAHHAHHBHABAHHABHHBBHH 
AAABHAHBBHHHBABHHBBHBHHBAHHHHHAHAAHHAHH 
*JC 0 9 0 3 BHHHABHHHHHHHHBAAHAHHAHHBHABAHHABHHBBHH 
AAABHAHBBHHHBABHHBBHBHHBAHHHHHAHAAHHAHH 
*JC1310 AHHBHAHHBBBAHHHHHBBAAHHHHHHAHHBAAHAABAB 
BAHH-HBHBHBBHAABHHAABHHHAHBABHHAHHHHHHH 
* EL 0 3 8 AHHBHAHHBBBAHHHHHBBAAHHAHHHAHHBAAHAABAB 
BAHHBHBHBHBBHAHBHHAABHHHAHHABHHAHHHHHHH 
* PIOl0.16A AHHHAAHHBBBAHHHHBBBHAHAAHHBHAHHAABHABAH 
BAHABHBHBHBHHABHBBAH-HHHAAHAHHHAHHHAHHH 
*PI020.714 H--HHHHABHBAHHBH-BHHAHAAHHHHAHAHABHABHH 
HHHA-AHHBABAHABHB-HBBHHAHHBHAAHHBBBHH-H 
*NPI5 6 0 AHHHHHBABHHAHHBHHHH-AHAAHAHHAHABHBHAHHH 
HHHHHHHHBABAHABABHHHHHHAHHBBAAHHBBBHAAH 
* JC 0 7 6 0 AHHHHHBABHHAHHBHHHHBAHAAHAHHAHABHBHAHHH 
HHHH-HHHBAHAHABABHHHHHHAHHBBAAHABBBHAAH 
* EL13 7 AHHHAHBABHHAHHBAHHBBHHAAHHAHAHHBHBHAHHH 
HHHHHHHHBAHAHABABHHHHHHAHHBBAAHABBBBAAH 
*UMCO 64 HHBHAHHABAHAAHHABHBHHAAAHHAAAAHBAHBHBHB 
BHHBBHHBBHAAHAHAHHHBAHHAAAHHAHHAHBBBHHH 
*JC04 9 4 H-BHAHHABAHAAHHAHH-HHHHAHBAHAAHHAHBHBHB 
BBHHBHHHHHAAHABABHHB-HHAAAHHHBHAHBBBBHH 
* JC 0 7 3 2 BDDBBBBBDDBDBDDD—BDBDDDDBBDDBDDDDDDDDD 
DDDDBDDDDDBDDDBDDDDDBDBBDBDBDDDDDDDDDDD 
* JC 0 9 5 2 BDDBBBBBDDBDBDDDDDBDBDDDDBBDDBDDDDDDDDD 
DDDDBDDDDDBDDDBDDDDDBDBBDBDBDDDDDDDDDDD 
*JC 0 9 4 3 CACCCCCCCCCCCCCAACCCCCCCACCCCCCACAACCCC 
CCCACCCCCACCCACCCCCACCCCACACCCAACCCCCAC 
* BNL 6.20 BAHBHBBBBHBHBBHAAHHHBHHHABHHHBAAHAAHHHH 
HHHABHBHHABHHAHHHHHABHBBABABHHAAHHHBHAH 
* JC 0 8 7 8 BAHBH-BBBHBHBBHAAHHHBHHHABHHHBHAHAAHHHH 
HHHA-HBHHABHHA-HHHHABHBBABABHHAAHHHBHAH 
*BNL14,07 BHHBHBBBHHBHHBHA-HHHBHHHABHHHBHAHAAHAHH 
HHHABHBAHABHHAHHBHHABHBBHBABHHAHHHHBHA-
*JC0633A B--BDBBBH-DHHHDDHHHDDHDHDBHBBBDDDBDHAHB 
DDHA-HHADABHHAHCBHDABDDBHHDDHDAHDBDBHAH 
* JC 0 4 5 9 BBBBABBBHAAHHHAHHHH-HHAHHBHBBBAAABHHAHB 
AAHHBHHAAABHHAHBBHAAB--BHHAAHAA-ABABHAH 
*UMC088 CCCCCCCCCCCCCC CACCAACCC-CCC-AACCCACC 
CCCCCACACACCCC-CC-ACCCCCCCAACC-AACACCCC 
*JC 0 4 4 6 HBBHHBBBHHHHHHHHHBHHHAHHHBHBBBHAABHHAHB 
HHHHBAHAHABHHHHBBHAHBHHBHHAHHHAAABABHHH 
*PI020.728 H-BHHBBHHHHBHHAHABHHHAHHHBHBBBHAABHHAH-
HHHHBAHAHAB--HHBBHAHBHHB-HAHHHAAABABHHH 
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Table A4, (continued) 
*JC0185 
*JC0204 
*PI015.37 
*JC0954 
*JC0678 
*UMC136 
*UMC139 
*JC0767 
*JC1410 
*JC0913C 
*UMC055 
*JC0485 
*JC0233 
*JC13 62A 
*JC0633B 
*NPI400 
*JC1086 
*PI020.581 
*PI020.622 
*EL018 
*JC1116 
*JC0958 
*JC0238 
*JC0462 
HBBHHBBHHHHBHHHHABAHHAAHHBHBBHHAABHHAHB 
HHHHBAHAHABHHHHBBHAHBHHBHHAHHHAAABABHHH 
HBBHHBHHHHHBHHHHABAHHAAHBHHBBHHAABHHAHB 
HHHHBAHAHAHHHAHBBHAHBHHBHHAHHBAAABABHHH 
-BBHHBHHHHHBHHAH-BAHHAAHBHHBBHHAABHHAHB 
HHHHBAHAHAHHHAHBBHAHBHHBHHAHHBA-ABABHHH 
HBBHHBHHHHHBHHAHABAHHAAHBHHBBHHAABHHAHB 
HHHHBAHHHAHHHAHBBHAHBHHBHHAHHBAAABABHHB 
H-BHHBHHHHHBBHABABAHHAAHBHHBHAAAHBHHHBH 
HHHHAAHHHAHHHHHHBHHHBHHBBAHHAHHAABAHAHB 
HBBHHBHHHHHBBHABABABHAAHBHHBHAAAHBHHHBH 
HHHHAAHHHAHHHHH--HHHBHHBBAHHAHHAABAHAAB 
HBBHHBHHBHHBBHABABABHAAABHHBHAAAHBHHHBH 
HHHHAAAHHHHHHH-HBHAHHHABBHBHAHHAHBAHAAB 
HBHHHAHHBHABBHHBAHHHAAAABHHBHAHABBAHHBH 
AHAHAAAHHHHBHHHHHHAHHAABHHBBAHHAHBHHAHB 
BBHHHAHHBHABBAHBAHHHHHAABHBBHAHABHAHHBH 
HHABAAHHHHHHBHHHHHAHHAABHHBBHHHAHBBHAHB 
CCCCCACCCCACCACCACCCCCAACCCCC-CACCACCCC 
CCAC-ACCCCCCCCCCCCACCAACCCCCCCCACCCCACC 
BBHHHAHHBHABBBBBAHHHAHHABHBBHAHABHAHBBH 
HAHHAAHHHHHHBHAHHHAHHAHBHHBBHHHAHHBHAHB 
BBHHHAHHBHABBBBBABHHAHHHBHBBHAHABHAHBBH 
HAHHAAHHHHHBBHAHHHAHHABBHHBBHHHAHHBHAAB 
BB-HHAHHBHABHBBBABHHAHHHBHBBHAHABHAHBBH 
HAHHAAHHHHHBBHAHHAAHHABBHHBBHHHAAHBAAHB 
-BBBAABBBHAB-B-B-BHHAHHHBHBBHAHABHHABBH 
HABH-HHHHHHAHHAHH-AHHABBABBBHHB-AHHAA-B 
HBBBAABBBHABHBBBABHHAHHHBHHBAAHABHHABHB 
HABHAHHHHHHAHHAHHAAHHABBABBBHBBHAHHAAHB 
HBBBAABBBHABHBHBABBHAHHHBHHBAAHAHHBABHB 
HABHAHHHHHHAHHAHAAAHHABHABBBABBHAHHAAHB 
HBB-AABB-HABHBHBABHHAHHHBHHHHAHA-HHAB-H 
HABHHHHHHH AH-AAHHABHABBB-HBHAHHAAHB 
HHBBAHBBHH-BH-BHABBHAHHHBHHHAAHHHHBABHH 
HHBHBHHHHHHHHHAHAAHHHABHAHBBAHBHAAHAAHB 
AHBBAHBBHHAHHHHHABBHAAHHBHHHAAHHHHBABHB 
HHBHBHHHHAHHHHAHAAHHHABHAHBBAHBHAAHAAHB 
HABHBBHBBHHBHHHBBHHHAAHHABBBHHHBAHHHHHA 
HHBBBBAABAHBBAHBHHHHHHHHBHABABAAHAHHABB 
HAHBBBHBBHHBBHHBHHHHAHHHABBBHHHBAHHHHHA 
HHBBBBAHBAHHBHBBHAHHHHHHBHABABAAHAHHABB 
HAHBHBHBBHHBBHHBHHHHAHHHABBBHHHBHHHHHHA 
HHBBBBAHBAHHBHBBHAHHHAHHBHAHABAAHHBHABB 
HAHBHBHBBHHBBHHBHHHHAHHHABBBHHHBHHHHHHA 
HHBBBBAHBAHHBHBBHAHHBAHHBHAHABAAHHBHABB 
HAHBHBHBBHBBBHHBHHHHAHHHABBBHHHBHHHHHHA 
H-BBBBAHBAHHBHBBHAHHBAHHBHAHABAAHHBHABB 
Table A4, (continued) 
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*BNL6.16 
*NPI212 
*JC0825 
*UMC093 
*NPI426 
*JC0948 
*PI020.726 
*JC0340 
*BNL13.05 
*JC0909 
*JC0190 
*EL170 
*JC1380 
*JC0735 
*BNL3.06 
*ELG52 
*JC0570 
*JC1007 
*JC1204 
*UMC113 
*PI010.5 
*JC0147A 
*UMC109 
*JC1056B 
AHHBHBBHBABBBHHBAHBHAHAHAHHBHHABHBHBHHB 
AHBB-BAHHAHABBBHHAHHBAHAHHHAABHAHBBAHHH 
AHHBHBBHBABBHHHBAHHHAHAHAHABHBABHBHBHHB 
AHBHHHA HHBHHABHBAHAHH HAHBBAHBH 
A-HBHHBAHABHAHHBAHHHAHAHAHABHBABHBHBHHB 
AHBHHHHHHAHHHBBHHABHAAHAHHHAABHHHBBAHBH 
HHHBBHBAHAHHAHHBHAHBABAHAHABABABHBHBBAB 
HHBHHHHHHAAHHBBHBABHAAHAHAHAHBAHHBBAABH 
HHBBHHBAHAHHHHBBHHHBHBAHAHHAABAHABBBBAH 
HBBHHAHHHAAHHBBHBHHAAHHAHAHHHBAHHBBHAHH 
HBBBHHBAAAHHHHBBAHHBHBAHAHHAABAHABBBBAH 
HBBHHAHAHAABHHBHBHHHAHHAHAHHHBAHHBBHAHB 
HBBBHHBAAAHHHHBBAHHBHBAHAHHAABAHABBBBAH 
HBBHHAHAHAABHHBHBHHHAHHAHAHHHBAHHBBHAHB 
DBBBDDBDDDDDBDBBDDDBDBDDDDDDDBDDDBBDBDD 
DBDDDDDDDDDDDDBDBDDDDDDDDDDDDBDDDBBDDDB 
HBBBHHBHAABHBHHBAHHBHHHHAHHHAHHHABBHBAA 
AHBH-AHABABHHBHHBHHHHHHBHAHHHBAHHHBHHAB 
HBBBHHBHAABHBHHBHHHBHHHHAHHAAHHHABBHBAA 
AHHHHAHABAHHHBHHBHHHHHHBHAHHHBAHHHBHHAB 
HBBBHHBHAABHBHHBHHHBHHHHAHHAAHHHABBHBAA 
AHHHHAHABAHHHBHHBHHHHHHBHAHHHBAHHHBHHAB 
HBBBHHBHAABHBHHBHHHBHHHHAHHAABHHABBHBAA 
HHHHHAHABAHHHBBHBHHHHHHHHAHHHBAHHHBHHAB 
HBBHAHBHAAAHBHHBHHH-AHAHAHHAABHHAB-H-AA 
HHAA-AHABAHHHBBABAAHHAAHHAAAAHAHHH-AAAB 
HCCCHHCCAHCCCCABAAHBAHHHACCCACHCACCCBAA 
AHCCCACACACHHCCACACCHCACHAHAHCAHHCCCCCC 
HHBAHHBAHBBABAHHHAHABHHBBABAHAHHHBHHAHB 
HHBAHHHBBHBHAAHHABHAABBABBHHAHHAHBHHHBA 
HHBHHHBHHBBABAHHHAHABHHBBHBAAAHHHBBHAHB 
HHBAHHHBBHBHAAHHABHAABBABHHHAHHAHBHHBHA 
HHBHHHBHHBBABHHHHAHABHHBAHBAAABHHBBHAHB 
HHBAHHHBBHBHAAHAABHAABBABHHHHHHAH-HHBHA 
HHBHHHBHHBBABHHHHAHABHHBAHBAAABHHBBHAHB 
HHBAHHHBBHBHAAHAABHAABBABHHHHHHAHBHHBHA 
AHBBHHBHABBABHHHHAHHBHHBABBHAABHHBBAAHH 
HHBAHHHBBHBBAAHAABBHAHBAHHHHHAHHHHHHBHA 
AHBBH-BHABBABHHHHAHHBHHBABBHAAHHHBHAAAH 
HHBAHHHBBHBBAAHAABBHAHBAHHHHBAHHHHHHBHA 
A-BBHHBHABBABHHHHHHHBHHBABBHAAHAHHHAAAH 
HBBAHHHB-HBH-AAAAHBBAHHAHHHHBAAHHHHHBHA 
ACCCCCCCCCCACCCCCCCCCCCCACCCAACACCCCCCC 
CCCACCCCACCCACAAACCCAACACCCCCAACCCCCCCA 
AHBBHHBHABBABHHHHHBHBHBBABBHAAHAHHHHHHH 
HBBAHHHBHHBHAHAAAHHBAAHAHHHHBAAHHHHBBHA 
ACCCCCCCACCACCCCCCCCCCCCACCCAACACCCCCCC 
CCCACCCACCCAACACACCCACCACCCCCCCCCCCCCCA 
Table A4, (continued) 
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*BNL7.4 9 AHBHHHHHABHABHBHHBBH-HHBABHHAAHAHH-HHHH 
HHHA-HHAHHBAAHAHAHHBAHBAHHH-HHHBHHBBBHA 
* JC 016 8 AHBHHHHHABHABHBHHBBHBHHBABHHAAHAHHHHHHH 
HHHAHHHAHHBAAHAHAHHBAHBAHHHHHHHBHHBBBHA 
*JC07 0 9 AHBHHHHHABHABHBHHBBHBHHBABHHAAHAHHHH-HH 
HHHAHHHAHHBAAHAHAHHBAHBAHHHHHHHBHHBBBHA 
* JC10 5 6A AHBHHHHHABAABH-HHBBHBHHBABHHAAAAHHAHHHH 
HAAAHHHAAHBAAAAHAHHBAHHAHHH-AHHBHHBBBHA 
* UMC114 AHBHHHHBABHABHBHHBBHBHHBABHHAAHAHHHHHHH 
HHHAHHHAHHBAAHHHAHHBAHBAHHHHHHHBHHBBBHA 
* JC 0 913 A DHHBBHHDABDDBDBDBBDDBDDBADDDDDHDBDBDBBD 
BDBADHHAHBDAADDBADDBAHBDDBBDDDDBDBDBBBD 
*JC0561 HHH-BHAHA-HHB-HA--AABAHHHABH--HHBBBAH-A 
BAAAHHHAABHH--AHBHH--HBHHHHHHHHHBBAHB--
*JCO 210 HHHBBHAHAHHHHAHAAHAHBAH-HABHHAHHHBBAHBA 
BBAA-HAHHHHHAHAHBHBBHHBHHHHHABH-BBAHBAH 
*JC 0 2 2 5 HH-BBHHHAHHHHHHAHHAHBAHBHABHHAHHHBBAHBA 
HBAA-HAHHHHHABAHBHBBHHBHHHHHABHHBBAHBAH 
*JC13 69 A--H--ABHHHHHBBBHAABHBHBHAHABAAH-H HH 
AABH-HHHHABAAHH-BBBAAAHHHHBHHHHABABHHA-
* JC 018 2 A ABHHHAAHHHAHHBBBHHHBHHHBHAAAAHAHHHBBAHH 
HABHHHBAHHHABBHHBBBHAHHBHHBABHHABHBBHAH 
*UMC10 2 C-HCCACCCCACCCCCAHACCCACCCACACACCCCCAAC 
CACCCACACCHACCHCCCCCACCCCCCACCCACCCCCAC 
*JCl018 -BHHHAHHHBABBBBBAHABHHABHBAHAHAHHHBHAAH 
HABH-ABAHBAABHHHHHBHAHBBHHBAB-HAHHBHHAH 
*JC13 62B -C-CCACCCCACCCCCACACCCACCCACACACCCCCAAC 
CACC-ACACCAACCCCACCC-CCCCCCACCCACCCCCAC 
*NPI2 2 0 CCCCCACCCCACCCCCACACCCACCCACACACCACAAAC 
CACCCACACCAACACCACCCACCCCCCACCCACCCCCCC 
*NPI37 9 BBHHHAHBHBABHBBBAHABHHABHBAHABHAHAHAAAH 
HHBH-ABAHBAABAHHAHBBAHBBHHBHBBHAHHHHHHB 
*UMC18 CCCCCACCCCACCCCCACACCAACCCACACCACACCAAC 
CCCCCCCACCCACAHCACCCACCCCCCCCCCCACCCCAC 
*JC 0 2 4 0 BBHHHAHBABAHHHHBHHABHAHBHHBHABHABABHAAH 
HHBHHHBAHHHABAHHABBHABBHBHBABHHHAHHBHAB 
*JCO 6 6 6B BBHHHAHBABAHHHHBHHABHAHBAHBHABHABABHHAH 
HHBHHHBAHHHABAHHABBHABBHBHBABHHHAHHBHAB 
*AB007 BBHH-HH-ABAHHHHAHHHHHHHBHABHHHBHBA-HH-A 
HHHAHH--HHHABAHHHBHHAHHHBAHAHABHAHHHBAB 
* JC 0 3 6 7 B BDDDBDBBDBDDDDDDBDDBBDDBDDBDDDBDBDBDBBD 
DDDDDDDDDDDDBDDDDBDDDDDDBDDDDDBDDDDDDDD 
* EL 0 4 9 BHHBHBBAHHHBHHAHHHHAABHHHHHHHHHAHAHHHBB 
BHBHBHAHHHHABHHHHHBHHAHHAAABHAHHAHABHHH 
* JC 0 911 BHHBHHBAAHHBBHBHHHHAABHHHHHHHHHAHAHHBBB 
BABHHHAHHBHHAHHBHHHHHAHAABHBHHBHAAABHBA 
* JC 0 3 5 7 BHHBHHBAAAHBBHBHHHHAABHHHHAHHHHHHAHH-BB 
-AHHHHAAHHHH-B-BBHHHHAAAHHHBHHBHAAAHHHA 
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Table A4, (continued) 
*JC 018 2 B BBHBHHBAAAHBBHBHHHHAABHHHHAHHHHHHAHHBBB 
BAHHHHAAHHHHABHBBHHHHAAAHBHBHHBHAAABBBA 
* JC0 44 5 BBHBHHBAAAHBBHHHHHHAABHHHHAHHHHHHAHHBBB 
BAHHHHAAHHHHABHBBHHHBAAA-BHBHHBHAAABBBA 
*JCl02 8 BBHBHHBAAAHBBHHHHHHAABHBHHAHHHHHHAHHBBB 
BAHHBHAABHBHAAHBHHHHHAHAHHHBAABHAAHBHBA 
* JC 0 9 6 3 BBHBHHBAAAHBBHBHHHHAABHBHHAHHHHHHAHHBBB 
BAHHBHAABHBBABHBHHHHHHHAHHHBAHBAAAHBHBA 
*JC0317 BBHBHHBBAHHBBHBHHHHAHBHBHHAHHHHHHAHHBBB 
BAHH-HAABABBAHHBHHHHHHHAHHHBAHBAAAHBHBH 
*UMC08 BHHHHHBBAHHBAHBHHHHAHBHBHHAHHHHBHABHBBB 
BAAABAAHHABHAHHBHHBHHHHAHHABAHBAHAHBHBH 
* JC 0 4 6 4 BDDDDDBBDDDBDDBDDDDDDBDBDDDDDDDBDDBDBBB 
BDDDBDDDDDBDDDDBDDBDDDDDDDDBDDBDDDDBDBD 
*JCO 6 6 6A BHHHHHBBAHHBAHBHHHHAHBHBHHAHHHHBHABHBBB 
BAAABAAHHABHAHHBHHBHHHHAHHABAHBAHAHBHBH 
*JC122 0 HHHHHHHBHHHBAHBHHHHAHBABAAAHHHHBAHH-BBH 
AAAABAAH-HBHAHABHB-HHBBAHHHBHBHAHAHBHBB 
*JCO3 67A DDDDDBDDDDDBDBBDDDDDDDDBDDDDDDDBDDDDDBD 
DBDDBDDDDDDDDDDDDDBBDBBDDDDBDBDDDDDBDBD 
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Table A5. RFLP genotypes of QTL population (111 loci and 152 
F2 plants) 
BAHHBBHAAHHHHHBHHHBBHHBABHBHBBBHHHHAHAAHHHHBBAHHAH 
HDBHHBHABHHBBHHHBAHHAAAAAHHHBHBHHAHBHHBBAAHBHHBHHB 
HBHHHAAAAHHBHHBHABHAHHABB--HHBHH-BAAHAAHBAABHBAHBHHH 
BAHHHBHAABHHAHBHHHBBDBBABHBHHBBHHHHAHAHHHHHBBAHHDH 
HHBHHBHABHHBBHHHBAHHAHHADHAHBHBHHAABHHBBHAHBHBBHHH 
HBHHHAABAHHBAHBHABHABHABBHHHHBHHHBAAHAAHBAHBBBAHBHHA 
AAHHHHAHABBCADBHHHCBHHBHHBHHHBHHHAHHHAHHHHHBBABHHH 
HHBHHBHAHHHHBBHHBAHHAHHAHHHHBAHBHAABHBBBHABBBBABHH 
HBHHHHHBHBABAHHHHBHAHHHHHBBHHBHAHBAAHHAHBABBBBAABHAH 
AHBHHAAHABBBAABHHBHBHHBHHBHHHBHHHAHHHHBBHAHHBHBH-H 
HHHHHBH-BCABBHH-BAHHAHHH-HHHBAHBHHABHBBBHHBBBBABAH 
HBHHHHHBHBABAHHHHBHAHHHHHBBBHBHAHBAAHHAHBHBBBHHABHAH 
ABBBHAAHAHBBAHBHHBHBHHBHHBHHHBHHHAHHHHBBHAHHBHBH-H 
HHHHBBHAHHAHBHHHHAHHAHHH-HHHHHHBHHABHBBHBHBHBBABAH 
HHHHHHHBHBABAHHAHBBHHHHHHBBBHHAAHHAHHHAHBHBHBHHABHAH 
ABBBHAAHABBBHBBHHBHBHHBAHBBHHBAHHAHHHHBBHHAHBHHHBH 
HHHHCB-AHHAHBHHHBAHHAHHHCBHBHHHBHHBHBBBHBHBHBBAHAH 
HHHBHHHBHBABAHBAHBBHHHHHHBHBHHAAHHAHHHAHBHBBBHHABHAH 
ABBBHAHHABHBHBHHHHHBBBBAHBBHHHHHBAHHHHBBHBAHBHHHCH 
HAHHBBHAHHAABBAHBHHHAHHHBBHBHHABHHBHBBBHBABHBBAHHB 
BHHBAHHBHBABHHBAHBBHAABHHBHBHAHAHHHHHHAHBHBHBHHAHHAA 
ABBHHAHHHHHHHBHHAHHBBHHAHBBHHHHHBAHHHHBHHBHHHHHBBH 
HHAAHBBABHHABHHHBHHHHHHHBBBHHAHHHBBHBBBBBAHHBBHHHB 
BHHBAHHBHBHBHHHAABHHAABHHAHHHAHHAHBHHBABHHBHBHHHAHAB 
HHABHAHHHHHHHBHBHHHBBHHAHBBBHHHHHHHHHHHHHBHHBHHB-H 
HHHAHBBHBBHHHH-HBHHHHAHA-HBHHAHHABBABBBBBHHHBHHHHB 
BHHHAHBBHBHBHHHHABHHAHBBBAHHHAHHABBHAHHBHHBHHABHAHAB 
HHABHAHHHHHHHBABHHHBBHAAHHBBHHHHHHBHHHAHHBHABHHBCH 
HHHACCCHHBHHAHH-BHHABAHABHBHHAHHABBABBBBBHHHBHHHHB 
BHHHAHBBHBHBHHHBABHHAHHHBAAHHAHHAHBHAHHBHHBHHABHAH-B 
PI02 0 5 6 8 HHHBHBBHHBHHBHBHHHAHHHHHBHBHHHAHHBHHBHHHBBBHHHHHHB 
HABBHBBBHHHBBBHBHHAHHBHHHBBBHHHHBHBBBHHHBBHHHHHHHB 
HBBBBHHBBHBBHHBBBHBBHHHHBBHBHHBHBBHHHBHBBHHBAHHHBHBH 
JC1372 HHHBHBBDDCBDBDBCHHACDBHHCHBHDDDHHBHHBH-BHHBH-DD-HB 
DHCBDCCCHHHCHHDDHDDBHBHDHBBBHHCHBCHBBCCBHBHHHHDCDB 
DBBBBDHCCCCCDDCCCHBHHHHHCCHBHHBCCBHBCHHBBHHHHHHHHHHH 
EL 0 7 8 HHBBBAHAHHBHBABHHHAHBHBABHHHHHHHHBHHBHABBHBBAAAAAH 
HBHBHBBBHHHHHHHHBHABHBHHHHHHHHHHBBBBBHHHHBHHHAHBHA 
HHHBBBAHHHHBAHHBHHAHAHHHBBHBHHBBHBHBHHHHBHHHHHHBHHHH 
UMC 071 HHBBBAAAHHBAHABHHBHHCHBAHHHHHAHHHHHHBHABBHBBAADA-H 
HBHHHBBBHHHHHAHABHAHHBAA-HHAHHHBHBBBBHHHHHHHHAHBHA 
HHHBBBAHHHHBAHHBHHAHHHHHBHBBHBHBDBHBHHHHBHHHHHHBHHAH 
JC 0 3 51 HHBBBAAAHHHHHABHHBHHBHBAHHHHBAHHHHHHBHAHBHBBAAHAAH 
HBHAHBBBAHHHHAHABHAHHBAAHHAAHHHBABBBBHHHHHHHHAHHHA 
HHHBHBAAHHHBABHBHHAHHHAHBHBBHBHBHBHBHHHHBHHHHHHBHHHH 
JC1270 
JC0891 
JC0186 
ABO 2 3 
JC0775 
UMC033 
JC1004 
JC0953 
JC0528 
JC1416 
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Table A5. (continued) 
ELI8 4 HHBBBAAAHHHHHABHHBHHBHBAHHHHBHHHHHHHBHAHBHBBAAHAAH 
HBHAHBBBAHHHHAHABHAHHBAA-HAAHHHBABBBBHHHHHHHHAHHHA 
HHABHBAAHHHBABHBHHAHHHAHBHBBHHHHHBHHHBHHBHHHHHHBHHAH 
JC12 4 3 HHBBHAAAHHHHHABHHBHHBHBABHHHBHHHHHHHBHAHBHBBAHHAAH 
HBHAHBABAHHHHAHHHHAHHBHABHAAHHHBAHBHBBHHHHHHHAHHHA 
HHABHHAAABHBABHBHHAAHBAHBHBHHHHHAHHHHBAHBHAHHHHBHHDH 
JCl0 2 3 B AAACCCACACACAACCCCACCCCACCCCCCCACCCCCCCACCCCACCACC 
CAC-CCACACCCCACCCCCCACCCCCCACCACAACCCCCACCCCCACCCA 
CCACCAACACACCCCCCCCCAACACCCCCACCCCCCCCAACCACCCCCCCAC 
JC117 4 DDDBDDDBDDDDDDDDDBDDDDBDBDDDBDBDDDDDDDDDBDBBDDDDDD 
DDDDDBDDDDD-DDDDDBDDDDDD-DDDBBDBDDBDDBDDDDBBDDBDDD 
DDDBDDDDDBDBDBDDBBDDDDDDB—DDDDDDDDDDBDDDDDBDDDB D 
JC 0 5 3 5 DAABHHABHHAHAAHHHBAHHHBABHHHBHBAABAHHHBABHBHAHHAHH 
HHHAHHAHABHBAAHHABHHAHHHBAHABBABAHBHHBHAHHBBHHBAHH 
HHABHAAHAHHHHBAHBBHHHABHBHHHHAHHHHHHHBAAHHABHHHBHHDH 
NPI3 2 7 HAAHHHACDDABAA BAAHHBABHHBBHBAABHHHHCABBBHHHHA-B 
HHHHHDAAHBH-DA-HA--AAHHB-AHABDABHHBHHBBAHHBBHBBAHH 
HHHBBHHBAHHHABHHBHAHHABHB--BHAHHHABHHBAHHHAHHHBH H 
JC 0 6 3 2 HAAHHBABHBABAHHHHHAAHHBHBBHBBHBAABHHBHBABBBHHHAAHH 
HHHBAAAABBHHHAHHABHAAHABHABHHHAHHHBBHBBAHHBBHBBAHH 
BBHHBHBBHHHAHHHHBHAHHHBHBHBHHAHHHABHABHHHHAHHHBAHBAH 
EL14 2 HHBBHHHHBBHAHHAHHAHHBBBAAHHAHABHBBHBHHHHBBHHAHAACH 
HHHHHBBHBHHHHBAHAHAHBHHHHHHBAAHBHBBHHAHBBABHABABHB 
HHHHHHHHHHAHAHHAHHBBBAHHBHHAAHHHBHHAHAABAHHBABAHHHHH 
NPI2 0 9 AABBAHHBABHHHHABHHHHBBBAAHBAHABHABHBHHHBBHHHAHHHCH 
HHHBHBBHBAHHHBAHAAAHHBAHAHHBAAHBABBHHAHBBAHBHBHBHB 
HHBBBHBHHBAHHHHAHBBBHAHHBAAABHHHBBBHHHHHAHHBBBHHHHHB 
BNLO 5.0 9 AABBAHHBABHHHHABHHHHBBBAAHBHHHBHABHBHHHBHHHHAHHHBH 
HHHBHBBHBAHHHBAHAAAHHBAHBHHBAAHBABBBBAHBBAHHHBHBHB 
HHBBHHBHHBAHHHHAABBBHAHHBAAABHHHBBBHHBHHAHBBBBHHHBHB 
JC 0191 AABBAHHHHHHHHHABHHHABBHAAHBHHHBHHBHBHHHBHHHAAHHH-H 
HHHBHBAHBAAHHBAHAAHHHBAHDAHHAAHBABHBBAHHHAHHHBHAHB 
BHBBHHBHHBAAHHHHABBBHAHHBAHABHBHHBHHHBHHHHBBBBHHBBHB 
BNL12.06 AABHHHHHHHHHHHHBBHHABBHAAHBHHHBBHBHHHHHBBHHAAHHH-H 
HHHBBBAHHAACHB-HAAHHHBAH-AHHAAHBHBHBBAHHHAHHHBHAHB 
HHBBHHBHAHAHHHBHABBBHAHAHAHABHBHHBHHHBHHHACCCCHHHBHB 
BNLO8.17 AABHHHHHHAHHHHBBBHHAHHHAAHBHHHBBHHHHHHHBHHHAAHHHHH 
HHABBBAAHAHHHBAHHAHHHAABHAAHAAHHHHABHAAHHAHHHBHAHB 
HHBBHHBHAHAHAHBHABBHAHBAHAHHBHHBHBHBABHHHABHBBHHAHHB 
JC 0 3 9 0 AABAHHHHBAHHHABBHHAAHHHAAHHHHHBBHBHHHHHBHHHAABHH-H 
HHABBBCAHAHBHB-HHAHHHAAB-AAHAAHHHHABHAAHHAHHHBHAHB 
HHBBHHBHHHAHHBBHABBHAHBAHAHHBHHBHBHBABHHHHBHBBHHAHCB 
JC 0 5 6 5B AABAHBHHBAHAHABBHHAD-HHAAHHHHHBBHBHHHHHBHHHAABHHAH 
HHABHBHAHAHHHBAHBAHHHAABAAAHAHHHHHABHHAHHAHHHBHAHB 
HABBHHBBHHABHBBHABBHAHBAHAHHBHHHHBBHABHAHHBHBBHHAHBB 
JC 0 8 2 3 AABAHBHABAHAHABBHHAAHHHAAHHHHHBBHBHHHHHBHHHAABBHDH 
HHABHBHAHAHAHBAHBAHHHAABDAAHAHAHHHABHHAHHAHHHBHAHB 
HABBHHBBHHABHBBHABBHAHBAHAHBBHHHHBBHABHAHHBHBBHHAHBB 
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Table A5. (continued) 
NPI43 8 BABABBHABAHAHHBCHBHHHHHAAHHHHHCHABHHHHBHHHHAABBH-A 
HAABHBHAHHHAHB - BCHDAHAAB - AHHAHAHHHABHHAHBAHHHBHAHB 
HAHHHBBHHAABHBBHABHAHHHAHHHBHHAHHABHAHHHAHBABHAHAD-B 
JC G 5 2 5B BABABBHABHAAHHHBHBHHHHHAAHHHHHBHABHHHBBHHHHAABBHHH 
HAABHBHAHHHAHBHBBHHAHAABAAHHABAHHAABHHAHBAHHHBHAHB 
HAAHHBBHHAABHBHHABHAHHHHHHHBHHAHHABHAHHHAHBABHABAHBB 
JC 0 5 2 5A BDBHBBHABHHHHHHBHBDHHHHDHHHHHHBHDBDHHBBHHHHHABBHCH 
HHHBHBHHHHHHHBHBBHAHHHABHAHHABAHHAHBHHAHBHHHHBHAHB 
HHHHHBBHHAABHBHHHBHAHHHHHHHBHHHHHHBHAHHHHHBABHDBHCBB 
JC 10 0 G BHAABBHABHAHHHHBHBHHHHHAAHAHHHBHABHBHBBHHHAAABBHHH 
HAABHBHAHHHAHBBBBHHAHAABAAHHHBAAHAAHHHAHBAHBHBHAHB 
HHAHHBBHBAABHBAHAHHAHHHHHHHBHHAHHHBHAAHHAHBABHABAHHB 
JCO 9 62 BHAABDAABDBAH-ABDBHH-HHAHHAHHABHHHHBHHHHHHAAAHBH-H 
HHABDBDAHHHHHHCBBHHHHHABDAHHDBHAHAAHAHAHBHHBHBDHHB 
HHHHHHBDBAAHHBAHHBHAHHHHHHABHHAHHHBHAAHHAHBHBHABA- -B 
JC 0 5 6 5A HHAABHAABHBAHHAHHBABAHHAHHAHHABBHHHBHHHHHHAAAHBA-B 
HHHBBB-AHHHHHHHBBHHHHHABAAAHHBBAHHAHAHAHBHABHBHHHB 
HHHHHBBABHAAABAHHHAAHHHHHHABHHAHHHBHAAHHAHBBBHABD-BB 
JC G 8 8 3 AHAHBHAHBBBAHHAHHBABAHHBBHAHBABBBHHBHHHBAHHHHHAABB 
HHHBBBAAAHHHHHHBBHHHBBHHHAAHHBBAABHBAHHABHABABHHHH 
HHHHHBBHBHHAHBAHHHHHHBABHHHBHHABHAHAHAHHHHBBBAHBHBBH 
JC1321 AHAHBBAHBBBAHHAHHHABAHHBBHAHBABBBHHBBHHBAHHHBHAABB 
HHBBBBHAAHHHHHHBBHHHBBHHHHAHHBBAABHBAHHABHABABHHHH 
HHHBHBBABHHAHBAHHHHHHBABHHHBBHABHAHAHAHHHBBBBAHBHCCH 
JC 0 7 4 8 ABHHHBABBBBHBHABBHHBHHBBHAHABAHBBHHHHHHBHHHHBAAHHB 
HHBBBBHAAHHABHHHBHHHBBHHHHAHHHHBABHHHHHAHHAHABHAHH 
HHABHHBABBHAHHHHHBHHAHHBBHHBBHABBAAAHBHHHBBHBAHHHHBH 
JC 0 4 81 ABHHBBABBHHHBHABBHHBABBBAABHHHHBAHHHHHHBHHHHBAABHB 
HABBBHHHAHBAHHHHBHHHBBHHHBABHHHBABHHHHHAAHAHABHAHH 
HHHBHABAABABHHHHHBBBAHHBBHHBBHAHHAAAHBHHHHHBHAAHDDDA 
JC0423 ABHHHBABBHHHBBABBHHBABBHAHBHHHHBABHHHHHBHHHBBAAB-B 
HABHBHHHHHBAHH-HDDDABBHA-CABHAHBHBHHHHHAAAAHABHHHH 
HHHBHHBHABABBHHBAHBBAHBBBHHBBAAHHHAAHBHHAHHBHHAHHHHA 
JC 0 4 4 3 ACHHHCABBHHHHHACCHHBACCHAHHHHHHCACHHHHHCHHHCCAAC-C 
HACHBHHHAHH-HH-HCCHHBCHA-BAHHAHCACHHHHHAAHAHABHHHB 
HHHHHACHAHACBHHHAHCBAAAB BBAAHHHAAHCHHHHHHHHAHHHHA 
EL 0 4 7 BABAHBABBBAHHHBHBAHHAHHHBHHBHHAHHAHHBAABHBABHAHBHH 
HHHBBBBBBAHAAHBAHAAHBHHHHAHABBBHHHHHHBBBHBBAHBHBHB 
ABHHAABHHHBHBHBAABBBAHHHHBAABHHHHHBHHAHBAHAHBHABBAAB 
BNL 0 5.4 G BABAHBAHHBAHHHBBBAHHAHHHBHHBHHAHHHHHBAABHHAHHAHBHA 
HHHHHBBBBABAAHBAHAAHBHHHHAHABBBBHHHHHBBBHBBABBHBAB 
ABAHAABHHHBHBHBAABBBAHHHHBHAHAHHHHBAHAHBAHHHBHABBHAB 
PI02 0 5 6 6 BABAHHAHABHHHHBBBAHHAHHHHHHBHAHHHBHHBHABBAAHAABBHA 
HBAHHBBHHABAAHHABAHHBHHHHAHABHBBHHHHABHBBBHABBHHHB 
HBAHAABHAHBHBHBHABHBAHHBABHAHAHHHHHAHAHBAHHHBHHBHHAB 
JC10 2 3 A BABHHHAHABHHHHBBBHHHHHHHHHBHHHHAHBHHBHHBBHHHAHBBHH 
HBHHHBBHHHBHHHHHBHHHBHHHHHHABHBBHHHHHBHBBBHHBBHHHB 
HBAHHABHAHBHBHBHHBHBAHHBHBHHHAHBHHHHHHHBHHHHBHHBHHAB 
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JC 0 2 01 HAHAAHHHABHBHABBHHHHHBHBHHBHBAHAHBHHBBHABAAHAABBHA 
HBHBHBBAHHBAAHHABHHHBHHAHAHHBAABHHBAAHHBBBAABBBAHB 
HHAHHABHAHHBHHHHHHHHAHHHHHHAHAABHHHHHAABHBHHBHHBHHHH 
NPI10 4A HAHHAHBHAHBBHHBBHBHBBBHHAHHABHHAABAHHBBABAHHHHBHCH 
HBBBAHHHHHAAHHHAHHHAHHHHHAHHBHAHHHHAAABBBHHHABHAHH 
HAAHBHBHAAHBAHHHHHAHAHAHHHBBAHAAHHHHHAAHHBAABHHHHHAH 
JC 0 6 2 7 HHHHHHBHAHBBAHBBBBHBCBHHAHAABHHAABHHHBBABAHHHHBHBH 
HBBBAHH-HHAAHHHAHHHAHHHHHAHHBHAAHHAAAABBHHHHABHABH 
HAAHBHBHAHHBAHHHHHBHHHAHHHHBAHAAHHHHHAHHHBAABHHH H 
JC 0 3 3 9 BHBHAHBAHBHBHHBBBBHBHBBHHHAHBHHHBBBBHBHABAHHBAHHBA 
HCHBHHBABBAAHBHAHHHHBHHHHAHBHBAHAHAAHABHAABBABHHBH 
HAHHBHAHAHABHHHHHHBHHHHHBHHHHHAHBHHHHAHHBHAAAHBHHHBH 
PI02 0 6 0 8 BHBHABBADBHBHAHHBBBHHHBHHHHHHHHHBBBHABHAHAABBHHHHH 
HCHHHHHAHCHAABDAADDHBHHHDDBBHHHHAHAAHHHHAABHAHHHHH 
HAHHHHHHAHABHHHHHHBHHHHHBAHHBAAHBHHAHAHHBHHAAHBHHHBH 
JC 0 9 0 3 BHBHHBBAHHHBHAHHBHBHHHBHHBHBHHABBBBHHBHAAAABHHHHHH 
HBAHHHHAHHHHAHHAAHBHBAHHHHBHHHHHAAAAHHHHAHBHAHABHB 
HHHHAHHHAHABHHHHHHBHHHHHBAHABAABHAHAAAHHBHHAAHBHAABH 
JC1310 BAHAABHHBHHBHAAABABBHAHAAHAHHHBAHHBHBAHHHBHBHHBHBH 
HBBBHHHBHHHBBHHHBHHHAHHABHABBHHHHABHAHBHHHABHHHBBH 
HHHBBHBHHHHHHHAABHAHHAAAAHHBHAHABHHBAHBAAHHBHHHBBBHH 
PIOl016 BAHAAHHHBHBHAAHHBABBBAHAAHAHAHBAHHBHBHHHHBHBHABHBH 
HBHBHHHBAHBBBHHAHHAAAHBHBHABAHAHHABHHHBBHHAHHBHHAH 
HHHBBBHHHBHHHHAABHBHHAAAAAHBAHHAHHHBAHHAAHHBHHHHHHBA 
PI02 0714 HAHHAHHBAHBHAHBHBAHHBHHAABBAABHAHHBBHHHHHBHHABHB-H 
HBHBHHHBABBBHHAAHHABABBH-BABAHHHHHBHHHBBHHAHHBBAAB 
HHABHBHBHBAHBHBHHBAHHD BAHHHAHHHAAHA-B-B--HA A 
NPI5 6 0 HAHHAHHBAHBHAHBHBAHHBHAAABBAABAHHHBBHHHHHBBAABHHHH 
HBHBHHHBABBBHHAAHBABABBHBBABAHHBHHBBHHCBHHAAHBBAHB 
AHABHBHBABAHBHBBAHAHHHAAAAHHAHHHAHHHAAHAHBHBHAHAHHBA 
ELI3 7 HAHHAHHBAHHHAHBHBABHBHAAABBAHBAHAHBHHHHHBBBAHBHHHH 
HHHBHHBBABBBHHAAHBABHBBHBBAHAHBBHHBBHHHBHHAABBHAHB 
AHAHBBABABAHBHHCHHAHCHAAAAHHAHHHAHHHAAHAHHHBHAHAHBBA 
UMC 064 AAHAAHHHAHAHAHHAAABBBHHBABBAHHBAAHBAHHHABHBHHHHBBH 
HHBHHABBHHHBHAAAHBABHAHABBAAHHBBAHBHAAABHBHBHBHAHH 
AHAHBHABABHHHAHBBHAHHHAAHAHAHHHHHHAHAAHABAHBBAHAHBBA 
JC 014 7 A DAHAHHHHBAAHHHHAABBHBHABHBBHHABAAHHAHHBHBHHHHHHHBH 
AHBHBHBBHHABHAAHHHABDAHHBBAAHHBAHABHDAABHBHBHHHDHH 
AHHABHHBHHHBHAHHBHHAHAAHBHHHHHHHHHHBAHBABAABBHAABBBD 
JC0494 AAAAHHHHBAAHHBHAABBHBHABHBBHHABAAHHAHHBHBHHHAHHHBH 
HHBHBHBBHHABHAACHHABHAHHBBAAHHBAHABHAAABHBHBHHHAHH 
AHHABHHBHHHBHAHHHHHAHAAHBHHHHHHHHHHBHHBABAHBBHAABBBA 
JC 0 9 5 2 DDDDDBDDDBBDDDDBBDDDBDDDDDDDBBDDDDBDDDBDDDDDDBDDDB 
DBDDDD--DDBDDDBB-DDDDDBDDDDDBDDDDBDDDDDDDDDB-DDBBD 
DDBBDDDBDDDDDDDDBDDDDDDDDBDBDBDDBDDDBDBDDDDDDDDDDD-B 
BNLO 6.20 AHHHHBHHHBBAHAHBBBHHHHHHHAHHBBAHHHBAHABHHHHHHBAAAB 
HBAHHAAHHHHAAABBHAHBHHBAHHHHBHHAHBHHBHHAHHAHHHHHHH 
HABHHHHBHAAAHAAHBHHBAAAHBBHBABHHBHHHBABA--A--A-HBHBH 
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BNL14.07 AAHHHBHHHHBAHAHBBBHHHHHHHAHHBBHHHHBABABHHHHHHBADAB 
HBAHHAAHHHHAAABBHAHBHHBA-HHHBHBAHBHHBHHAHHAAHHHHHH 
HABHHHHBHAAAHAAHBHHBAHAHBBHBABHHHHHHBABAHBAHBABHBHBH 
AABHHBAHHBBAHAHBHBHHHHHHHHHBBBHBHHBABABHBBHHHBAAAB 
HBAAHA-AHBAAHHHBHAABHHBADHHHBHBHABHHBBHAHHAAHBABBH 
BAHHHHHBBAHAHHAHBHHBAHAHBBHHABBHHHHHBHBAHBHHBABHBHBH 
CABHHBAHHBBAHAHBHBHHHHHHHHHBHBBBHHBABABHBBHHHHHAAB 
HBAAHABAHBAABHHBHAABAHHAHHHHBHHHABHHBBHAHHHAHBABBH 
HAHHHHHBBHHAHHAHBHHBAHHBHBHHABBHHHHHBHBHHBHHBABHBHHB 
HABHHBABHBBAHAHBHBHHHHHHHHHBHBBBHHBABABHBBHBHHHAHB 
HBAAHABAHBAABHHBHAABAHHACHHHBHAHABHHBBHAHHHHHBABBH 
HAAHAAABBHHAHHAHBHHBAHHBHBHHAHBHHHHHHHBHHBHHBABHBHHB 
HHBHBAAHHBAAHHHHHBHHHHHBHBABHHBBHBBHBHBHHBHBBABACH 
HBAAAABAHBAABHHBABABAHHABBBHBHAHABBHBBAAHBHBBBAHHB 
HAHHAAHHBHHAHHAHHHHHAHHBHHAHHHHHHHHHHHBHABHABABH B 
BHHHBAAHBBAAAHHHBHHBHHHBHBABHHBBHHBHBHBHHBHBHABHBH 
HBAAAHBAHBAHBHHHABABHHHABBHABHAHABBHBBAHHBHBBBAHHB 
HAHHAAHHBHHHHHABHHHHAHHBHHAHHHHHHHHHHHBHABHAAABHHBHB 
BHHHBAAHBHAHAHHHHHHBHHHBABABHHBHBHBHBBBHHBAHHABHBA 
HHAAHHBHHBAHBHHAABABHHBHBBHABHAHHHBHBBAHHBHBHBAAAB 
HAHHAHHHBAHHHHABHHHHAAHBHHABHHHAHHHHHHBHABHHHHBHHBHB 
BBHHBAABBHAHAHHHHHHBHHHBABAHHHBHBHBHBBHAHBAHHABHBA 
HHAAHBBHHBAHBHHAABABBHBHHHHAHHAHHHBHBHAHHBHBHBAAHH 
HHBHAHHAAHHHBBABHHHBAAHBHHHBHHHAHHHHHHBHABHHHHBHHBHB 
HBHHBAHBHHAHHHHAHHHBHHHBABAHHHBHBHBHBBHAHHAHAABHBA 
HHAAHBBHBBHHBHHAABABBABHHHHHHHAHBHBHHHAHHHHBBBAHHH 
AHHHABHAAHBHBBHBHBHBAAHBBHHBAABAHHHHHHBHABHHHHBHHBHH 
HBHHAHHBHAAHBHHHABHBDHBAAHHHHBBHBHHABBCAHHBBAABACB 
HHAHHBAAHBBHHBBAHBHHHABHHHBHABHHBHBHHHAHHHHBBHHHHH 
ABHHABHHAHBABHBBABHBAAHBBHBHAABHHAHHHBBHABAHBHBHHBBH 
BBHHAHHBHAHHBHHHAHHBHAHAAHHHHBBHBHHABBAAAHHBAABABB 
HHAHHBAAHBBHHBBHHHHHHABHHHBHABHHBABHHHAHHHHBBHBHHB 
ABHHHBHHHHBABHBBABHBAAHBBHBHHABBHAABHBBHABAHHHHAHAHH 
PI02 0 62 2 BHHHAHHHAAHHBHHHAHHHHAHAHHHHHBHHBHHAHHHAAHHBAABABB 
HHAHABAAHBBHHBBBBHHHHAHHAHBHABHHBHBHHHAAHHHBBHBHHB 
ABHHHBHHHHBABHBBAHHBAAHBBHBHHABBHHABHBBHABHHHHHAHAHH 
EL 018 HBAHHHAHBHHHBHHABHBHHBHHAHAAHAHHHBBHHBHBBAHABBAHHH 
HBHHAHBBHHHHAABABHAAHBBHAHHABHHHAABAAHHHBBHHHHHBHH 
HHHHBHHHBAHBABHBBAAAHBBHAHAAHBHBHHHHHHBABAAABHHHBBHA 
JC 0 4 6 2 BBAHHHAHBHHHBHHHBBBHCBHHAHAHHACHHBBHBBHBHABABBAHHH 
HBHHAHBHHHBHAABABHHAHHBHHBAABHHAAABAABHHBBHHHHHBHH 
HHBHHAHHBAHBH-HBHAAHHBBHACAAHBHBHBHHHHBHBAAABHAHBBHA 
BNL 06.16 BBAHHHABBHHBBHHHHBBHBHBHHHHHHAHBBHHHBBBBHABHHHAHCH 
HHHAAHHABHBBHBCABBHAHHHH-BAHHHAHABHAHBHHBHHHHBHHHA 
HHBAHABBHHABHBHBHAHHHAHAHBHHHHHHABHHHHHBBHAHBHAHHBHA 
NPI212 BBAHHHABBHHBBHHHHBBHBHBHHHHHHAHHBHHHBBBBHHBHHHHBBA 
HHHAABHABHBBHBBABBAAHHHHHBAHAHAHABHAHBHAHHHHHBHHHA 
HHHABABBABABHBHBHAHHHAHAHCHHAHBHABHHHAHHC HHBHA 
JC0446 
JC0185 
JC0954 
JC0678 
UMC139 
JC0767 
JC1410 
JC0485 
JC1086 
NPI400 
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UMC 093 BHBAAHAHBHHBBHHBABHHBHHBBBBHHAHHBBHHHHBHBHBHAAHBHA 
HAHHHBHABHABABHHHHAAHBAHHHBBAAAHABHBHBHAAHHAHBAHHA 
HABHBABBABHHHBHHAAHBHAHAHHABHHBHHBBBBAHHHHHBBBHHHBHA 
NPI42 6 BHBAAHAHHBBBBHHHABHAHBHBBBHBHAAHBBAHHABBBHHHAAHBHA 
HAHHHBBHBHABHHHBHHHAHBAHCABBBHAHABBBHHHAAHHAHHAHHA 
HABHBHHBAHHHHBHHAAHBHH-AH--HHHBHHHBHBAHB HBBHA 
JC 0 3 4 0 BDBDDDDDDBBBBDDDDBDDDBDBBBDDDDDDBBDDDDBDBDDDDDDBDD 
DDDDDDDDBDDBDDDBDDDDDBDDDDBBBDDDDBBBDDDDDBDDDDDBDD 
BDBDDDDBDDDDDBDDDDDBDDDDDDDDDBBDDDBDBDDBDDDBDBDDBBDD 
BNL13.05 BHHAAHAHHBBBBHHHABHAABBBBBHHHAAHABAHHABHBAHHHAHHHH 
HHHHHAHHBHABHHHBHHHAHBAB-AHBBHAHHBBBAHHAAHHHHBABAH 
BABHAHHBAHHHBBHBHAAHHHBHAHAHHBBHHHBABAHBBHBBHBHHBBBH 
BNL 09.11 BHHAAHABBHBHBCHAHBHAHBBBBBHBBADHABAHHHBHBAHHHAHHAB 
HHHBHAHHBHABBHHBHHHAHBHBHAAHBHABAHBHAHBHABBHHBABAH 
BHBHAAHBAAHHBHHBHAAHHHBHHHHHHHBHAHBAHAHBBBBBHBHHCHCB 
JC0735 
HHHHHBHBHAABBHABAHBHAHBHABBHHBABAH 
BHBHAAHBHAHHBHBBHAAHHHBHHHHHHHHHAHBAHAHBBBCCHBHHBHBB 
BNL03.06 HHAAHABHBAHAHHHHHBHHAHBHHHBAHAAHHHBAHHAAAAAHBBHAAA 
HHHABHAHABBBAAHHHBHHHHHBDBBHHAHHHAHAHBHBAHBHABAHBB 
HHAHHHHAHHAHBBAHHAABHHHHAAHAAHHAHHHHABBHAHHAAHAABABB 
JC 0 5 7 0 HHAAHABHBAHAHHHHHBHHAHBAHHBAHAAHBHBAHH AAAAAHBHHAAA 
HHHABHAHABBBAABHHHHHHHHBHBHHHAHHHAAAHBHBAHBHHHABBB 
BBAHHHHAHHAHBBAHAAABHHHHAHHAHHHAHHHHHBBAAHHAAHAAHABB 
JC12 04 HHAAHABHBAHAHHHHHBHAAHBAHHBAHAAHBHBAHHAAHAAHBHHADA 
HBBABHAAHBBBHHCHBHHHHHHBCBHHHAHHAAAAHBHBABBAHHABHH 
BBAHHAAAHHHHHBAHAHAHHHHBAHBAHHHAHHHHHBBAAAHAAHAHHABB 
PIOl0.5 AHAAHABHHHHAHDAHHBHADHBAHHBAHADBBHHHHHAAHAAHBHHADA 
HBCAHHDAHBHBHHCHDHHHHBHBDHABHAHBAADHHHHBABBDDHHHHH 
CBAHHAADHAHHHCAHAHAAHHHHBCHAHAHAHHBHHHBHHAHAHBDBDHCB 
JCO147B AHHAHABHHHHAHAHHHHHABHH-HHBAHAABBHHHHAAA-AABHHHHDH 
HBBABHHABHHHHHB-HHHHHBHBHHABBAHCAAAHHHHCACCAHHHHAH 
BBAHHAAHHAHAHHAHAHAAHHCHBHCAHAHAHHHHHHHHHAHAHBABHHCB 
ABO 2 6 HHHABAAHHBHABAHHAHAABHHAHHBAHHABBHHHHAHAHAHBHHHHAB 
HBBABHHABHHHHHHHHHHHHBHHBHABBHHBHAABHHHHABBABHHHAH 
BHAHHHABAAAABHAHAHHHHAHHBHHHHAHAHHHHHHHHBABAHBHBHHCB 
JC 016 8 AAHABHAHHHAABAHHHHAABHHABHBAHHABHHHHHAHAAAAHBHHHHB 
HHBAHHHHBHHHHHHHHHBHHBAHBHABBHHBHAABHHHHABBABHHHAH 
BHAHAHABAHAAHBAHAHHHHAHHBHHHHAHAHHAHHHHHBABAHBHBHHCB 
UMC114 AAHABHAHHHAABAHBBHAABHHABHBAHHABHHHHHAHAAHAABHHADB 
HHBAHHHHBHHHHHHHHHBHHBAHBHHBBHHBHAHBHHHHABBABHAHAH 
HHAHAHABAAAAHBAHAHHHAABHBHHHHHHAHHAHHHHHBABAHBHBHHBB 
JC 0 913 HAHHBHADAHAAHAHBBBAHBHHABBBDDDDBDBBAHAADAHAAHHDD-B 
HHDADBAHBHHDBA-HDDBHHBAH-DHBHHHBHHHHAABBABBAHHHAHA 
HAAHAHHBBAAAHBAHHBHBAHBAHHHHDHHDHAAAHDBHHABBHBHBBDDB 
JC 0 5 61 DDDDDBDBDDDDDDDBBBDDDDDDBBDBDDBBDBBDDDDDDDDDBBDD-B 
DDDDDBDDBDDBDD-DDDBDBBDD-DDBDDDDDDDDDDDBDBDDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDDBDDDDBDDDBDDDDBDDDDDDBDDDDDDDDDDDDBBDBDDBDDB 
Table A5. (continued) 
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JC 0 2 2 5 HAHHHBABHHHHHAHHBBAHAAHABBHBHHBBABBAHAAHAHAABHHB-B 
HAHHHBABBHBHHA-BHHHHHHHH-CHBAHHHHHHHHAABHBAAHHHAHB 
HAHAABBHBABHHBHHAHBHHHBHHHHBABHAHHAHHHHHHABBHBHHBHHH 
JCl3 6 9 HBAHBHBHBAAHAAAHHHHHHABHHAHHBAHBHHHHBHBBHBHHHABHAA 
HHHABBABBHBHHHBABHHHAAHHHHHHBAHBHHBBHAHAHHBBABHHBA 
BAHHAABBBBHHBBHBHABHHHHHHBAHHHHBHHABABHBBBHHHHHHHAHH 
JC 018 2 A BBAHBHBHBHAHHAHHBAHHHHBHHAAHBHABHHHHHBBBHBHBHHBHHA 
HABHHBABBHBHABHBBBBHAAHHAHBHBAHHHHBHHAAAHABBABHHHA 
HHHBAAHBBHBABBHBHABAHHABHHAHHAHBHBHHABBHHHABHHHHHABA 
JC1018 ABAHBBHHBHHBHAHHBABBHHHAHAAHAHAHHHHHHBBBBBHBHHCA-H 
HHBHHCAHBHH-ABCCBBCHAAHA-BBBBAHHHBHHBAHAHABCACBAHA 
AHHBAAHBBHCHBHHBHABAHHHBH--CCAHBCBHHABBHAHABHHHH--CC 
JCl3 62B ACACCCCCCCCCCACCCACCCCCACAACACACCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAAC 
CCCCCCCCCCCACC-CCCCCACCACCCCCACCCCCCCACACACCACCACA 
ACCCAACCCCCCCCCCCACACCCCCAACCACCCCCCACCCACACCCCCAACC 
NPI3 7 9 ABAHBBHHHBHHHAHHHABBHHHAHHAHAHAHBHHBHBBBHBHBHHBAAH 
HHBHHHHHHHHAHBABHBAHHHAH-HHBBAHHHHHHBHHAHABHAHBAAA 
AHHHAAHHHAHHBABBHAHAABHBC--HHAHBBBAHHBBA B-BC-HABH 
UMC 018 ABAHBBHHHBHHHABHHABBHHHAHHAAABAHBHHBHBBBHBHBHHBADH 
HHBHHHHBHHHAHBCBHBAHHHAHCHHBBHHAHHHBHHHAHABHAHBHAA 
AHHHAAHHHAHHBABBBAHAABHBHAHHHAHBBBAHHBBAAHAHHBHHAACA 
JCO 6 6 6B AHAHBBHHBHHAHABHHAABHBHHHHAAABDHBHABHBBBBBBBHHBAAB 
HHBHHHBBAHHHBHHBHHAHHHAHBHHHBHHAHHHBAHHAHHBHAAHHHA 
HHHHAAHHHAHHBHBBBAHAABABHAAHHAHBBBAHHHBAAHAHHBAHD--A 
ELO 4 9 HHHBHBAAAHBABBHHHHABHBHAAAAHAHABAHAHHAHHBHBAAHAH-H 
HABHHHHBHHH-HH-H BABAH--BHHBBHHBHHBHABAHABBAHBHH 
BBABBBBABAAAHHHAHHHBHHHBAHHHHHHHHBHHBHBAHHHBAHHHAHHB 
JC 0 911 HHHBHHHAAAHBBHHHHAAAHHHAHAAHAHABAHHHHAHHBHBAABAHBA 
HBBHBHCBBAHBHHBHHAABABAAHABHBBHHHBHHBAABABABBAHBHH 
HBABBHBHBAAAHHBAHHHBHHABAHHHHHHHHHHHBHBAHHHBAAHHHHHB 
JC0182B AHHBHHHAAHHBBAHHHAAAHBAHHAHAAHABAHHBHHHABHBHABHHBA 
HBBHBABBBAABHHBBHAHBAHAHBABHBBHAHBHABAABABAHBHHBHH 
HHABBABHBBAAHHBHHHBBHHABABAHAHAAHHHABHHAHHHHHAHBHHHH 
JC1028 AHHBHHHAHAHBHAHHHAHAHBHHHAHAAAABAHHBHHHHBBBHABHABA 
HBBHHHABBAABBHBBHAHHAHAHBABHHBAAHHAABAABABABBHHBHH 
HHABBHBDBBHBHBBAHBBBHHABABAHAAAAHHHABHHAHAABAAHBHHHH 
JC 0 317 AHHBHHHAHAABHAHHHBHAHBHHHAHAAAABAHHBHHAHHBBHAHHABA 
HBBHHHAHBAABBHBBHAHHHHHHBHBHHBAAHHAABAHHABABBHBBAH 
HHABBHHHBCHBHBBAHBBBHHABABAHHAAAHHHHBHHAHAABAAHHHHHH 
UMC 008 AHHBHHHHHAABHDHHHBBHHBBHHAHBHADBAHHHHHAHHBBHAHBABA 
HBBHHHAHHHHBBBCBHAAHHAHBHBBBHBAAHHHABAHHABHBBHBHAH 
HAHHHBHHBHHBHBBAHBBBHHABABHHHAAHBHHHBHHAHAABAHBHHBHA 
JC12 2 G AAHHAHAHBAABHAHHABBHHBBHHHBBHHABHHAAHHAHBBHHHHBHHA 
HBBAHHAHHHBHHBBHHAAHHAHBABHBHBAAHHHABAHHABBBHHHAHH 
HHHHHBHHBHHBHBBAHBHBHHABABHHHAAHBHHHBABHHAABHHBBHHHA 
JC 0 3 6 7A DAHHDDDDBDDDHDDDDBBHDBBDDDBBDDDBHHHAHADBBBHAHDBDAD 
DHDAAHADHDBDDDBHAAAHHHDBABDBABDHBHHABABAABBBHDDDDD 
BHHHHBHABHABABBAHHHBHHABAAHHHHAHBDDHBADDDHABHBBHDHHA 
TABLE A6. Correlation coefficients® among traits from F; plants 
Traits^ NT LLT LWT SCI GDD PAL SBL SLSB PDI NSB SWT 
PH 0.06 0. 01 -0.14 -0. 19 0.54 0.09 -0.06 -0.02 0.05 0.22 -0.20 
NT 0. 30 0.02 0. 06 -0.05 0.04 0.12 0.16 0.12 0.13 0.00 
LLT 0.42 0. 18 -0.12 0.50 0.48 0.35 0.26 0.03 -0.09 
LWT 0. 25 -0.28 0.34 0.26 0.13 0.29 0.17 0.24 
SCI -0.02 0.46 0.53 0.31 0.35 -0.17 -0.04 
GDD 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.03 0.03 -0.64 
PAL 0.85 0.47 0.61 0.17 -0.18 
SBL 0.71 0.61 -0.13 -0.20 
SLSB 0.32 -0.18 -0.20 
PDI 0.23 -C.02 
NSB -0.01 
® Correlation coefficient > 0. 16 = significant at 0.05 of probability level; 
Correlation coefficient > 0. 20 = significant at 0.01 of probability level; 
Correlation coefficient > 0. 27 = significant at 0.001 of probability level 
PH = plant height; NT = number of tillers; LLT = leaf length; LWT = leaf width; 
SCI = stalk circumference; ODD = anthesis; PAL = panicle length; SBL = seed-
branch length; SLSB = sterile portion of the seed-branch; PDI = peduncle 
diameter; NSB = number of seed-branches per panicle; and SWT = 100-seed weight 
Figure Al. Log-likelihood plots of linkage groups from A to 
J for plant height in cm (PH), tillering (NT), 
leaf length in cm (LLT), leaf width in cm (LWT), 
stalk circumference in cm (SCI), and maturity 
(GDD) of the sorghum plant 
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Figure Al. (continued) 
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Figure Al. (continued) 
Figure A2. Log-likelihood plots of linkage groups from A to 
J for panicle length in cm (PAL), seed-branch 
length in cm (SBL), steril portion of the seed-
branches in cm (SPSB), number of seed-branches 
per panicle (NSB), peduncle diameter in mm (PDI), 
and 100-seed weight in g (SWT) of the sorghum 
plant 
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Figure A2. (continued) 
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Figure A2. (continued) 
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Figure A2. (continued) 
